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^"A .  Gen e N el son 

Over the past twenty years,  the Philippines has made considerable 

gains in the level of productivity achieved in lowland rice production. 

Upland rice and upland cropping systems however have received less 

attention.    Consequently,  farm families in these regions are generally not 

as well off as those in the lowland areas.    An increased emphasis however, 

has been placed on upland cropping systems in recent years.    Prelimin- 

ary findings of agronomic research indicate that the potential gains from 

weed management research in these areas could be considerable.    These 

gains could come from increased yields ancL'or the release of labor to other 

activities. 

This study is a component of the research program being conducted 

by the International Plant Protection Center (Oregon State University) 

into the agronomic and economic aspects of existing and alternative weed 

management systems in upland areas of the Philippines.    The objectives of 

this thesis are to (1)  describe and analyze the existing relationships in 

rice production in the upland area of Cale,  Catangas,  and  (2)  estimate 

the effects of introducing new weed management systems that integrate a 



hypothetical herbicide into the traditional weed control system. 

The analytical framework used to determine these relationships is 

a discrete-stochastic MOTAD model that brings together several modelling 

aspects: 

1. consideration of stochastic labor availability and yield responses 

due to uncertain weather conditions. 

2. curvilinear production relationships for traditional and inte- 

grated weed control technologies. 

3. the sequential nature of the rice production decisions. 

Seven farm cases (with various tenure arrangements, family sizes, 

credit availability and subsistence requirements) for farmers with dif- 

ferent risk aversion levels are analyzed when traditionad weed control 

technology is the only option and when two herbicide treatments are also 

available. 

The empirical results for each farm case under traditional tech- 

nology are consistent with observed practices and the hypothesized 

relationships i 

1. The levels of factors (nitrogen and hand weeding) used in 

production decrease as risk aversion increases. 

2. Most farmers do not produce sufficient rice to meet their 

family's subsistence needs.    They must purchase the balance 

in the market. 

3. Labor is generally not hired to do hand weeding. 

The empirical results with herbicide treatments included in the 

model are: 

1.    The application of a herbicide provides either reduced risk 



(standard deviation) for the same expected return or increased 

expected return for the same level of risk. 

2. Herbicide application results in reduced rates of hand weeding 

and generally higher rates of nitrogen application. 

3. The more effective herbicide is applied to larger areas than the 

less effective one. 

4. The more risk averse farmers apply herbicide to smaller areas 

of their land and in some cases do not apply it to any. 

5. A credit restriction results in reduced areas treated with 

herbicide and generally lower rates of nitrogen application. 

6. The areas treated with herbicide by farmers with small 

families, relative to those treated by larger farmers, depends on 

their levels of risk aversion. 

7. The area treated by a tenant farmer relative to that treated 

by an ownerroperator depends on their levels of risk aversion. 

The results indicate that those farmers who are more likely to 

adopt an introduced herbicide are less risk averse, do not meet their 

family's subsistence needs under traditional weed control technology, have 

alternative uses for their feimily labor and have the cash necessary to 

purchase the herbicide. 
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RISK AND THE SELECTION OF ALTERNATIVE WEED MANAGEMENT 
TECHNOLOGIES IN PHILIPPINE UPLAND 

RICE PRODUCTION 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

Over the past twenty years, the Philippines has made considerable 

gains in the level of productivity achieved in low-land rice production. 

Upland rice and upland cropping systems however have received limited 

attention.    Consequently, farm families in these areas are generally not 

as well off as those in the low land areas.    An increased emphasis, how- 

ever, has been placed on these crops in recent years.   Work by the 

International Rice Research Institute (IRRI), the University of the 

Philippines at Los Banos (UPLB) and other research organizations in the 

Philippines indicates that the potential gains from weed management 

research in upland rice could be considerable.    These gains could possibly 

come from increased yields and/or release of resources (labor) to other 

activities. 

The effect of weeds on crop yield in the tropics is well known 

Moody—   estimates that the average reduction in upland rice yields, due 

to weeds,, is about sixty-eight percent.    This is greater than that in low- 

land areas, where flooding of the field reduces the incidence of weeds, 

especially of grasses.    The potential increase in crop yield from improved 

weed management in upland areas is therefore likely to be greater. 

Besides the direct yield reduction effect of weeds on crop revenue. 

- Moody, Keith, Weed Control in Rice.   International Rice Research Insti- 
tute, Los Banos, Laguna, Philippines, June 1978. 
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the cost and resource requirement of weed management are serious revenue 

reducing factors in some upland areas.    Farmers in Gale, Batangas spend 

up to six hundred hours per hectare hand weeding their rice.   New weed 

management techniques that integrate herbicides into the existing system, 

as well as having possible yield increasing effects, may also release labor 

from weeding activities.    This may not only improve the profitability of the 

crop to which the new technology is applied, but may also increase the 

income earning capacity of the family through employment of the labor in 

alternative uses.   The released labor may possibly be used in a more inten- 

sive cropping system, in off-farm employment or perhaps in farming a 

larger area. 

As well as the benefits from weed management research that may 

accrue to a specific study location, there are also broader implications to 

other upland regions.    Although upland rice areas presently constitute 
2/ 

only about 15 percent—   of the total rice-growing areas of the world, it is 

extremely important in those areas where it is grown.   It is also important 

3/ because, as DeDatta—   suggests, much of the future expansion in rice grow- 

ing areas may be under upland culture, as most lowland areas are already 

being cultivated.   The role of weed management research in the develop- 

ment of cropping systems for these new upland areas will be crucial.    It is 

also an important component in improving rice productivity in existing 

2/ - DeDatta, S. K.   Weed Control in Rice in Southeast Asia:   Methods and 
Trends.   Paper presented at the IV BIOTROP Weed Science Training 
Course, University of the Philippines at Los Banbs, Laguna, Philippines, 
May 13,  1976. 

3/ - Ibid, page 7. 



upland regions as well as in the development of more intensive cropping 
4/ 

systems for these areas.- 

The International Plant Protection Center's Research Objectives 
In the Philippines 

The International Plant Protection Center (IPPC), at Oregon State 

University, has conducted considerable agronomic and socio-economic 

research in Brazil and El Salvador aimed at determining the economic and 

socieilly optimum practices for smadl farmers with respect to weed control in 
5/ 

their crops.—     Currently the  center is extending comparable research 

into Costa Rica and the Philippines.— 

The principal objectives of IPPC's research programs in the past 

have been to: 

1.    Compare weed management practices now used by farmers with 

4/ 
- This has been a major goal of the multiple cropping department of IRRI. 
Very little research on the role of weed management in this regard, has 
been carried out. 

5/ - Young, Douglas L.    An Evaluation of Efficiency and Distributional 
Implications of Changes in Weed Control Technology in Northeast Brazil, 
unpublished    Ph.D. thesis. Department of Agricultural and Resource 
Economics, Oregon State University,  1976. 
Fonollera, Raymundo E.    The Impacts of Government Market Intervention 
on Weed Control Technology, Income and Employment:    A Case Study of 
Basic Grain Farms in El Salvador, Centred America, unpublished Ph.D. 
thesis. Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics, Oregon State 
University,  1977. 

- McCarty, Thomas.    The Agronomic, Economic and Social Effects of the 
Availability of New Weed Control Treatments to Small Corn Farmers in the 
North Atlantic Zone of Costa Rica, unpublished M.S. thesis, Department of 
Agricultural and Resource Economics.    Oregon State University,  1980. 
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newly developed techniques to assess—(i)   the agronomic and 

economic feasibility of the new systems to small and medium 

sized farmers and (ii) the incentives for adoption of the new 

techniques. 

2.    Evaluate the probable socio-economic effects of new weed 

management systems by comparing economic gains to the farmers 

that are likely to adopt a new technology to the gains ancl/or 

losses to other groups (non-adopting, rural workers, etc.) 

throughout the study area. 

The center's weed research program in the Philippines also has 

these objectives.    It is organized into two complementary components—an 

agronomic component and a socio-economic component.    The general objec- 

tive of the program is to obtain a better understanding, both from agro- 

nomic and socio-economic perspectives, of existing upland cropping systems 

especially with respect to weed management and to    determine    the feasi- 

bility and likelihood of adoption of alternative weed management systems. 

The Agronomic Component 

The agronomic component of the research is being conducted by 

two Oregon State University weed specialists, with assistance from the 

staff of the National Crop Protection Center of the Philippines (NCPC). 

Several universities and some of the regional offices of the Philippine 

Bureau of Plant Industry (BPI) are also cooperating through provision of 

experimental sites and equipment as well as technical assistance. 

The agronomists are conducting three types of weed management 
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experiments through cooperative research programs with these institutions. 

These experiments are being conducted at the UPLB campus and at trial 

locations in the upland regions of Cavite, Nueva Ecija and Bukidnon 

provinces.    The three types of experiments being  conducted are: 

1. Selectivity trials, with a number of herbicides are being carried 

out to determine which  compounds control weeds most 

effectively and are still safe for the crop.   The most promising 

herbicides will then be used in the labor-capital substitution 

trials. 

2. Labor-capital substitution trials on combinations of selected 

herbicide rates and mechanical or hand weeding operations, at 

zero and recommended fertilizer rates, are to be tested to 

establish their relative effectiveness in controlling weeds. 

3. Systems experiments on alternative weed control systems will 

be conducted to determine their technical suitability relative to 

the farmers' present weed management practices. 

The Economic Component 

The economic component of IPPC's research program is divided into 

three stages: 

1. Describe and analyze existing on-farm relationships in upland 

cropping systems of the Philippines. 

2. Estimate the economic effects of introducing the weed manage- 

ment techniques developed by the agronomists into the existing 

cropping system. 

3. Determine the regional impacts of possible widespread adoption 
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of an introduced weed control technology on farmers, farm 

workers and others. 

In this thesis, the first two objectives will be addressed.    The 

regional impacts of widespread adoption will not be investigated directly 

in this study.    Some notions of the impacts of extensive adoption will 

however, be gleaned from the findings of the farm level analysis. 

This study is an investigation of the economic aspects of existing 

and alternative weed management practices in upland production in Cale, 

Batangas.— 

There are two main reasons for limiting the analysis to an investi- 

gation of rice production, rather than one in which the wide range of crops 

8/ 
and economic activities available to Cale fcirmers are explicitly—   included: 

1. Rice is the major crop of the rice-corn based multiple cropping 

system of Cale and of the cropping systems in many other 

upland areas of the Philippines.    The results obtained from the 

analysis of rice production in Cale, besides having direct relevance 

in that area,  will be more general and of greater 

relevance to other upland areas than an analysis of the special- 

ized multiple cropping system of Cale would be. 

2. The set of agronomic and economic relationships within rice 

production are complex.   If the analysis was extended to 

7/ 
- A detailed description of the study area is presented in the next chapter. 

8/ — Other activities are implicitly accounted for in the analysis by setting 
resource availability levels net of those used in other activities, and by 
applying an opportunity cost or reservation price to family labor. 
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explicitly account for other less important crops and activities, 

much of the depth of analysis would have to be foregone. 

Explicit inclusion of these other activities at a later date is a 

possible extension of this study. 

The two primary objectives of this study axe: 

The first objective is to determine the set of technical and economic 

relationships between inputs (namely hand weeding and fertilizer), rice 

yield and net return that presently exist in Cale.    These relationships will 

be established for different representative farms (farm size, tenure, family 

size, cash and credit limitations).    The analysis will also account for the 

effects of variable weather conditions, directly on crop yield and on the 

levels of weed control and other inputs used. 

The second research objective is to estimate the effects of intro- 

ducing new weed management techniques (herbicides) into the existing rice 

production system.    This part of the analysis will focus on the effects of 

potential new technologies on expected crop net revenue, the variability in 

that net revenue and alterations in factor use, to determine the likelihood 

of technology adoption.    As in the case of the existing technology, different 

farm situations will be. examined to determine which conditions make a new 

technology the "preferred" alternative and the different effects on factor 

use.    In addition to the regimes mentioned above, different herbicide 

effectiveness levels will also be examined.    Due to the lack of agronomic 

information on alternative weed control technologies, the new technologies 

investigated in this analysis will be hypothetical ones based on currently 

available agronomic research results.    The results from the economic 

research, will in turn   provide guidelines for future agronomic research. 



Outline of the Study 

The importance of the need to investigate weed management in 

upland rice production and the objectives of this study have just been out- 

lined. 

The climatic features, cropping systems, cultural practices, and 

production constraints of the study area are presented in the next chapter. 

In chapter three, the hypothesized set of relationships between 

weed incidence, method and level of weed control, other production inputs, 

crop yield and net revenue are developed.    This set of relationships forms 

the basis on which the later empirical analysis is built. 

An overview of the procedures used to  empirically estimate the 

relationships outlined in chapter three,   are presented in chapter four. 

Detailed explanations of the empirical procedures and results from 

each of the stages of analysis, outlined in chapter four are presented in 

chapters five through eight.   In chapter five the rice production functions 

for traditional and integrated weed control technology are estimated.    In 

chapter six the stochastic weather effects on crop yield are empirically 

derived.    The linear programming-MOTAD model is specified in chapters 

seven and eight. 

Results, conclusions and possible extensions of the analysis are 

discussed in chapters nine and ten. 



II.    THE STUDY AREA 

Cale, in the upland area of northeastern Batangas province, about 

100 kilometers south of Manilla, has been selected as the study location 

(Figure 2-1) .    It is one of the few upland areas of the Philippines on 

which substantial agronomic and economic data have been collected.— 

Agro-climate 

The topography around Cale is flat to gentle rolling. The pre- 

dominant soil order is Inceptisol.    The soil texture is that of a medium 

loam.— 

The average annual rainfall of 1706.6 mm, is low relative to most 

other upland areas of the Philippines.    The pattern however, is typical of 

a major part of the country—that is. a wet season starting in May or early 

June and ending in November or early December, followed by a four to 

five month dry season.    Figure 2-2 gives an indication of the rainfall pat- 

tern and the high degree of variability that occurs in any one month. 

The precipitation pattern, to a large extent, dictates the cropping 

systems of Cale farmers.    Upland rice and com are the predominant crops 

- The International Rice Research Institute had Cale as one of its out- 
reach sites from 1973-74 to 1976-77. 

21 - Garrity, Dennis.   Classifying Physical Environmentas as a Tool in Crop- 
ping Systems Research:    Upland Rice in the Philippines, IRRI Saturday 
Seminar, July 24,  1976.    Inceptisols have light colored subsoils and weak 
soil development.    (Source:    International Rice Research Institute,  1975. 
Major Research in Upland Rice, Table 4, page 28.    Los Banos, Philippines. 
Original source:   USDA.) 
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S7 3./ 
- Upper term is the mean monthly rainfall in m.m.    The lower term is the 
standard deviation of monthly rainfall. 

Source: Multiple Cropping Department International Rice Research 
Institute, Los Baffos, Philippines. 
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3/ 
of the area but about twenty other crops are grown to a lesser extent.- 

Almost all farmers (93 percent) grow rice and com, generally on 

4/ the major part of their land.-     Rice is planted extensively in the early wet 

season to provide for subsistence needs.    Corn, planted in the late wet 

season, is the major cash crop.    Some farmers (46 percent) also plant an 

early corn crop and other crops with their rice to provide some cash flow 
5/ 

until their late wet season corn crop is harvested and sold in March.- 

Table 2-1 shows the general sequence of operations in the rice and corn 

crops of the rice-corn based multiple cropping system of Cale.    For a more 

extensive discussion of the cultural practices in corn and other crops grown 
LI 

in the area, refer to Garrity.- 

Cultural Practices in Rice 

Early land preparation for the rice crop begins after the com is 

harvested in February.. The field is generally plowed two to three times by 

March or April.    Final land preparation begins with the first light rains 

3/ - Legumes—bush beans, cowpea, peanut, hyacinth bean, mung soybean. 
Vegetables—sweet potato, garlic, tomato, eggplant, ginger, sweet pepper, 
ube and tara.    Gourds and Melons—bottle gourd, sponge gourd, bitter 
gourd, watermellon, casaba melon. 

4/ - Garrity, Dennis P.    A Test of Potential Cropping Patterns for an Upland 
Rice-growing Region of the Philippines, unpublished M.Sc. thesis. Univer- 
sity of the Philippines at Los Banbs, November, 1976.    (He estimates that 
only 10% of the area planted to com in the late wet season is planted to 
vegetables.) 

5/ - The majority of farmers monoculture their entire rice crop.    Twenty- 
eight percent relay-intercropped some of their rice with gourds. 

- Garrity, Dennis P.    A Test of Potential Cropping Patterns for an Upland 
Rice Growing Region of the Philippines, op. cit. 
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Table 2-1. Timing of cultural operation in rice and com, Gale, Batagcis. 

Cultural Operation 

Month Rice                                                           Corn 

January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 

o Alternately plow and 
harrow up to 6 times 
(March and April) 

o Lithao to form furrows 
prior to seeding 

o Broadcast rice with first 
rains then harrow to cover 
seed and force it into rows 
(May to early June) 

o Harrow 1-2 times and 
lithao 1-3 times in 
June and early July 

o Hand weeding after first 
month- 

o Fertilize 8-9 weeks after 
planting 

o Harvest rice (September 
to early October) 

o Harvest corn 

o Harrow up to 3 times 
and plow once 

o Plant com in rows 

o Off-bar at 20-25 days 
after planting 

o Hill up at 40-45 days 
after planting 

Source:       Garrity, Dennis P.   A Test of Potential Cropping Patterns 
for an Upland Rice-growing Region of the Philippines, unpub- 
lished M.Sc. thesis. University of the Philippines at Los Bafibs, 
November,  1976. 
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and consists of one to five passes of the harrow (average of three) and a 

77 single pass of the lithao—   to form furrows prior to planting. 

Planting is done in May or early June, after the first heavy rains 

have thoroughly moistened the soil.    The seed is broadcast at a rate of 80- 

100 kilograms per hectare.    The field is harrowed before seed emergence, 

to cover the seed and to put it into rows. 

If soil moisture is adequate, the seeds will usually emerge about five 

days after planting.   Mechanical weed control starts at seven to ten days 

after emergence.   These operations also have the effect of thinning the 

rice and reducing water run-off in this crucial early stage of crop develop- 

8/ 
ment.    The standard practice is to harrow-   first and then lithao a couple 

of days later.    This sequence of operations is repeated, as weather permits, 

up to three times at weekly intervals in the first month.    After a month, 

the rice plants are generally too tall and continued cultivation would break 

the stalks. 

Hand weeding is initiated at this stage.    Up to three hand weedings 

(600 hours per hectare) and perhaps some spot weeding, depending on 

weed incidence and workability of the field, are performed over the six 

week period until pannicle initiation.    For the traditional Dagge rice vari- 

ety grown in Cale, this is around seventy days after emergence.    The crop 

7/ - The lithao is a plow with about five spikes, each about thirty centimeters 
apart in a row.   It is drawn by an oxen and maneuvered by two men who 
walk behind it holding a wooden handle that runs the width of the imple- 

"ment. 

8/ 
- The harrow is passed across the field both diagonally and parallel to the 
rows.    The diagonal pass of the harrow removes weeds, both between and 
within rows and supposedly minimizes the uprooting of the rice plant.   It 
also uncovers the seedlings that are covered by the lithao. 
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is fertilized immediately after weeding is completed.    The average rate is 

9/ 60 kilograms of nitrogen per hectare.— 

Harvest begins about 125 days after emergence of the rice plants. 

It is done by cutting and gathering the pannicles.    The stubble is left in 

the field until after the post-harvest operations are completed. 

Farm Size and Tenure 

The average total area of cropland per farm is 0.93 hectares.    Sixty 

four percent of farms have less than one hectare.    Table 2-2 shows the 

distribution of cropping area in Cale.    The majority of farmers operate 

several parcels of land, located throughout the barrio.—    The average 

number of parcels is three but it can be as high as six. 

Most farmers in the barrio (80 percent) rent part or all of the land 

on which they farm.    Almost half (44 percent) rent their entire area. 

Table 2-3 shows the percentages of farmers in each tenure category. . 

The majority of landlord-tenant agreements in Cale are informal and 

based on various crop sharing arrangements.    For the rice crop, the most 

typical arrangement is for the tenant to provide all inputs and give the 

landlord a third to one-quarter of the value of the crop after deducting 

harvest costs.    Another, less common arrangement, is for the tenant and 

landlord to shcire expenses and the crop evenly.    This type of agreement 

9/ .- Garrity, Dennis P.   A Test of Potential Cropping Patterns of an Upland 
Rice Growing Region of the Philippines,    op. cit.    Also refer to Table 
5-1. 

— A barrio is a small town or village. 
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Table 2^2.    Total cropland per farm, Barrio Cale, Tanauan, Batcingas, 
1973-74 (Survey of seventy farmers) . 

Total cropland Percent of 
(hectares) farmers 

<0.25 26 

0.25 -  0.5 10 

0.5   -   1.0 28 

1.0   -   2.0 27 

>2.0 9 

Average area of cropland - 0.93 

Source:    Antonio, Estrella V. amd Gordon R. Banta, Multiple Cropping in 
a Batangas Barrio.   IRRI, Saturday Seminar, June 29,  1974. 

Table 2-3.    Tenure classification of farmers, Barrio Cale, Batangas, 
1973-74. 

Tenure Category Percent of Farmers 

Full owner 20 

Part owner 36 

Tenant 44 

Adapted from:   Antonio, Estrella V. and Gordon R. Banta, Multiple Crop- 
ping in a Batangas Barrio, IRRI Saturday Seminar, June 
29,  1974. 
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is generally limited to one between relatives.    A few farmers pay a fixed 

cash rent.— 

For com, the tenant usually pays the landlord one-quarter of the 

crop.    If the tenant pays his hcirvesting labor on a share of the crop basis, 

then one-quarter of the remaining crop is paid to the landlord.   If harvest 

labor is paid in cash, then one-quarter of the total crop goes to the land- 

lord . 

For other cash crops, the landlord normally receives one-quarter to 

one-fifth of the value of the crop after cash costs have been deducted. 

Cash Flow and Credit 

Income 

12/ Antonio and Banta—   have estimated that in 1972-73, the average 

value of crop production, and income from livestock and off farm activities 

13/ in Cale was around^-4000 per farm family.—     Cash income (before deduct- 

ing production costs) is considerably less.    In 1973-74 it was estimated 

to be around-P-1700 per farm family.    The level of disposable income(after 

■deducting production costs) is even lower. 

'— The rate in 1975 was -P-600 per hectare per year.    The equivalent cash 
amount can also be paid in kind at rice harvest.    Payment in kind at this 
time, when prices are at their lowest level, is to the landlord's benefit— 
who can then store and sell the rice when prices axe higher later in the 
year. 

12/ — Antonio, Estrella V. and G. Banta.    Multiple Cropping in a Batangas 
Barrio, International Rice Research Institute, Saturday Seminar, June 29, 
1974. 

—■P-7.3Q = $1.00 U.S. 
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The average annual off-farm income of Cale farmers in 1972-73 was 

close to-P-lOOO.    This is approximately a quarter of the total value of 

14/ production and income for that year.    Over half—   of the farmers in the 

barrio derive some of their income from off-farm activities.    To these, 

generally smaller farmers, the percentage of income and value of produc- 

tion contributed by off-farm earnings is closer to fifty percent.    As a per- 

centage of actual cash income, it is considerably higher. 

Credit 

Off farm employment and the sale of vegetables and livestock, help 

Cale farmers supplement their income flows in the months between receiving 

payment for their corn crops.    They do, however, still face periods of 

serious cash shortages.    The major purpose of borrowing is for family use. 

Fifty-four percent of loans are made for this purpose.    Twenty-eight per- 

cent are short term loans for crop production inputs (namely fertilizer) . 

The remaining eighteen percent are mainly for capital items (machinery, 

livestock, land and buildings) . 

The major sources of credit are the banks (47 percent) and relatives 

(30 percent) .    Neighbors and friends provide 17 percent and farmers1 

15/ associations and landlords provide the remaining 6 percent.— 

Farmers generally borrow from the bank at the start of the wet 

14/ — Antonio, Estrella V. and G. Banta.    Multiple Cropping in a Bat an gas 
Barrio, op. cit.   Table 5.    Fifty-three percent of Cale farmers in 1973- 
74 had some off-farm income. 

— Ibid. 
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season.    The banks will lend up to-P-1200 per hectare for the rice crop. 

They will also lend up to-P-2000 per hectare to purchase inputs (e.g. 

fertilizer) for the corn crop, but on the condition that the loan for the 

rice crop be completely repaid first.    As farmers rarely sell any of their 

rice, they generally cannot repay the first loan in time to be eligible to 

borrow for their corn crop.    Consequently, most farmers must rely on the 

•P-1200 /hectare borrowed from the bank and whatever they can obtain from 

other sources, to purchase the fertilizer and other inputs they need for 

the entire cropping season. 

The interest charge on bank loans is 12 percent per year plus a 3 

percent service fee.—     No collateral is required on these short-term 

production loans but farmers must belong to a "barrio association".    A 

"barrio association" consists of several groups of about three to six farm- 

ers each.. The members of a group are responsible for repayment of the 

loans of all members of .the group.    If one member defaults, then all 

farmers in the group are ineligible to borrow in the subsequent season. 

Labor Use 

Figure 2-3 shows the labor use pattern of thirty-six Cale farmers 

in the 1975-76 crop year. 

The highest labor use occurs with manual weeding and harvesting of 

the rice crop in July and September respectively.    Post harvest rice 

activities and land preparation and planting of the corn crop extend the 

— Loans obtained from relatives and friends are generally interest free 
and flexible in terms of repayment. 
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Figure 2-3.    Weekly labor utilization on 36 farms in Gale, Batangas, 
1975-76, and inputed weekly wage rates. 

Source:.     Price, E.G. and R. Bcirker.    The Time Distribution of Crop 
Labor in Rice-based Cropping Patterns.    Paper prepared for 
the Symposium on Household Economics, May,  1977, Manila, 
The Philippines. 
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September peak into October.    Two other peak labor use periods occur 

with rice planting and com harvest in April and January-February 

respectively. 

Cale farmers rely heavily on family and exchange labor to carry out 

the necessary production operations.   Although large amounts of labor are 

hired to harvest the rice and to perform post-harvest operations, this labor 

is not paid in cash but is given a share of the crop (generally 20 percent) . 

By using exchange labor to do hand weeding and paying for harvest labor 

in kind, Cale farmers ease to some extent, the cash  constraint problem 

that most of them face. 

Marketing 

The majority of Cale farmers seldom sell any of their rice crop.    They 

occasionally need to buy some in poor years, when their own production 

is insufficient to meet family needs. 

The large Manila market provides a reliable outlet for the many 

vegetables grown in the area.    The feed mills in the Manila area also pro- 

vide a ready market for the mature corn crop.    Green or sweet com is 

generally sold to a contractor who harvests and.markets it.   Jaomeufarmers 

occasionally harvest the crop themselves and sell it along the roadside. 

Summary 

In this chapter, a description of the agronomic, technological and 

socio-economic aspects of the rice-based cropping system of Cale, Batangas 

was presented.    The traditional nature of crop production, the high degree 

of labor intensity, the effect of weather conditions on crop production and 
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the ability to perform field operations, the smallness of farms and the 

large proportion of farmers that rent land, are key factors that were out- 

lined. 

In the next chapter a hypothesized set of functional relationships for 

the production decisions within a single crop (rice) is developed.    The 

description just presented is the basis for this hypothesized framework, 

which in turn is the basis of the empirical ainalysis that follows in later 

chapters. 
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III.   WEED MANAGEMENT - HYPOTHESIZED TECHNICAL 
AND ECONOMIC RELATIONSHIPS 

The intention in  this chapter is to outline and present hypotheses on 

the complex set of relationships between weed incidence, weed management, 

crop yield and net return.    These hypothesized relationships, while 

intended to be general, will focus on rice production in Cale. 

The hypothesized relationships presented in this chapter are insuf- 

ficient to determine optimum production strategies for an entire farm. 

They do, however, provide some useful information on the relationships 

within the single crop, as well as forming the basis on which the empirical 

analyses of the following chapters are built. 

The effect of weeds on crop yield and net value is not direct or 

simple.    Crop development and ultimately crop yield and net return are 

affected by environmental factors; pest, disease and weed infestations; 

methods and levels of pest, disease and weed management; and other 

cultural practices.   The actions of each of these on the crop is not always 

independent of the effects of the others.    Figure 3-1 shows an hypothe- 

sized set of interactions. 

The heavily outlined entries of Figure 3-1 are "decision factors" 

over which the farmer has some control.    The heavy arrows of the diagram 

show the effects of decision factors on pest, disease and weed levels; on 

crop development and on levels of alternative weed management methods 

used.    The lightly marked arrows show the effects of environmental condi- 

tions, weed level, pest and disease levels, and crop development on each 

other, as well as their effects on the levels of decision factors imple- 

mented by the farmer. 
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Figure 3-1.    Relationship between weed management, weed level, other factors and crop yield. 

- The heavily outlined factors are "decision factors" over which the farmer has control.    The dark 
arrows show the effect of "decision factors". 
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This analysis will concentrate initially on the weed management, weed 

incidence, and crop development interactions shown in Figure 3-1.    The 

effect of pests and disease and of other cultural operations on crop yield 

will not be analyzed and are assumed to be constant.    The uncertainty 

aspects associated with environmental effects are mentioned here, but will 

be formally introduced into the analysis later. 

Environmental Factors 

Drought Stress and Typhoons 

Environmental factors, such as drought stress and typhoons are 

shown in Figure 3-1 to have a direct effect on crop development.    They 

also effect the crop indirectly through affecting the levels of insects, pests, 

diseases and weeds that occur in the crop and by hindering the perform- 

ance and effectiveness of weed and pest control operations as well as the 

performance of other cultured operations. 

Available Weeding Time 

The effect of rainfall on available field time during the weeding 

periods is hypothesized to be a major factor affecting weeding level and 

hence crop yield.   Because of its variable effect each year, it is also hypo- 

thesized to be a major source of variation or uncertainty in crop yield. 

This aspect will be     addressed later when the effect of risk is introduced 

into the analysis.    The direct effects of moisture stress and typhoons on 

crop yield will also be analyzed further at that time. 
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Weed Management - Weed Incidence - Crop Yield 

The two-way arrows of Figure 3-1 between weed level and crop 

development show the competitive relationship that exists between weeds 

and a crop.    This balance is affected exogeneously by the different 

effects of environmental conditions on weed and crop development.    It is 

also affected by the level and type of weed management implemented by the 

farmer. 

Weed management techniques in Figure 3-1 are separated into pri- 

mary and secondary methods.—     Primary methods have reduction in weed 

population as their objective.    Secondary methods have other objectives, 

of which weed management may or may not be their most important function. 

As shown by the arrows of Figure 3-1, primary weed control methods 

affect crop yield indirectly through reducing weed level.    Secondary weed 

control methods, such as land preparation, water management and crop 

rotation, may directly reduce weed level   and thus result in an increase in 

crop yield.    Other secondary methods, such as planting method, type of 

cultivar, and planting density, may increase the competitive advantage of 

the crop with a consequent weed reduction effect.    Fertilizer application 

may increase both weed and crop growth or, by increasing the competitive 

advantage of the crop, result in a reduction in weed level. 

- Moody, Keith, Weed Control in Rice.    International Rice Research 
Institute, Los Bands, Philippines, June,  1978. 
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Primary Weed Control Methods 

Primary weed control methods include manual and chemical methods 

of directly reducing weed population. 

Manual Weed Control Methods 

Hand weeding is the primary method of weed control in rice that is 

presently used by Cede farmers.    The rates vary from zero to six hundred 

hours per hectare and depend mainly on the incidence of weeds and the 

ability to work in the field. 

Chemical Weed Control Methods (Herbicides) 

Adoption of herbicides has been slow in The Philippines and in Asia 

generally.    It has been particularly slow in upland rice and in most upland 

crops.    Cede farmers are aware of them, but very few have tried them and 

none use herbicides on a regular basis.    Several reasons were cited by 

21 
farmers to explain their reluctance to use herbicides.-     There are: 

1. The effect of herbicides on other crops. 

2. Cost. 

3. Still need to do hand weeding. 

4. Health hazards. 

5. Lack of information on how to use them. 

Herbicides have the potential to be an important component of inte- 

grated weed management systems.   Little, however, is known at the 

21 - Personal interviews with Cade farmers. 
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moment about the possible role of herbicides in upland Philippine rice 

production. 

Secondary Weed Control Methods 

Land Preparation 

Land preparation is regarded as an important weed management tech- 

3/ nique.    Moody—   suggests that the weed control component of land prepara- 

tion is a more important determinant of crop yield than is the provision of 

good physical soil conditions.    A weed-free seed bed gives the crop a 

competitive advantage at this crucial stage    and enhances the possibility of 

higher crop yields later.     As mentioned earlier,  it also reduces the need 

for hand weeding. 

Post-plant Cultivation 

Post-plant cultivation is carried out in Cale for the dual purposes of 

thinning the rice and reducing weeds.    If adequate land preparation has 

been done, the role of post plant cultivation in the weed control system is 

4/ minor relative to the rice thinning role.— 

Although post-plant cultivation and land preparation may be import- 

ant in controlling weeds in the early stage of crop development, they are 

generally inadequate.    Depending on weather conditions, the performance 

of mechanical weeding operations may be limited and /or delayed thus 

3/ - Moody, Keith.   Weed Control in Rice,    op. cit. 

4/ - Observation by IPPC agronomists. 
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allowing the weeds to grow.    Consequently, the covering effect of later 

cultivation on weed kill is not as effective, especially if the soil is moist. 

Mechanical weeding also has to be supplemented by hand weeding because 

inter-row cultivation does not kill the weeds in the rows.    These are the 

weeds closest to the rice plant and those that have the greatest yield 

reduction effect.    Farmers in Cale overcome this problem to some extent 

by also doing several diagonal passes of the harrow to reduce weeds 

within the rows.    A further reason for the need to supplement mech- 

anical weeding in rice with follow-up hand weeding, besides the need to 

kill those weeds that were not killed by cultivation, is to kill those that 

germinate after cultivation is no   longer feasible. 

Fertilizer 

In a "weed free" crop the effect of fertilizer on crop yield is  reason- 

ably apparent.   Within, a broad range, if all factors remain constant, 

increased fertilizer generally results in increased yield.   If, as is nor- 

mally the case, weeds are growing with the crop, then the effect on 

crop yield is not as direct.    The response of the crop to fertilizer depends 

on the  level of competition between the crop and weeds  for the available 

soil nutrients.    The growth of both may increase, or one may increase 

while the other decreases.   If weeding is also done then the final effect 

of fertilizer on crop yield is altered further.    This interaction between 

fertilizer,   weeds, weeding, and crop yield is summarized in Figure 3-2. 
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WEED LEVEL 
 ► 

CROP YIELD 

Figure 3-2.    Effect of fertilizer on crop yield as influenced by 
weeds and weeding. 

Other Secondary Methods 

Other secondary weed control methods alter the competitive balance 

between weeds and the crop. 

Methods of Planting 

Transplanted rice is more competitive with weeds than is dry- 

seeded rice.    Broadcasting of the seed is the method used in Cale and 

most upland areas, and is one of the reasons for the more severe weed 

problems in upland compared to lowland areas. 

Water Management 

Another important reason for generally more serious weed problems 

in upland rice is the inability to control weeds through water management. 

Flooding of fields in the lowlands is a well recognized method of 
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preventing weed seeds from germinating and of killing some species of 

weeds that have already germinated. 

Crop Variety 

The majority of Cade farmers still grow the traditional rice variety. 

The local "dagge" variety competes better with weeds because of its 

greater height and consequent shading effect.    It also has a longer time 

of maturity than the new varieties, which, according to Moody, makes it 

more competitive with weeds.    The deep rooting nature of "dagge" also 

facilitates mechanical weeding. 

A lower ability to compete with weeds as well as a greater suscept- 

ibility to moisture stress are among the major reasons for the poor accept- 

ance of the new varieties.    The weak competitiveness of the new cultivars 

points to the need for developing "better" weed management systems 

before they will be widely adopted.    The potential yields from these 

vajrieties when weeds are controlled is considerably higher than that for 

the traditional varieties. 

Plant Density 

Greater plant density makes the crop more competitive with weeds. 

Too high a level though, while reducing weed level may still result in 

decreased yield due to competition between the crop plants and a pos- 

sible increase in the detrimental effects of insects and diseases. 
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Crop Rotation 

Rotation of crops and the set of cultural practices that accompany 

them helps reduce the build-up of specific weed types. 

Mathematical Model 

The technical relationships between weed level, weed management 

and crop yield shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-2 and just discussed in general 

terms can be formally specified in a set of mathematical functions.    This is 

the first step undertaken here.    The next step will be to develop profit 

functions and estimate the revenue maximizing weed management stra- 

tegies.    A further extension, that will be considered later, is the inclu- 

sion of risk.    The effect of tenure status on the determination of 

"optimum" weed management strategies will be discussed last. 

Technical Relationships 

A mathematical model that specifies the set of relationships between 

traditional weed control methods, weed incidence and crop yield will be 

presented first.    This model will then be eiltered to accotmt for the effect 

of herbicide treatment. 

Traditional Weed Management 

Equation 3-1 and Figure 3-3 show the hypothesized effect of weeds 
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on crop yield.—    Equation 3-1 also shows the direct effect of fertilizer 

application on crop yield. 

Y = a - bW2 + fN + gN2 3-1 

where: 

Y is crop yield 

W is weed incidence 

N is level of applied nitrogen  fertilizer 

Y^a+fN'igN' )-bW: 

(W)   WEED LEVEL 

Figure 3-3.    Hypothesized effect of weed level on crop yield for a 
specified level of applied Nitrogen (N1) . 

5/ - An alternative formulation of the effect of weeds on crop yield is: 

Y = a - cW - bW2 

This formulation implies a negative yield maximizing level of weeding 
(-c/Zb) that would result in inconsistencies in both the theoretical and 
empirical analyses that follow. 
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Equation 3-2 shows the effect of hand weeding and nitrogen application 

on weeds. 

W = d - kH + mN 3-2 

where: 

H is the man hours of hand weeding 

The coefficient d, of equation 3-2 is an index of potential weed level. 

It is the level of weeds that would develop in a fallow field if fertilizer was 

not applied and if no hand weeding was done.    The magnitude of the coef- 

ficient is determined exogeneously to the mathematical model by such 

factors as the direct effect of environmental conditions, previous cultured 

practices and location. 

The coefficient k is the amount by which the weed level is reduced 

for each hour of hand weeding.    Figure 3-4 shows the relationship 

between weed level, fertilizer and hand weeding.    Figure 3-4 shows the 

assumed constant rate of weed reduction (k) for each hour of hand weed- 

ing up to H = H* = (d + mN)/k.    Levels of hand weeding above H* have no 

effect on weed level.    That is, weed level cannot be less than zero. 

A more complete specification of equation 3-2 would have allowed for 

the effect of the crop on weed level.   Inclusion of this aspect, however, 

would have added considerably to the complexity of the following analysis 

and perhaps detracted from its expository nature. 

Equation 3-1 accounts for the direct effects of fertilizer application 

on crop yield as well as the yield reduction effect of weeds.    Equation 

3-2 accounts for the effect of manual weed control and fertilizer applica- 

tion on weed level.   To account for the direct and indirect effects of 
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primary and secondary weed management methods on crop yield, it is 

necessary to substitute equation 3-2 into equation 3-1 and derive the 

reduced form production function (equation 3-3). 

Y =   a- b (d-kH + mN) 2 + fN ± gN2 

Y = (a - bd2) + 2 bdkH + (f - 2 bdm)N - bk2H2 

+ (± g - bm2)N2 + 2 bkmHN 

WEED 
LEVEL 

(W) 
(d + mN) 

3-3 

HAND 
H*=(d+mN)      WEEDING 

k (H) 

Figure 3-4.    Effect of hand weeding on weed level for specified levels 
of fertilizer, land preparation and post plant cultivation. 

Equation 3-3 explicitly accounts for the effects of hand weeding and 

fertilizer application on crop yield.    The effect of other secondary weed 

management methods, other cultural practices and climatic conditions axe 

implicit in the function.    The magnitude of the structural equation coeffici- 

ents and hence composite coefficients of the reduced form equation are 

affected by these factors.    Equation 3-3 therefore, accounts either 
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explicitly or implicitly for all the effects shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-2 

except that of crop development on weed level. 

Several aspects of the derived production function will now be dis- 

cussed before considering the effects of herbicide application and deter- 

mination   of revenue maximizing strategies. 

Crop Response to Factors of Production 

Hand Weeding:   The yield maximizing level of hand weeding is equal 

to the amount that reduces the effective weed level to zero.— 

H* = a + fN ± gN2 

The yield obtained when H*  weeding is done is: 

Y^  = a+ fN ±gN2 

Figure 3-5 shows this relationship diagramatically.    The decreasing 

marginal physical productivity of hand weeding (MPPH) is due to an 

increasing margined yield reduction due to weeds (Figure 3-3) as the level 

of weeding is increased.    When the weed level is reduced to zero (at 

H ■= H*), the MPPH is adso reduced to zero; hence the horizontal section 

of Figure 3-5.    The damage done to the crop by workers in the field 

- The yield maximizing level of hand weeding is obtained from equation 3-3 

~ = 2 bdk - 2 bk2H + 2 bkmN = 0 
orl 

H* = (d + mN)/k 

The level of hand weeding that reduces weed incidence to zero is obtained 
from equation 3-2. 

0 = d + mN - kH 

H* = (d + mN)/k 
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(a possible cause of decreasing MPPH) is not accounted for in this frame- 

work. 

YIELD 

Y=a+ fNigN 

HT= (d + mN)/k 
■HAND 
WEEDING 

Figure 3-5.    Yield as a function of hand weeding. 

Fertilizer Application:   In the absence of manual weeding (H = 0) the 

effect of applied nitrogen on crop yield depends on the response of the 

crop (f and g) and weeds (m) to nitrogen, the level of weeds (d) and the 

effect of weeds on crop yield (b) . 

The net effect of these factors is shown in the composite coefficients 

2 2 ((f - 2 bdm) and (± g - bm )) on N and N    in equation 3-3. 

The effect of hand weeding on the crop's response to nitrogen is 

determined by the magnitudes of the coefficient on the interaction term 

(HN) of equation 3-3. 
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Interaction Between Fertilizer and Hand Weeding 

The positive sign on the interaction term (HN) implies a "comple- 

7/ 
mentary"—   relationship between applied nitrogen and weeding. 

Figure 3-6 shows the relationship between hand weeding and crop 

yield for two levels of applied nitrogen.   Figure 3-6a shows the case 

where the net effect of fertilizer application, before any weeding effect 

is measured, is positive.    That is, where the direct positive response of 

the crop is greater than the indirect negative effect.    Figure 3-6b shows 

the case where the indirect effect is greater than the direct effect. 

For the case shown in Figure 3-6a, increased crop yield will always 

be obtained with the higher level of fertilizer (N_) .    For a crop with a 

fertilizer, weeding response of the type shown in Figure 3-6b, unless 

more than H1 level of weeding can be done, the higher fertilizer level 

will result in lower crop yields. 

Integrated Weed Management 

The mathematical model developed so far is for traditional weed con- 

trol technology.    Herbicide application is a possible alternative, but if 

feasible, is more likely to be a component of an integrated system that 

uses both traditional and chemical methods of weed control. 

Herbicide application is assumed in the mathematical formulation to 

II 

9    DN    -   =   2bkm 
9H 
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YIELD 
Y=f(H   (N=N2)) 

(N = NI)) 

Figure3-6a (f-2bdm)N+(±g-bm2) ^ > 0. 

YIELD 
Y=f(H (N = N2)) 

(N = N1)) 

H 
N = N1     H 

Figure 3-6b. (f-2bdm) N+ ( ±g-bm2) N^ < 0 

N=N2 HAND WEEDING 

2\  M2 

Figure 3-6.    Effect of hand weeding on crop yield for two levels of 
applied nitrogen. 
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proportionally reduce the potential weed level (d) .    The weed reduction 

effect or ""herbicide effectiveness" depends on the types of weeds and the 

rate, time, method and type of herbicide applied.    If p is defined as the 

proportion of weeds remaining after herbicide treatment, then pd is the 

potenticil weed level after a field has been sprayed with a herbicide.    The 

lower the value of p, the more effective is the herbicide treatment.    If p 

equals one then there is no   weed reduction due to herbicide treatment. 

This is the case of a totally ineffective chemical treatment, or the case of 

traditional technology.    If p equals 0, then herbicide application has the 

effect of removing all weeds. 

The rate of weed reduction due to hand weeding is assumed to be 

constant and unaffected by weed level.    Consequently, no alteration to 

the coefficient on hand weeding (k) in equation 3-2 is made due to the 

effect of herbicide application. 

Because herbicide application reduces the weed population, the 

response of the weed biomass to fertilizer application will be proportionally 

reduced.     This effect is accounted for by adjusting the coefficient on 

nitrogen in equation 3-2 from m to pm. 

These effects are shown in the respecified formulation of equation 

3-2. 

W = pd - kH + pmN 3-4 

The level of hand weeding, when integrated weed control is used, that 

reduces the weed level to zero is shown in equation 3-5. 

H*|(p = pl) = p' (d + mN)/k 3-5 
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where 

H*|(p = p') is the amount of hand weeding that reduces the weed 

population to zero, given that a herbicide with an effectiveness 

level of p" has been applied.   Levels of hand weeding above H* 

have no effect on weed level.   That is, weed population cannot be 

less  than zero. 

Figure 3-7 shows the effect of hand weeding on weed level for dif- 

ferent levels of herbicide effectiveness and constcint levels of all other 

factors. 

WEED LEVEL 
(W) 

d + mN 

0.7(d + mN) 

0.3(d + mN) 

W=/>(d + mN)-kH 

H 
HAND 

(p=0-0) H* (p=03)  H*(p=07)   KWi)    WEEDING 
1 1 ' (H) 

Figure 3-7.    Effect of hand weeding on weed level for specified levels of 
fertilizer and all other factors, but with different levels of 
herbicide effectiveness. 
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The effect of herbicide treatment on crop yield is specified by the reduced 

form production function.    This is determined by substituting equation 

3^4 into equation 3-1. 

Y = (a - bp2d2) + 2 bpdkH + (f - 2bp2dm)N 

- bk2H2+ (±g - bp2m2) N2+ 2 bkpmHN 3-6 

For a specified level of applied nitrogen, the level of hand weeding 

8/' 
that reduces weed level to zero is the level that maximizes crop yield— : 

Y^ = a + fN ± gN2 3-7 

YHJ(C is the maximum yield that can be obtained from hand weeding for 

9/ specified levels of all other factors, regardless of the value of p— . 

Figure 3-8 shows the relationship between hand weeding and crop yield 

for several herbicide effectiveness levels. 

8/ - The value of YHJ(. is obtained by substituting H*|(p = p') into 
equation 3~6. I 

9/ - In reality, the maximum yield when a herbicide is applied is likely to be 
higher because of the timeliness of weed control and the reduction in 
crop damage due to reduced trampling of the crop. 
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YIELD 
(Y) 

a+fN±gN' 

Y=f(H|(yO=0-3)) 

Y = f(H|(/o=0-7)) 

Y = f(H|yO = l-0)) 

Y=f(H|(/)=0-0)) 

H?Up=0)      H?(p=0-5) Hx>-0-7>      Hf^-I-O)      ^|NG 

(H) 

Figure 3-8.     Effect of hand weeding on crop yield for several herbicide 
effectiveness levels. 

Economic Relationships 

Maximization of crop yield, unless it concurrently maximizes net 

revenue or value, is rarely the objective of any producer, even of the 

subsistence farmer.    Ignoring for the moment, any possible compensations 

made for the effect of uncertainty, the "economically rational" objective 

is maximization of net revenue. 

In the case of a subsistence crop, such as rice in Cale, maximization 

of "net value" may be a more accurately specified objective.    Since the 

crop is not sold, the "value" of the crop to the farm family is the cost of 
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purchasing an equal amount of rice at the retail price.—     The economic 

optimum levels of resource use per hectare in production of a subsistence 

crop are those that maximize "net value".    Resource use above that which 

maximizes "net value", although it may give a higher crop yield, is 

non-optimal.    Beyond the "net value" maximizing level, it would pay the 

producer to use any remaining cash to purchase the family's additional 

rice requirement rather than purchase the inputs to produce that rice. 

The conditions for profit maximization are well known and will not 

be restated here.   Instead, the discussion will move directly to compari- 

sons of the net revenue maximizing conditions under various sets of 

resource constraints when both traditional and integrated weed manage- 

ment technology are available.    The effect of uncertainty (about labor 

availability and crop response) on technology adoption will then be intro- 

duced.    Lastly, the impact of tenure status on technology adoption will 

be incorporated. 

The general net revenue function that will be examined when various 

resource constraints exist and different parameter values prevail is: 

NR = P  Y - PUH - P  N - P 3-8 y h n z 

Where: 

NR is crop net revenue per hectare. 

P    is price or value of the crop. 

Y is crop yield per hectare. 

P,   is the cost per man hour of hand weeding. 

— Transportation and other purchase costs are assumed to be zero. 
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H is the man hours of hand weeding per hectare. 

P    is the cost per kilogram of applied nitrogen. 

N is the kilograms of nitrogen applied per hectare. 

P   is cost per hectare of herbicide treatment. 

Substitution Between Manual and Chemical Weed Control 

The labor displacing effect of chemical weed control is often cited 

as both the benefit and curse of introducing herbicides into the set of 

weed management methods available to peasant farmers.    The broader 

socio-economic impacts, such as possible widespread unemployment aunong 

landless workers and inequitable redistribution of wealth will not be 

addressed in this discussion.    Only the economic implications to a single 

farmer will be considered.    Two cases will be analyzed. 

Zero Cost of Weeding Labor 

The case of zero cost of weeding labor is analagous to the situation 

where only family labor with zero opportunity cost and zero reservation 

price—   is used for weeding. 

If the levels of applied nitrogen and all other inputs are held at 

specified levels and the cost of labor is assumed to be zero, then the net 

revenue functions for traditional and integrated weed management are: 

— A zero reservation price is unlikely.    Farmers are likely to attach 
some value to leisure and to account for the cost of the additional food 
required to provide energy to do work. 
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NRT = {P   [(a - bd2) + (f - 2 bdm) N + (± g - bm2)N2] 

-PNTN} + P    [2 bdk + 2 bkmN] H - P    bk2H2 3-9 
N y 7 

NRT = a * 0H - yH2 for H < H* 3-9a 

NRT = a + BH*  - yH*   2 for H > H* 3-9b 

NRj = {P    [(a - bp2d2) + (f - 2 bp2dm) N + (± g - bp2m2)N2] 

- PNN - Pz} + PY[2 bpdk + 2 bpkm N] H 

- PYbk2H2 3-10 

NRj = (a1 - Pz) + 0* H - YH
2
 for H < H* 3-10a 

NRj = (o1 - Pz) + Bc H* - yH* 2    for H >H* 3-10b 

NR_ and NR- are the net revenues for traditional and integrated 

management   respectively. 

N is the specified level of applied nitrogen. 

p is the herbicide effectiveness level. 

a,  3 and y are the respective composite coefficients of equation 

3-9 when traditional technology is used. 

a1,  3' and y   are the respective composite coefficients of equa- 

tion 3-10 when integrated   control is used. 

H*  and H5 are the levels of hand weeding needed to reduce 

weed level to zero when traditional and integrated control 

respectively sire used. 
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The choice of weed control technology, within this limited frame- 

work, depends on the level of weeding labor available, the herbicide 

effectiveness level, the herbicide price and the price of the crop. 

Figure 3-9 shows equations 3-9 and 3^10.    Equation 3-10 is shown 

for two herbicide effectivensss levels (pr and p" where p,-,< p") . 

NET 
REVENUE 
(NR) 

NTEGRATED 

TRADITIONAL 
(/9=IO) 

/>=/>"   H*p-\0 

-INTEGRATED 

•HAND 
WEEDING 
(H) 

Figure 3-9.    Net revenue as a function of hand weeding, for traditional 
technology and integrated control with two herbicide 
effectiveness levels (pr < p") . 

For the parameter values implicit in Figure 3-9: 

1. The unconstrained net revenue maximizing action is to use 

traditional technology. 

2. If there is a constraint on the amount of labor available for 
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hand weeding the choice of technology depends on the level of 

available labor.    Traditional technology is the revenue maximiz- 

ing technique for levels of available labor greater than H. .   If 

available weeding labor is less than H . , integrated control 

(p = pl) is the revenue maximizing option.    For the herbicide 

price level implicit in the relationships of Figure 3-9, the less 

effective (p = p") will not be used. 

3.    A lower herbicide price will have the effect of moving the two 

curves for integrated control upwards.    The unconstrained 

maximum net revenue that can be obtained using integrated 

control (NR*) however will never surpass that from traditional 

control (NR*) .    A lower herbicide price however may make the 

less effective lierbicide (p = pn) the revenue maximizing alter- 

native over traditional technology at low levels of available 

weeding labor. 

Weeding Labor Has a Cost 

A cost on hand weeding labor is analgous to the case of an oppor- 

tunity cost or reservation price on family weeding labor and/or a wage 

paid to hired labor. 

The net revenue functions for this situation are; 

NRT = {P    [(a - bd2) + (f - 2 bdm) N + (± g - bm2)N2] 

- P.TN} +[P    (2 bdk + 2 bkm N ) - Pu] H 
IN y rl 

-P bk2H2 3-11 
y 
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NRT = a * (3 - PH) H - yH2 for H < H* 3-Ha 

NRT = a + SH*  - PHH - yH* 2 for H > H* 3-lib 

NRj = (a1 - P ) + ( g' - PH) H - yH2       for H < H* 3-12a 

NRj - (a1 - P ) + 3' H* - PHH - yH*2     for H > H* 3-12b 

From equation 3-11 the marginal net revenue associated with 

increased hand weeding under traditional weed control technology is: 

dNR 
i u        = P    (2 bdk   + 2 bkmN) - ?„ - 2 P    bk H a H y H y 

The net revenue meiximizing level of hand weeding implied from this 

equation is: 

H'   =   (~PH + d + mN)yk 
2bkP 

y 

From the earlier discussion though, the level of hand weeding that 

removes all weeds and therefore maximizes crop yield was seen to be: 

H*  = (d + mN)7k 

therefore: H^ ^ H* 

The nature of the net revenue function depends in part on the 

magnitudes of H*   and H* .    The values of H'   and H*  both depend on the 

parameters of the production function and the level of applied nitrogen. 

The level of H'   is also affected by the product price (P   )  and the cost 
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hand weeding (Po) as well as the effect of weeds on crop yield (b) . 

Figure 3-10 shows a case where Hi, > 0. 

NET 
REVENUE 
(NR) 

HT 

HV<H* 

H. 
HAND 
WEEDING 

(H) 

Figure 3-10.    Net revenue relationship under traditional technology when 
hand weeding labor has a cost. 

Weeding levels above Hi, do not reduce weeds and therefore do not 

have a positive yield or net revenue effect.    They do, however, have a 

cost of ?„.   The effect on net revenue is to reduce it by a constant 

marginal rate of P„ per hour of hand weeding'—hence the linear segments 

in the net revenue curve of ^Figure 3<-10. 

For levels of weeding, less than Hi the relationship specified in 

equation 3-11 applies.    If HL, is positive, net revenue increases and then 

decreases over the range of "useful"' weeding levels 
127 

If H^, is less than 

12/ — "Useful", in that weeding labor reduces weeds and hence increases 
yield. 
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zero, decreasing net revenue is associated with any hand weeding activity. 

A similar net revenue curve as that in Figure 3-10 could also be 

derived from integrated weed control. 

"PH Hi = ( 2 bkP       +pd+PmN)yk 

H*= (pd + pmN)/k 

The choice between traditional and integrated weed control tech- 

nology when weeding labor lias a cost, depends on the level of available 

weeding labor, the herbicide effectiveness level, and the costs of the 

herbicide and weeding labor and the price of the crop.    Figure 3-11 

presents three possible sets of relationships between the net revenue 

functions for integrated and traditional weed control technologies.    Each 

has different relative values of p, P   , ?„ and P   .    For the parameter 

values implicit in each of these figures: 

1. The unconstrained profit maximizing action is to use integrated 

weed control in case a and traditional technology in cases 

b and c. 

2. If there is a constraint on available labor, the profit  maximizing 

choices for cases    a and c    are not different to those when 

labor is unconstrained.    For case b liowever, if available labor 

is less than H., integrated control is the preferred option. 

3. If only hired labor is used for hand weeding and there is a 

budget constraint of B, then the levels of labor that can be 

hired are: 
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NR 

NR 

NR 

Figure 3-lla 

TRADITIONAL 

Figure 3-1 lb 

TRADITIONAL 

Figure 3-lie 

TRADITIONAL 

H: H! H 

Figure 3-11.    Net revenue as a function of liand weeding, for traditional 
and integrated control with different relative levels of p, 
P  , ?„ and P   . z      H y 
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H < (B - P )/'?■„ for integrated control — z       rl 

H <ByP0 for traditional control — rl 

The choice of technique in each of cases a and b of Figure 3-11, 

depends on the levels of labor that can be hired from the budget.    Tradi- 

tional technology will remain the optimum choice in case c.    In fact, the 

difference in the net revenue is wider than it was for the case of the 

simple constraint on the level of available labor in 2 above. 

Substitution Between Fertilizer and Herbicide 

The effects of introducing a herbicide into the set of weed control 

methods used by a farmer are to first alter the technical production 

relationships and secondly to reduce the cash available from a given bud- 

get with which he can purchase other inputs.    In a peasant farming sys- 

tem, such as that in Cale, where the major part of the farmer's budget 

is used to purchase fertilizer, the herbicide substitution effect may be 

a particularly relevant consideration.    Figure 3-12 shows one possible 

set of relationships. 



HAND 
WEEDING 

(H) 

H, 
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APPLIED 
NITROGEN 

(N) 

H.  is the amount of available weeding labor. 

YL and Y"   are yield levels obtained when traditional technology is used 

Y^. < Y^ 

YT' and Y^,' are yield levels obtained when integrated weed control is 

used Y ' < Yj* 

NT is the amount of fertilizer that can be purchased if traditional tech- 

nology is used.    That is, if herbicide is not purchased. 

NT = B/PN 

where B is the level of available cash. 

NT is the amount of fertilizer that can be purchased if integrated weed 

control is used. Nj. = (B - PZ)^PN 

Figure 3-12.   Herbicide-fertilizer substitution effect. 
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If the budget constraint is such that the level of fertilizer that can 

be purchased is less than the unconstrained profit maximizing level, then 

there is a direct correspondence between yield maximization and net 

13/ revenue maximization.—     If Yl is greater than Y'*, the net revenue 

147 maximizing action, is to use traditional technology.—     If Y^ is greater 

than Y" , use of integrated weed control will maximize net revenue. 

Although the yield maximizing level of nitrogen, for integrated control 

and a weeding labor level of H., may be greater than ISL or perhaps N-,, 

the producer is constrained by his budget to use INL.    Substitution of 

herbicide for fertilizer results as the fcirmer switches from traditional to 

integrated weed control. 

If the farmer was not restricted in his purchases of fertilizer and 

herbicide by a budget constraint, the introduction of a herbicide may 

13/ — The direct correspondence between yield maximization and net revenue 
maximization subject to the set of constraints is true if 

8YTy3NT and aYjVaNj 

are both greater than P^yPy.   That is, if the budget constraint restricts 
yields to less than the unconstrained revenue maximizing yield. 

ii/lf: 

P   Y"   - P   N     >PY~PN-P rY   T      ^N   T        Y   I        NI     rZ 

PYY^ ~B >PYYj-B 

•    p   Y"   > P   Y ' • •   ^Y   T Y   I 

.*.   Y^, > Yj* 
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either increase or decrease the net revenue maximizing level of applied 

nitrogen.    In this case, if it is profitable for the producer to switch to 

integrated control, a substitution of herbicide for fertilizer or an 

increase in fertilizer application may result.    Equations S'-IZ and 3-13 

show the profit functions in terms of level of fertilizer for traditional and 

integrated technology.    The unconstrained profit maximizing level of 

nitrogen under traditional control (NL) may be greater or less than that 

when a herbicide is applied (NI) .    Their relative values depend on the 

magnitudes of p and the other coefficients of the production function, as 

well as the level of H. 

NRT =    P   [(a - bd2) + 2 bdkH - bk2H2] + {P   [(£ - 2 bdm) 

- 2 bkm H] - PN} N + PY (i g - bm2)N2 3-12 

=    $2 + (y - PN)N±? N2 3-12a 

NT =       (y " PN)y ± 2 5 ■3"12b 

NRI=     P   [(a-bp2d2) + 2 bpdkH - bk2H2] 

+ {P   [f - 2 bp2dm - 2 bpkm H] - PN}N 

+ P    (± g - bp2m2) N2 3-13 

=       3'+ (y1 - PN) N± V N2 3'-13a 

NJ   =       (p« "PN)y±. 2 V 3-13b 
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Effect of Risk, on Economic Optimizations- 
Technology Adoption 

The analysis so far "has considered the criteria for revenue maxumza- 

tion in a risk free situation.    Net revenue liowever, is generally subject 

to some uncertainty, due to variability in crop yield amid product and 

factor prices. 

Figure 3'-13 shows determination of the frequency distribution of 

net revenue for traditional weed control.    The major causes of stochastic 

variability in Cale rice yields discussed earlier and shown in Figure 3-1 

157 are accounted for in the framework of this  figure.— 

The stochastic variability in available weeding labor is accounted 

for in Figure 3-13a.    H.,        ■.  is the maximum man-days of weeding labor 

available during the hand weeding period.     It is the product of the 

number of days in the period    and the number of workers allocated to 

hand weeding during the period.    The amount of labor available in any 

one season, is the product of the number of working days in the weeding 

period of the season and the number of workers.    The number of working 

days depends on weather conditions and is therefore stochastic.    The 

number of workers available is deterministic.   It is a decision variable 

that is generally constrained by family size.    Hired labor is eissumed to be 

unavailable.   A zero opportunity cost on family labor is assumed. 

The stochastic variability in net revenue due to other factors 

(direct weather effects and levels of pests, diseases and weeds) is shown 

15/ — Stochasticity in product and factor prices is not accounted for in the 
figure.    They are relatively stable in Cale. 
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NET 
REVENUE 

3-13b 

NRn NET 
REVENUE H, H A (max) 

HAND 
WEEDING 

Figure 3" 13. Determination of the frequency distribution of crop net 
revenue when traditional weed control is used. 
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by the shaded area around the net revenue curve of Figure 3-13b.    The 

16/ 
net revenue curve is for specified levels of all other factors.—    It shows 

the expected net revenues for various levels of available hand weeding 

labor if traditional weed control is used.    The full set of stochcistic effects 

are measured by projecting Figure 3-13a into 3-13b and down into 3-13d. 

Figure 3-13d shows the frequency distribution of crop net revenue. 

Figure 3*-14 shows determination of the frequency distribution of net 

revenue for traditional weed control and three herbicide treatments. 

Figure 3-14a is the same as 3-13a.    Figure 3" 14b shows the net revenue 

curves for traditional and the three integrated weed control methods. 

NRT is the same as in Figure 3-13b.    NR-.., NR,- and NR..- show the 

expected net revenues for different levels of hand weeding for three 

different herbicide treatments.    Treatment II is the least costly; 13 is the 

most costly; and the cost of 12 is intermediate (that is, Py,  < P^ < P73) • 

Treatment II however is also the least effective; followed by 12 and 13 

(that is p,  > p2 > p,). 

Figure 3-14d shows the frequency distributions of crop net revenue 

under each technology.    Traditional technology has the widest range of 

possible net revenue followed by introduced technologies II, 12 and 13 

respectively.   Because of the different costs of each of the herbicide 

treatments, the expected net revenue from II is greater than that from 

traditional while those for 12 and 13 are less. 

— All other factor levels are fixed.    The stochastic effects of weather on 
the timing of operations and the levels of pre- and post'-plant cultivation 
are not accounted for. 
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NET 
REVENUE 

NR, 

NRT NR, NET 
REVENUE 

nA(mcK)WEED|NG 

NR, 

Figure 3-14. Determination of the frequency distributions of crop net 
revenue when traditional and three different integrated 
weed control tecliniques are used. 
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The choice of technology depends on the criteria used by the 

decision maker: 

,   1.    If maximization of expected net revenue is the goal, the tradi- 

tional weed control technology would be chosen over introduced 

technologies 12 and 13 but not over II. 

2. If the operator aims to maximize expected net revenue and 

minimize variance, then introduced technology II would be 

chosen over the traditional method (II has higher expected 

net revenue and lower variance than the traditional method) . 

Whether or not he chooses 12 or 13 over the traditional method, 

depends on his relative weighting of the two goals.    He can- 

not concurrently maximize expected net revenue and minimize 

variance by choosing between traditional technology and either 

of these two introduced technologies. 

3. The choice of technology when the operator would like to be 

able to achieve high net returns in those years when weeding 

labor is plentiful and avoid low returns when it is not, is 

dependent on his weighting of the two goals.    On    the basis of 

this criterion, the traditional control method would be chosen 

over 13.   The traditional technique allows for the chance of 

high returns and excludes the possibility of some of the low 

returns that may occur with 13.    The choice of traditional 

technology, over II and 12, depends on the decision maker's 

weighting of the two goals.    Traditional control includes the 

possibilities of high and low returns that do not exist in either 

of the two introduced technologies. 
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4.    If the operator wishes to maximize the probability of obtaining 

a minimum return (NR , of Figure 3- 14d) then traditional 

technology would be chosen over 13 but not over 12 or II. 

Table 3-1 summarizes the proceeding analysis.    It shows whether or 

not each of the introduced technologies would be chosen over the tradi- 

tional technique under each of the four sets of criteria and the conditions 

implicit in Figure 3^-14. 

Table 3-1.    Technology choice according to different criteria (whether or 
not integrated control is chosen over traditional) . 

Technology 

Criteria 11 12 13 

Max E (NR) Yes No No 

Max E (NR), Min V (NR) Yes Uncertain Uncertain 

High and Low NR Uncertain Uncertain No 

Disaster Level (Safety-First) Yes Yes No 

Effect of Tenure on Economic Optimization 

Several tenure arrangements operate in Cale.   In the rice crop how- 

ever, only two systems prevail.    The operator either owns the land on 

which he farms or pays a share of the crop to the landlord. 

In this section, these two tenure states will be examined for their 

effect on:   factor use, variance of the operator's share of production and 

net revenue, and technology adoption.    The analysis, at this stage, will 

not consider trade-offs made by the decision maker   between expected 

net revenues and associated risTs levels. 
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Crop Yield 

Assume a simple quadratic production relationship of the type shown 

in equation 3-14. 

Y = a + bX - cX2 3-14 

where: 

Y is crop yield 

X is a productive input or set of inputs used in fixed proportions. 

This is the production function facing the owner operator.    The 

relationship that is relevant to the tenant  operator is: 

tY = YT = t (a + bX - cX2) 3-15 

= ta + tbX - tcX2 3-16 

where: 

t  is the proportion of the crop retained by the tenant. 

(1-t) is the proportion paid to the landlord. 

Y™ is the crop share retained by the tenant. 

These two relationships (3-14 and 3-1$ are shown in Figure 3-15. 

The figure shows: 

a.     The yield maximizing level of factor use is unaltered by the 

tenure status of the operator.    In both cases it is b/2c: 

Owner operator: 

Y = a + bX T. cX2 

^b-2cX=0 

X = b/Zc 
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Tenant operator: 

YT = ta + tbX - tcX 

3Yr 

3  X 

X = b/2c 

= tb - 2 tcX = 0 

OWNER 
OPERATOR 

TENANT 
OPERATOR 

X: z^ 

INPUT 
(X) _b_ 

'' 2c 
Figure 3-15.    Production relationships for tenant and owner operator. 

b.    The operator's expected share of yield and the variance of that 

share, for a specified level of factor use (X.) are lower for the share- 

crop tenant than for the owner-operator. 

Owner-operator 

Y . = Y. 
oi       i 3-17 
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V(Y  .) = Y(Y.) 3-18 
01 i 

Tenamt operator t 

YTi = tY. 3-19 
i 

V'(Y    ) =t2V(Yi) 3-20 

where: 

Y. is the expected crop yield when X. of the factor is used. 

Y . is the owner operator's   expected share of the crop yield when 

X. of the factor is used. 
i 

Yp. is the tenant operator's   expected share of crop yield when X. 

of the factor is used. 

V(Y.) is the variance of crop yield when X. of the factor is used. 

V(Y  .) is the variance of the owner operatorrs share of the crop 

yield when X. of the factor is used. 

V(YTT) is the variance of the tenant's share of crop yield when 

X. of the factor is used, 
i 

c.    The variance of the operator's share of crop yield increases as 

the level of factor use increases.    The variance of crop yield is: 

VCY.) = Y(a) * X? V(b) + X.4 V(c) 3-21 

where: 

X . is a parameter (decision factor under the control of the 

*    x   17/ operator). — 
__  
— This is not totally true in the case of hand weeding labor in Cale rice 
production.    The amount used is a decision factor but is subject to 
stochastic availability. 
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a, b and c are stochastic factors.    Their levels depend on 

stochastic weather conditions. 

The variance of the yield retained by the owner operator is: 

V(Y .) = V(Y.) 3-22 
01 i 

The variance of the tenant operator's share of yield is: 

V(YTi) = tVu) + t2X.2 V(b) + tV Y(c) = t2V(Y.) 3-23 

Profit Maximization and Factor Use 

The unconstrained profit maximizing solutions for owner and 

tenant operators are shown in Figure 3-16.    The maximum net revenue 

to the tenant is less than that received by the owner operator because: 

a) The lower level of factor use (X,- < X.) and consequent lower 

level of production, and 

b) payment of a proportion of this lower production to the land- 

lord. 

The variance of tenant net revenue is also lower because: 

a) the lower variance associated with lower factor use (equation 

3-21), and 

b) the lower variance even if the factor use levels were the same 

(equations 3*-18 and 3"20). 

Figure 3<-16 also shows the case of constrained profit maximization 

under each of the tenure arrangements.    If X. in Figure 3-16 is the 
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187 available level of productive input— , the effect of different factor use 

levels on net revenue and variance of net revenue is removed.    The values 

of the expected net revenue and variance for this constrained case are: 

Owner-operator 

NR. = TR. - TC. 
111 

= P Y. - p X i     ^x i 

V'(NR.) = V(TR.) + VCTC. ) 

.. .Theorem:    V(Z ± W) = V(Z) + V(W) ± Cov (Z, W) 

- V(Z) + V(W) if Z and W are 

independent 

= V(P Y.) + V(TC.) 
i i 

= V(P) V(Y.) + V(TC.) 

.Theorem:    V(ZW)       = V(Z) V(W) + Z2 V(W) + W2 V(Z) 

= V(Z) V(W) 

if Z and W are independent 

= V(P) V (Y.) J-X.2 V(px) 

. Theorem:   Y( aZ) = a2T( Z) 

187 
— X. is either the physical constraint on the factor or the constraint due 
to the budget limitation. 

p  X. =B rx   i 

X. = B7p 
i ^x 
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Crop Share Tenant 

NRTi = P ( t Y.) - TG 

= t TR. - TC 

V(NRTi) - V( tTR.) * V(TCi) 

= t^VCTR.) + V(TC.) 

= t2V(P) V(Y.) +X2 V (p   ) 
ll X 

MARGINAL VALUE 
PRODUCT OF X 

(M VfV TENANT OPERATOR: 
MVPXT= tP(b-2cX) = px 

y   - _&    ^1 AT ' 2c " tP2c 

OWNER   OPERATOR: 
MVPX0=P(b-2cX) = px 

y __b Px. 
^o " 2c    P2c 

INPUT (X) 

Figure 3^16,   Profit maximization for tenant and owner operator. 
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Table 3-2 summarizes these results. 

Table 3-2.    Expected values and variances of constrained profit maxima 
under two tenure states. 

Status 

Expected con- 
strained maximum 
net revenue 

Variance of constrained 
maximum net revenue 

Owner operator NR = TR. - TC. 
ill 

V(NR.) = V(TR.) + V(TC.) 

Share crop 
tenant N R— = t TR. - TC.       VCNR^.) = t V(TR.) + V(TC.) Ti ii Ti i i - 

Technology Adoption 

Consider a simple case of a new technology that changes expected 

crop yield by a proportion 6 and the variance of yield by a proportion y • 

The case where g is positive and y is negative, approximates the hypo- 

thesized affects of herbicide application, shown in Figure 3-14.    The 

expected values and variances of net revenue for the pre-existing and 

introduced technologies axe shown in Table 3-3. 

The changes in the expected value and variance of net revenue to 

an owner'-operator are both greater than for a tenant farmer. 

Table 3-3 shows the possible changes in crop net revenue.   If 

net revenue is normally distributed, most risk averse individuals 



Table 3-3.    Expected values and variances of crop net revenue for pre-existing and introduced 
technologies under two tenure states, a/ 

Tenure Status Technology Expected Value Variance 

Owner operator Pre-existing NR. = TR. - TC. V(NR.) = V(TR.) + V(TC.) 

Introduced NR. = (1 + 3) TR. - TC. 
i ii 

V(NR.) = (1 + y) YCTR.) + V(TC.) 

Difference ANR. = g TR. 
ii 

A VCNR^^ y V(TR.) 

Share-crop 
tenant 

Pre-existing NR-^ t TR. - TC. V(NRri ) = t    V(TR.) + V(TC.) 

Introduced NIUi = t (1 + 3)TR - TC. V(NRTi) = t (1 + Y) V(TR.) + V(TCi) 

Difference ANR„. = t g TR. Ti i A  V(NRTi) = t  Y V(TR.) 

a/ — Where t is the proportion of the crop retained by the tenant and g and Y are the proportional 
changes in the expected value and variance respectively of crop yield. 

-j o 
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would regard an increase in expected net revenue and a decrease in vari- 

19/ ance as desirable•—Depending on the individual's risk attitudes and the 

relative magnitudes of the changes, he may also regard the other 

expected value-variance changes marked in Table 3-4 as improvements. 

It is unlikely, that an individual would regard a technology that 

resulted in a change   in the frequency distribution of the types indicated 

by one of the unmarked combinations, as better than the original tech-. 

nology. 

Table 3-4.    Conditions for potential technology superiority. 

NTECNR) 
V(NR)    x^ Increase Constant Decrease 

Increase X 

Constant X 

Decrease Q 

Summary 

In this chapter, the set of hypothesized relationships between weed 

incidence, weed management, crop yield and net revenue were developed. 

From an initial set of hypothesized technical relationships, net revenue 

functions for traditional and integrated weed control techniques were 

derived.    The effects of task and tenure status on economic 

19/-   
— This is reasonable for normally distributed net revenue values.    If" 
the distributions are skewed,  the analysis becomes considerably more 
involved.    Also,   "perceived"  changes,  rather than  "actual"  changes are 
the criteria on which the operator acts.    Other considerations,  such as 
danger,  unpleasantness,  learning lags,  economic constraints,  etc.,  may 
also effect the likelihood and rate of technology adoption. 
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optimization were then incorporated into the analysis and some comments 

on the conditions conducive to technology adoption were made. 

In the chapters that follow,  the empirical analysis,  based in part 

on the framework of this chapter,  but extended to account for such 

aspects as sequential decision making and risk aversion levels,  is 

developed..    An overview of this empirical procedure is presented in the 

next chapter. 
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IV.   OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In the preceeding chapter, the hypothesized relationships between 

weeds, weeding, crop yield and net revenue under traditional and inte- 

grated weed management technologies were presented.    The hypothesized 

direct and indirect effects of stochastic weather conditions, as well as the 

effects of tenure status on the expected value and variance of crop net 

revenue were also put forward.    Some notions of the decision criteria 

relevant in arriving at "optimum" production strategies were outlined. 

In this chapter, an overview of the methodology used to empirically 

estimate these relationships is presented.    The objective of the analysis 

is to predict the production decisions of farmers producing rice under the 

uncertain climatic conditions of Cale.    This is done for farmers with dif- 

ferent risk aversion levels and constraint sets, when only existing weed 

control technology is available and when possible introduced weed manage- 

ment techniques sire included.    The analysis is partial, in that it concen- 

trates on the technical and economic relationships within Cale rice 

production. 

Figure 4-1 summarizes the research procedure.    The analysis is 

divided into three stages.    The first, is estimation of the production func- 

tions for Cale rice production under traditional and integrated weed con- 

trol technologies.   The second step is to empirically estimate the direct 

and indirect effects of weather on crop yield.    The final stage brings 

these relationships together into a stochastic decision model. 



"FARM RECORD" DATA: 
(planting dates, factor 
use levels and crop 
yield) Cole, Batangas, 
1975-76 

r7 
Hypothesized 
production 
relationships 

Regression Analysis to 
derive crop production 
funotions  for 
1975-76 

T 

I L 

Production functions 
for traditional and 
integrated technology 
for  1975-76 

IJ 

WEATHER  DATA: 
Ambulong, Batangas 
1914-74 
Cale, Batangas 
1975-76 

PI 
REDUCTION 
RATES 
MODELS 

T 
Drought stress 
and typhoon 
reduction 
rotes 

I 
Stochastic 
crop yield 
response 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC DATA: 
farm size, family size, 
credit, tenure prices, 
etc. 

~1 
PRECIPITATION 
-DISSIPATION 
MODEL 

I 
Number of 
field days by 
production 
periods 

I 
Stochastic 
labor 
availability 

*—i 
2j 

Stochastic 
decision model 

.3J 

Figure 4-1.    Overview of the research methodology. 
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Estimation of Crop Production Functions 

Ordinary least squares regression analysis is used to empirically 

estimate the hypothesized production relationships under traditional 

technology.    Data on planting dates, factor use levels and crop yields of 

Cale farmers collected by IRRI in 1975-76 are used. 

The regression equation estimated for traditional technology is then 

adjusted, according to the proposed herbicide effects outlined in Chapter 

III, to determine the production relationships when integrated weed con- 

trol technology is implemented. 

The procedure and empirical results from this part of the analysis 

are reported in Chapter V. 

Stochastic Weather Effects 

The indirect effect of weather, through its effect on available field 

time, and the direct effects of typhoons amd drought stress on crop yield, 

were presented in Chapter III as major causes of variability in Cale rice 

yields. 

To empirically estimate these effects, daily precipitation records 

from 1914 to 1974-   collected at the Ambulong weather station near Cale 

and equivalent data collected at Cale in 1975-76 is used. 

The availability of field time each year is determined by a simple 

"standing water" model that translates rainfall levels into standing water 

levels and then into "working" and "non-working" days.    The number of 

— Of the 61 years in this period, complete records were available for 
47. 
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working days in each rice production period over the 47 years of data 

are then derived. 

The direct weather effect depends on two components.    Separate 

models are developed to determine the incidence of drought stress days 

and typhoons at different stages of crop growth.    The reduction rate 

technique is used to estimate the proportional reduction in "potential" 

crop yield due to these factors for each of four planting dates over the 

forty-seven years.— 

The details of these models are presented in Chapter VI.    The 

estimated number of working days and the typhoon and drought stress 

adjustment rates are also reported and discussed in that chapter. 

The Stochastic Decision Model 

In a linear programming framework, the stochastic variability in 

crop yield and hence revenue, due to the direct and indirect effects of 

weather are eqmvadent to stochastic coefficients in the objective function 

and stochastic constraint levels, respectively. 

Several programming techniques are available that can account for 

stochastic C. values.    The minimization of toted absolute deviations 
3 

3/ (MOTAD) method- , is used in this analysis. 
  

- "Potential" yield is that for a specific level of factor use under ideal 
weather conditions. 

3/ - Hazell, P.B.R.    "A Linear Alternative to Quadratic and Semivariance 
Programming for Farm Planning Under Uncertainty."   American Journal 

.of Agricultural Economics.    Volume 53.    No.  1:    pp.  53-62.    Hazell, 
P.B.R. and R.L. Scandizzo.    "Competitive Demand Structures under 
Risk in Agricultural Linear Programming Models."   American Journal 
of Agricultural Economics.    Volume 56.    No.  2.   pp.  235-244. 
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Discrete stochastic programming is used to account for the stochastic 

right hand side values.   It also accounts for the sequenticd decision process 

with respect to i)    herbicide application prior to knowing any weather 

effects or the available hand weeding labor and ii) hand weeding, and 

fertilizer use prior to knowing the later weather effects. 
4/ 

The overall decision model is a discrete-stochastic-MOTAD—   model 

that determines expected value and standard deviation of net return and 

factor use levels for farmers with different "risk-return preferences". 

The objective in each run of the programming model is maximization of a 

specified risk-return preference (utility) function.    The objective function 

is a different function of the expected value and standard deviation of 

rice net revenue for each "risk aversion" level. 

4/ - Gebremeskel, Tsefaye and C. Richard Shumway.    "Farm Planning and 
Calf Meirketing Strategies for Risk Mamagement.    An Application of Linear 
Programming and Statistical Decision Theory."   American Journal of 
Agricultural Economics.    Volume 61.    No. 2.    May 1979.    p.. 363-370. 
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V.    EMPIRICAL ESTIMATION OF RICE PRODUCTION 
RELATIONSHIPS 

Before the decision model of Cale rice production can be developed, 

it is necessary to establish the technical relationships between factors of 

production and crop yield. 

The first objective undertaken in this chapter is to determine the 

empirical production function for rice production in Cale when traditional 

weed control techniques are used.   The second objective is to derive 

hypothesized relationships when herbicides of various effectiveness levels 

are introduced. 

Traditional Weed Control Technology 

Data 

Ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation procedure   is used to 

estimate the parameters of a    hypothesized implicit quadratic function- 

relating rice yield to input levels under existing technology.    Data on 

fifty-six farmers' plots, collected in the 1975-76 crop season by staff 

21 of the Multiple Cropping Department of IRRI are used.-     Table 5-1 

summarizes this data set. 

— A quadratic function that includes interactions between independent 
variables. 

2/ — The original data set contained sixty-four observations.    Three were 
deleted because they had extreme levels of applied nitrogen (238,  241 
and 515 kilograms per hectare) .    Two others were removed because of 
unusually high yields (3,960 and 3,150 kilograms per hectare) for the 
factor use levels reported.    Fifty-nine observation remained in the set 
used in the regression analysis.    Three further observations were taken 
out because the observed Y. value deviated by more than two standard 
deviations from the estimated Y. value. 
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Table 5-1.    Summary of rice    data,  1975-1976, Gale, Batangas,  56 
farmers' plots—means and standard deviations. 

Variable Mean Standard Deviation 

Preplant   harrowing  (no.  of times) 0.81 0.85 

Preplantplowing (no.  of times) 2.32 2.77 

Post plant harrowing  (no.  of times) 2.55 1.11 

Lithaoing     (no.  of times) 2.40 0.86 

Hand weeding  (hours per hectare) 234.63 235.02 

Kilograms of applied nitrogen 

per hectare- 62.16 25.79 

Planting date  (days  from begin- 
ning of year) 129.92 13.49 

Crop yield (kg/hectare) 1,827.96 583.48 

n = 56 

- Applied as urea fertilizer. 
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The production function that is estimated is for the traditional 

Dagge variety.   Most farmers in the area grow only this variety.    None 

of the plots in the sample was planted to higher yielding varieties. 

Hypothesized Relationships 

The hypothesized set of functional relationships for Cale rice 

production is: — 

Y = a-bW2 + fN - gN2   rL + uC 5-1 

W = d + mN - kH - qL - eC 5-2 

where: 
4/ 

Y is   kilograms of rice per hectare.— 

N  is   kilograms of nitrogen per hectare. 

L   is   number of pre-plant harrowings (level of land preparation) 

C is   number of post-plant harrowings andlithoaings   (level of 

cultivation) 

H is   man-hours of hand weeding per hectare 

W is   weed level. 

Land preparation (L) and post-plant cultivation (C) are specified 

'as having both a direct effect on rice yield as well as an indirect effect 

3/ — These equations include pre- and post-plant cultivation operations 
that were not included in the formulation of Chapter III.    Nitrogen is 
also hypothesized to have the more empirically usual, decreasing marginal 
productivity in equation 5^1. 

4/ - Unless otherwise stated,  "rice" will refer to the unhusked grain (palay) 
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through weed reduction.    The direct effects of land preparation are 

seed bed preparation and improved moisture retention.    Thinning of the 

rice seedlings by post-plant cultivation also has a direct yield augment- 

ing effect. 

The reduced form production function derived from equations 

5-1 and 5-2 is: 

Y =   (a-bd2)  + (2 bde + u)C + 2 bdkH +  (2 bdq + r)L 

+ (f -2 bdm)  N - be2C2 - bk2H2 - bq2!,2 -  (g + bm2)N2 

-ZbekCH -  2 beqCL + 2 bemCN -  2 bkqHL + 2 bkmHN 

+ 2 bqmLN 5-3 

Regression Results 

Table 5-2 shows the empirically estimated regression equation. 

All the hypothesized relationships,  except those for mechanical opera- 

tions,  were confirmed by the empirical results.    Statistically significant 

effects of mechanical operations,  either directly on crop yield or through 

their effect on weed level,  were not detected. 
2 

One quarter (R    = 0.25)  of the variability in crop yield is 

explained by the derived equation.    In the cross sectional data used in 

the analysis,  several other factors that were not accounted for in the 

equation that may be important in explaining differences in crop yield 

are: 

57 1.      a measure of the "management skill11 of each farmer.- 

SI 
— This would include such items as effectiveness of each mechanical 
and manual weeding operation,  method of fertilizing,  control of insects 
and other pests. 
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Table 5-2.    Regression equation for traditional rice,  Cale, Batangas, 
1975-76.  ay 

Variable Coefficient      t-value 

Level of 
statistical 
significance 

Intercept 

Planting date 
variable c/ 

Hours of hand weeding 

Hours of hand weeding squared      -0.0019 

Kilograms of applied nitrogen 

Kilograms of nitrogen squared 

Nitrogen x hours of hand 
weeding 

985.1224 2.4405 0.018! 

-8.1054 1.3536 0.182' 

1.7145 1.4557 0.076 

-0.0019 1.9569 0.028 

19.8300 1.6263 0.055 

-0.1333 0.1048 0.105 

0.0105 0.7783 0.220 

w 

,b/ 

R    = 0.25 F = 2.701 significance level on F = 0.024 

a/ — Dependent variable - kilograms of palay per hectare. 

■L.I 

— The level of statistical significance is for a two tailed t-test. 
The significance levels on all other variables are for one tailed tests. 

c/ — The earliest rice planting day in  1975-76 was  day  113.     Therefore, 
the value of the planting date variable for a crop planted on day  113 is 
1. 
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2. the effect of location on the micro climate of each plot. 

3. timing of other operations besides planting. 

Mechanical Operations 

The separate effects of each pre- or postplant mechanical 

operation could not be isolated.    The estimated regression coefficients 

had low levels of statistical significance and signs that were inconsistent 

with those that were expected. 

Composite variables of mechanical operations were also tested 

but had low levels of statistical significance and signs that were con- 

trary to those that were expected. 

Hand Weeding 

The function includes three variables that show the effect of 

hand weeding. 

As hypothesized,  hand weeding improves crop yield but the 

gains decrease as the level of weeding increases.    That is,  the coeffici- 

ent for hours of hand weeding is positive,  while that for hand weeding 

squared is negative. 

The results indicate that the response of the crop to fertilizer 

or hand weeding is complemented by increased levels of the other. 

That is,  the coefficient for fertilizer times hours of hand weeding is 

positive. 
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The yield maximizing level of hand weeding  (H  )—   obtained 

from the derived production relationship is given by: 

|g    = 1.7145 - 0.0038 H + 0.0105 N = 0 

H    = 451.1842 + 2.7632 N 
y 

= 616.98 

If sixty kilograms of nitrogen were to be applied,  the yield maximizing 

level of hand weeding would be 616.98 man hours per hectare. 

The level of hand weeding that maximizes yield is also  the profit 

maximizing level, if the cost of labor is zero.    However, if hand weeding 

labor is valued at the farm wage rate that prevailed in  1975,  the profit 

maximizing level of weeding   (H  )  is  given by: 

MVPH=PH 

PR  (1.7145 - 0.0038 H + 0.0105 N) = 0.875 

H = 303.58 + 2.76 N ...  for P_  = 1.56 
TT R 

= 469.18 ...  for PR = 1.56, N = 60 

H = 208.80 +   2.76 N ...  for P,,  = 0.95 
ir R 

= 374.40 ...  for PR = 0.95, N = 60 

6/ — H    is equivalent to HS, of Chapter III, 
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where: 

MVP-j is the marginal value product of hand weeding. 

PH is the 1975 wage rate in Cale.    It was -P 7 per day or 

P 0.875 per hour.-/ 

P„  is the price of rice.    P 1.56 per kilogram of palay is the 

imputed retail price and P 0.95 per kilogram is the farm 

8/ 
gate price in 1975.- 

The average rate of hand weeding in  1975 was  234.63 man hours per 

hectare.    This is considerably lower than any of the levels estimated 

above.      Possible reasons for this lower level of labor use are: (i)  the 

constraint imposed by weather conditions on available weeding time, 

(ii)   the lack of sufficient cash to hire more weeding labor,  and (iai) 

the decision maker's response to uncertainty about late season drought 

and typhoon effects. 

Fertilizer 

Level of applied nitrogen was determined to have a positive 

yield effect.    The marginal productivity was observed to be decreasing 

over the range of levels included in the data set.    These findings were 

consistent with the hypotheses of positive and negative coefficients 

"respectively on fertilizer and fertilizer squared. 

7/ - Anden, Teresa L.  and A.  D.  Palacpac, Data Series on Rice Statistics 
Philippines.    International Rice Research Institute and Philippine 
Council for Agriculture and Resource Research,   Revised,  December. 
1976. 

8/ - ibid.    Rice retained for consumption by the farm family is valued at 
the    retail price;  that which is sold receives the farm gate price. 
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The observed complementarity between nitrogen and hand weed- 

ing has already been noted. 

The yield maximizing level of nitrogen application implied by 

the estimated regression function is given by: 

av 
■2i    = 19.8300 - 0.2665 N + 0.0105 H= 0 

NY = 74.3956 + 0.0395 H 

If the average rate of 234.63 man hours of hand weeding was 

performed,   the yield maximizing level of nitrogen would be 83.66 

kilograms. 

The profit maximizing levels of nitrogen application (N ),  for 

each of the prices, are given by: 

MVP     = P 

PR  (19.8300 - 0.2665 N + 0.0105 H)  = 2.45 

N     = 68.5025 + 0.0395 H        ... for P_  = 1.56 
TT R 

= 77.77 ... for PR = 1.56,  H = 234.64 

N^   = 64.7245 +  .0395 H ... for P     = 0.95 

=73.99 ... for PR = 0.95, H = 234.64 

where: 

MVP^is the marginal value product of applied nitrogen 
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P^ is the 1975 price per kilogram of nitrogen in urea. 

P     = 2.45-^ 

The observed average rate of nitrogen application is lower than 

any of the levels estimated above.    Possible reasons for this difference 

are,  as stated earlier, insufficient cash and lack of information about 

future    weather conditions at the time of fertilizer application. 

Planting Date 

Delayed planting in  1975'-76 is shown to have a negative effect 

on rice yield.    Yield is estimated to decrease by 10 kilogram per hec- 

tare for each day after day  112 that planting is delayed. 

Adjusted Traditional Production Function 

The empirically estimated functional relationship used in the 

following analysis is: 

Y = 839.8031 + 19.8300 N - 0.1333 N2 + 1.7145 H 

- 0.0019 H2 + 0.0105 NH 5-4 

This is the regression equation of Table 5-2 after substituting 

the average   number of days from the start of planting  (17.92)  into the 

planting date variable and combining this with the intercept term. 

The model,  adjusted on the basis of the empirical findings is: 

Y = a - bW2 + fN - gN2 5-5 

-'ibid. 
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W = d - kH + mN 5-6. 

Y = (a-bd2)   + 2 bdkH + (f-2 bdm)N - bk2H2 

- (b + bm2)N2 + 2 bkmHN 5-7 

The regression equation provides estimates of the composite 

coefficients of the reduced form production function.    The next step 

toward empirically specifying the entire model is to estimate the 

values    of the coefficients in the two structural equations.    From equa- 

tions  5-4 and 5-7,  the following set of equalities is obtained. 

a - bd2 = 839.8031 5-8 

2 bdk - 1.7145 5-9 

f-2 bdm = 19.8300 5-10 

bk2 = 0.0019 5-11 

g + bm2 = 0.1333 5-12 

2 bkm = 0.0105 5-13 

This equation set contains six equations and seven variables. 

These are insufficient equations to enable determination of unique 

values for the unknown variables. 

Equations 5-9 and 5-11 form a set of two equations with three 

variables.    Unique solutions for the values of these variables can be 

determined if the value of one is predetermined.    If d,  the index of 

potential weed level, is specified to be equzil to 100,  unique values for 
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b and k can be derived.  By substituting these values into equations 

5-8,   5-10,   5-12,  and 5-13,  unique values for the remaining coefficients 

(a,  f,  m and g)  are determined.    The estimated coefficient vadues are 

shown in Table 5-3. 

Table 5-3.    Estimated vadues of rice structural equation coefficients. 

Coefficient Estimated Value 

d 100-1 

m 0.6139 

a 1,235.3250 

b 0.0396 

f 24.6862 

g 0.1184 

k 0.2167 

a/ - d = 100 is the assumed or specified value. 

As would be expected, the estimated values of b, k and m aire 

proportional to the specified value of d. For example, if d was speci- 

fied as equal to 1,000,  the values of g, k and m would bei 

b - 0.000396 

k = 2.1674 

m = 6.1390 

The estimated values of a,  f and g are unadtered by the speci- 

fied value of d. 

Because of the proportioned changes in b,  k and m and the 
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unaltered values of a,  f and g,  for different specified values of d, the 

values of the composite coefficients when adjusted for the effect of 

herbicide application (p)  do not depend on the value of d that is 

specified. 

By substituting the coefficients of Table 5-3 into equations 

5-5,   5-6 and 5-7 empirical estimates of the structural yield and weed 

functions of the model,  for traditional technology are obtained: 

Y =   a - bW2 + fN -  gN2 

Y = 1235.3250 - 0,0396 W2 + 24.6862  N 

- 0.1184 N2 5-14 

W = d - kH + mN 

W = 100 - 0.2167 H + 0.6139 N 5-15 

Integrated Weed Control Technology 

Equations 5-14, 5-15 and 5»-4 showed the empirically estimated 

set of rice relationships under traditional weed control technology. 

The hypothesized effect of herbicide treatment is to alter the 

coefficients of equation 5-15 and hence those of 5-4, The model for- 

mat with herbicide treatment is; 

Y = a - bW2 * fN - gN2 5-16 

W = p(d + mN)  - kH                                                             5-17 
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Y =  (a - bp2d2)  + 2 bpdkH + (f -  2 bp2dm)N 

bk2H2 -  (g + bm2p2)N2 + 2 bpkmHN 5-18 

Table 5-4 shows the empirically estimated composite coefficients 

of equation 5-18 for values of   P from zero to one.    A value of p equal 

to zero corresponds to total weed kill by a herbicide.    A value of p 

equal to one,  applies when a herbicide is not used or when it has no 

effect  (that is when only traditional weeding methods are used) . 

Figure 5-1 shows rice yield as a function of hand weeding for 

fixed levels of other inputs and various herbicide effectiveness levels. 

For the average level of applied nitrogen  (N = 62.16 kilograms per 

hectare),  the estimated maximum rice yield that could be obtained in 

1975 is  2,306 kilograms.    The amount of hand weeding required to 

obtain this yield is shown to decrease from 623 hours in the case of 

traditional technology to 125 hours if a herbicide with an effectiveness 

level of 0.2 is applied and zero if one with a value of p equal to zero 

is used. 

Summary 

In this chapter,  empirical estimates of the hypothesized produc- 

tion functions for traditional and integrated weed control technology were 

derived.    The empirical results confirmed the hypothesized relationships 

of Chapter III.    The results however did show that in 1975,  Cale 

farmers on average,  used less than the profit maximizing levels of hand 

weeding and applied nitrogen.    Some reasons for these discrepancies 



Table 5r-4.    Empirically estimated rice production functions for traditional and integrated weed 
control.  Gale,  Batangas,   1975. 

Production coefficients 

Values of P 

Productive factor 1.0^ 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 

Intercept 839.8031 982.1909 1092.7650 1172.0414 1219.5041 1235.3250 

Hours of hand weeding  (H) 1.7145 1.3716 1.0287 0.6858 0.3429 0 

Kilograms of nitrogen  (N) 19.8300 21.5782 22.9379 23.9092 24.4919 24.6862 

Hours of hand weeding 
squared  (H^) -0.0019 -0.0019 -0.0019 -0.0019 -0.0019 -0.0019 

Kilograms of nitrogen 
squared N2) -0.1333 -0.1279 -0.1237 -0.1208 -0.1190 -0.1184 

Hand weeding - nitrogen 
interaction  (HN) 0.0105 0.0084 0.0063 0.0042 0.0021 0 

a/ — P   =  1.0 is the case of traditional weed control technology, 

CO 
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YIELD   - 

2400 - 
2306 

2300: 
2282 

0 I0025      200249    300 
HOURS  OF HAND 

514400    498500 
WEEDING 

600623 

Figure 5.1.    Rice yield functions for different herbicide effectiveness 
levels,  Cale,  Batangas,   1975.    N = 62.16 kg per ha 
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were proposed, but a more complete analysis that accounts for the cash 

and resource limitations on farmers and their responses to uncertainty 

about the effects of weather on available field time and crop yield is 

needed.    In the next chapter,  estimates of the effects of weather on 

crop yield and on available weeding time are derived.    In chapters 

seven,  eight and nine,  the methodology and results of the stochastic 

decision model that accounts for these aspects is reported. 
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VI.    EMPIRICAL ESTIMATION OF THE EFFECTS OF FACTORS 
CAUSING STOCHASTIC VARIATION IN RICE NET REVENUE 

Stochastic variation in crop net revenue may come from three 

1/ sources:— 

1. variable product and factor prices. 

2. variation in crop yield for a specific level of resource use. 

3. variation in resource availability. 

In Cale,   the stochastic variation in rice net revenue due to 

product and factor price variability is minor compared to the variation 

in crop yield.    Rice prices,  although seasonal and showing an upward 

trend over recent years,  are relatively predictable (refer to Tables  6-1 

and 6-2).    Factor prices  (labor and fertilizer)   are known prior to the 

start of production and hence are not a source of uncertainty. 

Variability due to these factors will not be accounted for in the analysis. 

The sources of stochastic yield variability that will be accounted 

for in the analysis were presented in Chapter III as being due to the 
21 

direct and indirect effects of weather.—       The direct weather effect 

is the yield reduction effect due to moisture stress and typhoon damage. 

The indirect effect is that due to the impact of rainfall on the avail- 

ability of field time.    As discussed in   Chapter III,  the field days and 

number    of workers available each period,  determines the toted man days 

- While these factors effect variability in total crop net revenue,  the 
variability born by the farm operator also depends on the tenure 
arrangement under which he operates. 

21 
- Pest and disease infestation are other causes of stochastic yield 
variability. 



Table 6-1. Average monthly retail and i farm gate prices of rice, Southern Tagalog a/ 
• 

Jan. Feb. Mar, April May June July Aug.          Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

Retail-7 

cl Farm Gate- 

1.88 

.58 

1.89 

.58 

1.92 

.60 

1.94 

.62 

1.97 

,65 

2.01 

.65 

2.08 

.  69 

2.17           2.30 

.72             .74 

2.21 

.66 

2.15 

.64 

2.10 

.   63 

Source: Anden,  Teresa L.   and Adelite C.  Palacpac,  Data Series on Rice Statistics Philippines. 
International Rice Research Institute and Philippine Council for Agriculture and 
Resources Research.     Revised December,   1976. 

a/ — Average of last six years for which complete data are available,   1971-1976. 

— Pesos per kilogram of rice. 

— Pesos per kilogram of palay;  kilogram of rice equals  1.553 kilograms of palay. 



Table 6-2. Average annual retail and farm gate prices of rice. Southern Tagalog. 

Year 

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 

Retail-7 

Farm Gate- 

.93 

.31 

.86 

.34 

1.00 

.34 

1.39 

.40 

1.49 

;53 

1.90 

.79 

2.46 

.91 

2.43 

.95 

2.65 

.97 .99 

Source: Anden,  Teresa L.   and Adelite C.  Palacpac,  Data Series on Rice Statistics 
Philippines.     International Rice Research Institute and Philippines Council 
for Agriculture and Resources Research.     Revised December,   1976. 

a/ Pesos per kilogram of rice. 

— Pesos per kilogram of palay;   1 kilogreim of rice equals  1.533 kilograms of palay. 
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available to perform a specific field operation and hence affects crop 

yield.    The available number of field days also affects the mix of 

family to hired labor.     If the family and hired labor have different 

prices,  the total cost of production and hence crop net revenue will be 

affected.    For a limited budget,  the need to use hired labor on one 

production activity may also affect the levels of other purchased 

resources  (fertilizer,  herbicide,  labor hired for other activities),  used 

in production of the crop and affect crop yield and net revenue in this 

way. 

Daily rainfall data gathered at the Ambulong weather station 

near Cale,   during forty-seven of the sixty-one years between  1914 and 

3/ 1974,   are used to determine these effects.- 

Empirical Estimation of the Effect of Weather 
on Available Field Time 

The ability to perform field operations depends on field condi- 

tions,  namely the amount of standing water in the field.    Discussions 

with Cale farmers and IRRI agronomists about the effect of rainfall on 

the availability of field time are the basis for specification of the 

simple precipitation-dissipation model.    This, in turn,  provides estimates 

of the number of working days available within specified rice production 

periods. 

3/ - The years during which complete records were kept are  1914-19, 
1922-34,   1937-39 and 1950-74. 
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4/ The rules on which this relationship  is    based sire— :. 

1. ...five millimeters per hour for two hours would result 

in no further field work on that day.   .   . 

2. ... twenty millimeters of rain on one day would result in 

the farmer being out of the field for that and the follow- 

ing day. 

.,, twenty millimeters per day for six days would result 

in the farmer being out of the field for those days and 

the following six... 

3. ... forty millimeters of rain for one day means the farmer 

cannot plow for four to five days... 

4. ...have to wait up to six days after rain,  before can hand 

weed or perform mechanical operations... 

The set of mathematical conditions based on these rules,  that 

translates rainfall intp empirical estimates of the number of available 

field days is: 

sd = pd + <sd-i - w 6-1 

R
d-1 = 10 6"2 

0  < S , <  60 6-3 —    a — 

If S ,   > 10  .   .   .  non-working days 6-4 

S ,   < 10  .   .   .  working days 6-5 

4/ - 1,,.3 are based on quotes of IRRI scientists;.  4 is a paraphrasing 
of comments from several Cale farmers.    Also refer to Samson,  B.T., 
W.A.T.  Herera and R.  R.  Harwood,  op,  cit,,  Table 6. 
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where: 

S ,  and S ,  , are the amounts of "standing water"  in the field on 
d d-1 

days d and (d-1). 

P, is the millimeters of precipitation on day d. 

R ,_, is the amount of dissipation (run-off and deep drainage) 

on day  (d-1) 

(S ,_,  - RJ-I)  is the amount of "standing water"  carried over 

from day (d-1)  into day d. 

If the work cannot be done when S , is  greater than  10 mm and 

a rate of dissipation  (Rj)   of 10 mm per day is assumed,   then equation 

6-1 provides estimates of the number of field days available that are 

consistent with most of the comments outlined earlier.     An additional 

condition,  limiting the level of standing water to a maximum level of 

60 mm  (S,   < 60),  assures that the number of field days lost due to a 

single heavy rainfall will not exceed six days.     The estimates of field 

time are then consistent with all the rules. 

Table 6-3 shows the mean values and standard deviations of 

the number of field days in four of the rice production periods, 

for rice crops planted on four alternative planting dates. 

Rice production is separated into six discrete periods.    In the 

first two week period,  fined land preparation is performed.    This con- 

sists of a final pass of the harrow to level the field and a pass of the 

plow to form furrows.    In the second two weeks,  the seed is broad- 

cast and a pass of the harrow to cover the seed is carried out.    In the 

third production period,  of four weeks,  the post^plant harrowing and 
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lithaoing operations are done.    Hand weeding and fertilizer application 

are done in the fourth period of six weeks.    No field activities,  except 

perhaps for some  spot weeding,  are done in the last six weeks  until 

harvest.    The final harvest and post harvest operations use predomin- 

antly hired labor that is in ready supply and which is paid one-fifth 

of the crop. 

Table 6-3.    Available field days by rice production periods for four 
planting dates. 

Period 

Length, 
period 
(days) 

of Planting date (week) i' 

20 22 24 26 

1. Preplant 
cultivation 14 

mean 
s.d. 

11.91 
2.47 

9.68 
4.19 

8.70 
3.73 

8.55 
3.80 

2. Planting 
14 

mean 
s.d. 

9.68 
4.19 

8.70 
3.73 

8.55 
3.80 

7.64 
3.80 

3. Postplant 
cultivation 28 

mean 
s.d. 

17.25 
5.56 

16.19 
5.61 

13.49 
5.70 

10.98 
5.77 

4. Hand weeding and 
fertilizer application 42 

mean 
s.d. 

18.62 
8.77 

16.58 
7.56 

16.49 
7.40 

16.80 
8.89 

Derived from Ambulong,  Batangas rainfall data 1914-19,   1922-34, 
1937-39,   1950-74. 

— Planting date is the date on which planting is completed.     Planting 
that is completed by the end of week  20,  for example,  would have 
been done between days   126 and 140. 

Empirical Estimation of the Direct Effects 
of Weather on Crop Yield 

Moisture stress and typhoon damage were cited earlier as the 

two climatic factors that have the most significant direct impacts on 
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57 upland rice yield.-     Reduction rates are estimated for both of these 

factors and used to determine crop yields in each of the forty-seven 

years for which rainfall data are available.    Much of the methodology 

and empirical information used in this section are based on earlier work 

by Paris in Cale.- 

The Reduction Rates Technique 

The reduction rate technique can be used to estimate the effects 
7/ 

on crop yield of various factors  (technical and climatic).—     In this 

analysis,  it is used to determine rice yields,  for specified input levels, 

under the diverse sets of weather conditions that prevailed in Cale 

over the forty-seven years for which data are available. 

The method uses reduction rates to adjust yield down from a 

"potential" yield which would have occurred if no adverse weather 

effects existed,  to that for the set of prevailing weather conditions. 

Equations 6-7,  6-8 and 6-9 specify the general adjustment relationship. 

SI - In lowland areas,  where moisture stress is much less limiting,  solar 
radiation is a significant weather factor affecting rice yield. 

- Paris,  Tirso.    A Computer Simulation Model for Farm-Level Multiple 
Cropping Systems.    Paper presented at International Rice Research 
Institute Saturday Seminar, April 3,   1976 (mimeo). 

II - Longworth,  J. W.,   "The Central Tablelands Farm Management Game," 
unpub.  Ph.D.  thesis,  Univ.  of Sydney,   1969. 
Denmead,  O.T.  and R.H.  Shaw,   tlThe Effects of Soil Moisture Stress at 
Different Stages of Growth on the Development and Yield of Corn," 
Agron.  J.   52:272-274,   1960, 
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Y.. = Yj  (l-rn)   (I-r.2)  ,   .   .   (I-r^) 6-7 

Y.. = Y! a.,      a._  .   .   .  a. 6-8 
i] ]    il        i2 in 

Y.. = Y! A. 6-9 
i] 3     i 

where: 

Y! is "potential"  yield for a specified level (j)  of productive 

factors when weather conditions are ideal for crop  growth. 

Y.. is the yield for the same level (j)  of productive factors and 

the specific set of weather conditions that prevailed in year 

i (state of nature) . 

r.,,  r.-  .   .   .  r.     are the reduction rates for n climatic factors il      i2 m 

in year i.    They are the proportions by which each cli- 

matic factor reduced crop yield in year i. 

a.,,  a.-,  .   .   .  a.     are the corresponding adjustment rates.    They 

are the proportions of crop yield remaining after account- 

ing for each climatic effect. 

A. is the composite adjustment factor in year i.    It shows the 

proportion of crop yield remaining after accounting for 

the joint effects of all adverse climatic factors. 

Estimation of Drought Stress Adjustment Rates 

Estimation of the moisture stress adjustment rates involves three 

steps.    First,  a simple soil-water-balance model is used to translate 

rainfall 'levels into levels of soil moisture.    Drought stress days,   defined 

as days on which the soil moisture fails below a threshold level,  are 
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then estimated.    Yield adjustment rates are finally determined from 

the number of drought stress days during each stage of crop growth. 

Determination of Soil Moisture 

To estimate soil moisture levels over time, it is necessary to 

specify the use of the field over time.  The field can be planted to rice 

or corn or can be left fallow.    Rice and com can each be planted in 

four alternative two week periods.    To limit the number of possible 

field use sequences two assumptions are made: 

1. Rice harvest is followed by the earliest possible corn plant- 

ing for that field (i.e.  a field in which rice is harvested 

in week 36 is planted to com in week 40) . 

2. The same planting .weeks for rice and corn crops are 

assumed over all years. 

By applying these assumptions,   only four field patterns are 

possible.    These are shown in Table 6-4. 

Table 6-4.    Assumed ranges of each field use, in weeks. 

Field Uses 

Sequence 
Number 

Long 
Fallow Rice 

Short 
Fallow Corn 

1 3-19 20-36 37-39 40-2 

2 5-21 22-38 39-41 42-4 

3 7-23 24-40 41-43 44-6 

4 9-25 26-42 43r-45 46-8 
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Equation 6-10 shows the identity used to determine soil moisture 

levels from recorded daily rainfall. 

M , = M ,  ,  + P , - T , - R , 6-10 d d-1 d d d 

where: 

M, is soil moisture level on day d. 

M,_1  is soil moisture level on day d-1. 

P , is precipitation on day d. 

T, is evapotranspiration on day d. 

R, is run off on day d. 

A thirty centimeter soil profile is used in the estimation pro- 

8/ 
cedure.    Paris—   used this profile depth and it was confirmed as 

appropriate by IRRI personnel for the soil,   crops    and agronomy of the 

Gale area. 

Table 6-5 shows some bench mark soil moisture levels for a 

thirty centimeter loam profile of the type that exists in Batangas.    Soil 

moisture levels  (MJ)   for all field states are limited in the model to levels 

less than or equal to field capacity.    That in excess of 102 mm which 

is not lost through evaporation or evapotranspiration, is assumed lost 

through run off or deep percolation (Rj) •    The lower limits on soil 

moisture depend on the use of the field. 

- Pans,  T .  op,  cit. 
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Table 6'-5.    Soil moisture levels in a 30 centimeter loam profile. 

Millimeters of water in a 
Soil Condition 30 centimeter loam profile 

Saturation <- standing water on soil 136 
surface (48% moisture)  a/ 

Field capacity - maximum water that can 102 
be held against gravity (36% moisture)   a/ 

Wilting point - moisture below this 74 
level is unavailable to plants 
(26% moisture)   a/ 

Source:    Paris,  T.,  op.  cit. 

a/ - Percent of soil sample that is water by weight. 

The rate of moisture loss,  through evaporation or evapotrans- 

piration  (T ,),   also depends on the use of the field (fallow;  type and 

stage of the crop)  as "well as the time of year.    Table 6-6 shows the 

mean daily pan evaporation levels  (E,)  by months at Ambulong, 

Bat an gas. 
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Table 6^6.    Class A pan evaporation at Ambulong Weather Station, 
Bat an gas,  a/ 

Month 
Mean monthly pan evaporation 
in millimeters per day (1979-75) 

January- 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 

4.3 

5.0 

5.7 

6.4 

6.4 

5.4 

5.0 

5.0 

4.9 

4.7 

4.7 

4.0 

Total (mm/year) 1870 

Source:      Department of Meteorology,  International Rice Research 
Institute,  Los Banos,  Philippines. 

a/ 
— Pan evaporation is the evaporation from a free water surface. 

Equation 6-11 defines evapotranspiration as a proportion of the 

97 level of pan  evaporation. — 

T , = c ,E , 
d        d  d 6-11 

where: 

E , is the average pan evaporation on day d. 

-^bid. 
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c, is a coefficient reflecting the effect of crop stage and level 

of soil moisture    on evapotranspiration on day d. 

If a field is fallow but saturated with water,  the rate of evapor<- 

ation is equal to the pan evaporation rate.    As the soil dries out,  the 

rate of moisture loss decreases to zero.    The dry top part of the pro- 

file forms a barrier to further moisture loss. 

If a crop is  growing in the field the rate of evapotranspiration 

depends on the soil moisture level and the extent of field cover.    In a 

young crop with standing water,  the rate of evapotranspiration equals 

the pan evaporation rate. 

Td = Ed 

Cd=1 

If there is no. standing water in the field,  the rate of evapo- 

transpiration depends on the degree of canopy cover of the crop.    Once 

full canopy is developed,  the evapotranspiration rate is equivalent to 

the pan evaporation rate.    Figure 6-1 shows the simple eissumed relation- 

ship between c , and crop development.    Before full canopy is developed 

I days after planting,  evapotranspiration is a linear function of the pan 

evaporation rate. 

T    = LE 
d     Id 

cd = iVI 
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After full canopy is established,  the rate of evapotranspiration equals 

the rate of pan evaporation. 

Td-Ed 

cd-1 

DAYS OF CROP 
DEVELOPMENT 

Figure 6~1.    Assumed relationship between crop development and c ,. 

The relationship and constraints on soil moisture in each of 

the field uses of Table 6^4 arei 

1,      Long and short fallow periods 

Md"Md~l*-PdrEd 

M ,   <? 102 a — 

Md > 91.  .   .   . 'long fallow 
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M ,  > 95  .   ,   .  short fedlow d — 

The lower limits nf 91 and 95 millimeters respectively placed on the soil 

moisture level (M ,)  during the long and short fallow periods reflect 

the  greater opportunity for drying out of the profile during the long 

fallow period.    The limit of 91 millimeters was derived by assuming a 

maximum  25 percent reduction in the remaining available soil moisture, 

for a maximum total loss of 11 millimeters from a saturated soil.— 

Similarly,  during the short fallow period,  a maximum 3 millimeters loss 

from the top 3 centimeters of the profile and a maximum  15 percent 

reduction in the remaining available soil moisture are assumed for a 

total possible loss of 7 millimeters and a resulting lower limit on soil 

moisture of 95 millimeters.— 

The pan evaporation rate,  although only strictly applicable to 

a surface with standing water,  is  assumed to apply during the fallow 

periods.    This condition combined with the lower limits on M,,  approxi- 

mates the effect of rapid water loss from the top soil layer but then 

12/ preservation of most of the moisture in the lower levels.— 

— The available soil moisture is 102 - 74 = 28.    Therefore, the maximum 
total moisture loss is 5 + [0.25(28 - 5)1 4- 11.   Therefore minimum moisture 
level is 102 - 11 = 91. 

11/ 
The maximum moisture loss is 3 + [0.15(28 - 3)1 -I-   7.    Therefore 

"minimum moisture level is 102 - 7 = 95. 

12/ — This model of a fallow soil water profile is not likely to accurately 
determine moisture levels throughout the fallow periods.    The reason for 
estimating moisture levels throughout each fallow period, is not because 
of their direct relevance, but to obtain estimates of the soil moisture 
level on the first day after planting the crop that follows a fallow period. 
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2.      Rice Crop 

Md = Md-1 + Pd " Td 

M , <, 102 d - 

M , > 74 d - 

^^35^ i<35 

T . = E , i > 35 d        d - 

Field capacity (102 millimeters) and permanent wilting point (74 

millimeters)  are the upper and lower limits respectively on soil moisture 

when rice is being grown.    The rate of evapotranspiration is a proportion 

of pan evaporation (discussed earlier) up to full canopy cover at 35 days 

after planting.    After full canopy is reached, evapotranspiration is 

assumed to equal the pan evaporation rate. 

3.       Corn Crop 

Md = Md-1 + Pd " Td 

M , < 102 d - 

Md - 74 

Td = 140Ed i<40 

T . ^ E, i > 40 
d        d - 

The upper and lower limits on soil moisture are the same as for 
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rice.    The only difference between the two models is the number of days 

between planting and when full canopy cover is reached. 

Definition of Threshold Moisture Level and 
Determination of Drought Stress Days 

Plants experience varying degrees of moisture stress and conse- 

quent yield reductions at all soil moisture levels less than the optimum 

for plant development.    The approach taken in this analysis is not to 

estimate the effect on yield of each soil moisture level, but to use a 

threshold moisture level approach. 

Figure 6-2 shows hypothetical effects on crop yield, of moisture 

level on a specific day of the plant's development.   The threshold 

approach assumes that there is no yield reduction effect for all moisture 

levels greater than the threshold level.    For levels less than the 

threshold level, yield is reduced by a constant amount.    The more com- 

plete approach allows for a range of yield reductions over the range of 

soil moisture levels.    Over the complete growth period of the plcint (that 

is, for repeated observations of daily yield reductions due to moisture 

stress) the threshold approach approximates the more complete method. 
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YIELD 
COMPLETE 
MODEL 

THRESHOLD 
MODEL 

THRESHOLD    OPTIMUM 
LEVEL LEVEL 

SOIL 
MOISTURE 

Figure 6-2.    Hypothetical relationships between yield and soil moisture 
on a given day for the "threshold" and "complete" 
approaches.  a/ 

a/ — Effect of soil moisture on a specific day of a plant's growth cycle for a 
given set of moisture levels and climatic events on all other days. 

The threshold level that is used in this analysis for both rice and 

13/ corn, is the same as that used by Paris.—    A "drought stress day" is 

defined as one on which the available soil moisture is less than 13 

147 millimeters.—     The available soil moisture is that above wilting point. 

Therefore, the threshold soil moisture level is 74 + 13 millimeters, that is 

87 millimeters.    A day on which soil moisture falls below 87 millimeters is 

defined as a drought stress day. 

137 
Paris, T., op, cit, 

14/ — Paris specified an equivalent threshold available soil moisture level 
of 0.5 inches. 
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Determination of Moisture Stress 
Adjustment Rates 

157 The yield reduction rates estimated by Paris—   for number of 

"drought stress weeks" at each stage of crop growth are used to deter- 

mine the effect of drought stress on crop yield.    Table 6-7 shows the 

yield reduction rates for rice at the three stages of crop development. 

Table 6-7.     Yield reduction rates in rice for number of drought stress 
weeks at each stage of crop growth. 

Crop Stages 

Number of drought 
Vegetative Reproductive Maturation 

stress weeks 
r 

V 
r 
r 

r 
m 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1 0.00 0.03 0.02 
2 0.01 0.07 0.05 
3 0.03 0.20 0.10 
4 0.05 0.15 
5 0.10 
6 0.15 
7 0.20 
8 0.50 
9 1.00 

10 1.00 

Number of weeks 
in the stage 10 3 4 

Source:    Paris, T., op. cit. 

To estimate the effect of moisture stress on rice yield in a specific 

year, the number of drought stress days in the three stages of crop 

growth are determined.    From the number of drought stress days in 

each crop stage the yield adjustment rates (1-r) for each stage are 

obtained.    The total effect of drought stress in the specified year is 

obtained by multiplying the adjustment rates for the three crop stages 

15/ 
—'    Pans, T., op. cit. 
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together to obtain the composite drought stress adjustment factor. 

Equation 6"-12 shows this relationship: 

A— = (1 - r  .)  (1-r .)  (Ir-r   .) 6-12 Di vi n mi 

where: 

A-., is the drought stress adjustment factor in year i. 

r  •> *L» and r   . are the drought stress reductipn rates for the vi     rf mi 0 

number of drought stress days that occurred in the vegetative, 

reproductive and maturation stages respectively, of a crop 

planted in year i. 

This composite adjustment factor was determined for rice crops 

planted on each of the four planting dates in each of the forty-seven 

years for which complete rainfall data were available.    The average 

drought stress adjustment factors and their standard deviations for the 

forty-seven years of data are shown in Table 6-8. 

Table 6-8.    Mean values and standard deviations for drought stress 
adjustment factors for four planting dates of rice. 

Adjustment Factor A^. 

Planting Weed Mean Standard Deviation 

20 0.8683 0.0659 

22 0.8828 0.0857 

24 0.8891 0.0660 

26 0.8898 0.0588 

Derived from daily rainfall records, Ambulong Weather Station, Batangas, 
1914-1919,  1922-1934, 1337-1939,  1950^1974. 
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The average drought stress adjustment factors increase as plant- 

ing date is delayed.    That is, the effect of drought stress is generally 

lower in rice crops planted later in the season.    The standard deviations 

of the adjustment factors are low for all planting dates and relatively 

constant. 

Estimation of Typhoon Adjustment Rates 

Typhoons can cause total destruction of a rice crop.    The loss 

depends on the severity and number of typhoons as well as the stage of 

the crop when they occur. 

Typhoon intensity is defined by meteorologists, according to 

wind velocity.    In this analysis however, due to a lack of wind velocity 

data, rainfall level is used as a proxy for typhoon severity: 

1. A typhoon is defined as occurring if the average rainfall 

over two days is greater than or equal to twenty millimeters 

per day. 

2. A low intensity typhoon is defined as one in which the two 

day moving average rainfall is greater than or equal to twenty 

millimeters per day but less than thirty-five, 

3. A medium intensity typhoon is defined as one in which the two 

day moving average is greater than or equal to thirty-five 

millimeters but less than fifty millimeters. 

4. A high intensity typhoon is recorded if the two day moving 

average rainfall: is greater than or equal to 50 millimeters, 

5. For an unbroken sequence of two day averages greater than 

20 millimeters per day, only one typhoon is recorded. 
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6. If one or more of the averages in a sequence is greater than 

50 millimeters per day then the typhoon is of high intensity. 

7. If one or more of the averages is greater than 35 millimeters 

per day but none are greater than 50 millimeters then the 

typhoon is of medium intensity. 

8. If all two day averages in a sequence are greater than 20 milli- 

meters but less than 35 millimeters then a low intensity 

typhoon is recorded. 

The stage of crop development when a typhoon occurs is the sec- 

ond component determining the extent of crop damage.    The flowering 

stage is the most crucial.    A typhoon at flowering decreases the level of 

pollination and subsequent number of grains.    It also causes lodging 

which inhibits trajislocation and grain development.    The later that lodg- 

ing occurs, the less severe is the effect on grain filling and on conse- 

quent crop yield. 

Table 6-9 shows the relationship between yield reduction rate and 

the time and intensity of a typhoon that is used in this analysis. These 

rates were induced from discussions with IRRI agronomists. 

The effect of typhoon damage on rice yield is accounted for by 

using the reduction rates of Table 6-9 in a similar manner as previously 

described for determining the effect of drought stress.    For example, 

if high, medium and low intensity typhoons occurred at one, three and 

six weeks after flowering respectively, the composite typhoon yield 

adjustment factor would bet 
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Table 6^9. Typhoon reduction rates by typhoon intensity and time 
of occurrence in rice. 

Typhoon Intensity (I) 

Time of occurrence 
(weeks after 
flowering) a/ 

Low Medium High 

20mm<I<35 mm 

"  riL 

35mm<I<50mm 
rjM 

50mm<I 
rkH 

0.10 0.45 0.80 

0.09 0.39 0.70 

0.07 0.33 0.60 

0.08 0.27 0.50 

0.03 0.22 0.40 

0.01 0.16 0.30 

0.00 0.10 0.20 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Source:    Personal communications with International Rice Research 
Institute agronomists. 

a/ 
Flowering occurs about eleven weeks after seed emergence. 

Table 6-10 shows the mean values and standard deviations of the 

composite typhoon adjustment factors (A^) for the four rice planting 

dates over the forty-seven years of data. 
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AT = (l-r^  (1^3M)  (^r6L) 

= (1-0.70)  (1-0.27)  (1-0.00) 

= 0.30   0.73   1.00 

=0.219 

r1H, r,.. and r,T   are the typhoon reduction rates for high, 

medium and low intensity typhoons occurring 1,  3 and 6 weeks 

after flowering. 

(l-r^rr),  (l-r-M)  and (1-r/T ) are the corresponding adjustment 

rates.    They are the proportions of the crop remaining after 

the effect of a single high, medium and low intensity typhoon 

occurring 1,  3 and 6 weeks after flowering has been accounted 

for. 

A™ is the composite typhoon adjustment factor. It shows the 

proportion of crop yield remaining after the joint effect of 

all typhoons occurring between flowering and harvest has 

been accounted for. 
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Table 6rl0.    Mean values and standard deviations of typhoon adjustment 
factors for four planting dates of rice. 

Adjustment Factors (A-,) 

Planting Week Mean                                  Standard Deviation 

20 0.4929                                          0.3184 

22 0.5052                                          0.2762 

24 0.5449                                          0.2844 

26 0.6024                                          0.2749 

Source:    Derived from daily rainfall records, Ambulong Weather Station, 
Batangas, 1914-1919,  1922-1934,  1937-1939,  1950-1974. 

Determination of Crop Yield Using the 
Estimated Adjustment Factors 

Equation 5-4 presented in Chapter V and the hypothesized relation- 

ships when herbicide is applied, shown in Table 5-3 were for the 1975 

crop season and the specific set of weather conditions that prevailed in 

that year.    To estimate rice yields for specified levels of factor use in 

other years, it is necessary to first remove the effects of 1975 weather 

and determine "potential" crop yield.    This value is then adjusted down 

by the adjustment factor for each of the four planting dates in each 

year to determine yield in the respective cases.    Equations 6-13 and 

6-14 show this adjustment procedure. 

Yj = Y75j7(A75D A75T) 6-13 

V^^T 6-14 
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where L 

YF is "potential" yield for a specified level (j) of productive 

factors when weather conditions are ideal for crop growth. 

Y^c-   is yield for level j of productive inputs, of a crop planted on 

the mean planting date of 1975. 

A-CT-V and A-c-p are the drought stress and typhoon adjustment 

rates respectively for a crop planted on the mean planting date 

of 1975. 

The drought stress adjustment factor for a rice crop planted in 

fortnight twenty—   of 1975 was estimated to be 0.8873.    The average 

typhoon adjustment factor for that year was 0.4209.    The composite 

weather adjustment factor for the crop is the product of these to adjust- 

ment factors.    That is: 

•      A75D   A75T = 0.3735 

Y.. is the crop yield for a specified level (j) of productive factors 

planted at time i (planting date and season) . 

A.D and A.T are the drought stress and typhoon adjustment rates 

respectively of a crop planted at time i (planting date and 

season). 

— A crop planted on day 129.92 (week 18.6) is planted during week 
19.    Weeks 19 and 20 are in fortnight 20. 
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Summary 

In this chapter, the effects of weather on available weeding time 

and on crop yield directly were determined.    In the next chapter, these 

stochastic components are combined with the production relationships 

derived in Chapter V to form the complete stochastic decision model. 
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. YIX,    SPECIFICATION OF THE RISK PROGRAMMING MODEL 

The discussion in this chapter is divided into two sections.    In the 

first, the general model format is presented and the programming 

methods are reviewed.   In the second section, the complete programming 

model is specified in detail.    The coefficient values and constraint levels 

of the various empirical specifications of the model are presented and 

discussed in the next chapter. 

Overview of the Model and Review of 
Risk Programming Techniques 

The reasons for specifying the risk programming model are to: 

1. estimate the technical and economic relationships and explain 

farmer's rice production decisions under the existing weed 

control technology of Cale. 

2. estimate the relationships and predict farmers' behavior when 

hypothetical integrated weed control methods are introduced 

into the existing weed management system. 

3. estimate the potential for adoption of introduced hypothetical 

chemical weed control methods. 

Each of these sets of information will be determined for the two 

tenure states and different sets of economic conditions (resource levels 

and product and factor prices) that prevail in Cale. 

As put forward in Chapters III and VI, the major sources of risk 

in returns to upland rice production in Cale are variability in crop yield 

due to the direct (typhoons and drought stres^) and indirect (available 

field time) effects of weather.    The direct weather effect on yield 
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translates, in a linear programming framework, into stochastic coeffici^ 

ents in the objective function.    Stochastic labor availability is equivalent 

to stochastic constraint levels. 

Stochastic coefficients in the objective function can be accounted 

for by quadratic risk programming or by Hazell's MOTAD method.    The 

latter method is used in this analysis.    Discrete stochastic programming 

is used to include the effect of stochastic constraint levels.    This method 

also accounts for the sequential nature of Cale rice production decisions. 

The model therefore, is a discrete-stochastic-MOTAD model.- 

Review of MOTAD Method 

MOTAD stands for "minimization of total absolute deviations".    The 

2/ method was first developed by Hazell-   in 1971 as a linear alternative to 

quadratic risk programming.    In his original formulation, the problem was 

stated as one of minimization of total absolute deviations in Z subject to 

the normal set of linear constraints and a parametrically varied constraint 

on the level of Z; where Z is  generally net revenue. 

— Gebremeskel, Tesfaye.    Cow-Calf Production and Marketing Decisions 
in East Texas:   Application of Risk Constrained Linear Programming 
and Statistical Decision Theory.   Ph.D. Thesis, Texas A and M 
University,  1977. 

Gebremeskel, Tesfaye and C. Richard Shumway.    "Farm Planning and 
Calf Marketing Strategies for Risk Management:    An Application of 
Linear Programming and Statistical Decision Theory."   American 
Journal of Agricultural Economics.    Volume 61.    No. 2. May 1379. 
pp. 363^370. 

21 
-Hazell, P.B.R., op. cit. 
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An alternative, more tidy formulation is maximization of expected Z 

subject to the normal set of linear constraints and a parametric con- 

straint on the sum of the negative deviations in Z  ; where Z   is the value 

37 of Z. in state of nature r— . 

7-1 Max E(Z) = 
n 
Z      C X. 
3=1     ]     ] 

for j =1.. .n activities 

subject to 

n 
Z     a..X.{> = 
i=l   *   ^ " ±>Bi for i=l.. .m resource 

constraints 7-2 

n _ 
Z       (C  .-C) X. + Y    > 0 for r=l.. .s states of 
j=l ^    ■•       •' natures 7-3 

IY<X \ = 0->\ 7-4 ,   r — max r=l 

X. > 0 for j=l...n 7-5 

Y    > 0 for r=l.. .s 7-6 r - 

where: 

Z    is the value of Z (revenue) in state of nature (year) r. 

C. is the expected return per unit of activity j. 

C  . is the return per unit of activity j in state of nature (year) r. 

X. is the number of units of activity j. 

3/ 
- Anderson, J«R., J , L, Dillon and B. Hardaker,    Agricultural Decision 
Analysis,    Ames, Iowa:    The Iowa State University Press,    1977. 
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Y   is the absolute value of the negative deviation in state of nature 

(year) r.   If the deviations in year r are positive, Y   is equal 

to zero. 

B. is the constraint level on resource i. 
i 

A is the parametric risk constraint.   It is the upper bound on the 

absolute value of the sum of the negative deviations. 

Equation 7-1 is a standard linear objective function.    Equation 7-2 

defines a set of linear constraints in m resources.  The absolute values 

of the negative deviations in revenue for each state of nature, are deter- 

mined by equation 7-3.    This equation and equation 7-6 assure that for a 

negative deviation in any state of nature, the value of Y    is the equi- 

valent positive value.    For positive deviations, the value of Y    is zero. 

Equation 7-4 limits the absolute value of the sum of the negative 

deviations to an upper limit,   X. 

The value of X is related to the mean absolute deviation by: 

X = sM/2. 7-7 

where: 

M is the mean absolute deviation and 

s is the number of observations. 

The mean absolute deviation, in turn, can be related to the variance of 
4/ 

Z via Fisher's—   formulation. 

a2 = M2 jrs72.(s-l) 7-8 

4/ - Hazell, P.B.R., op. cit. 
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5/ HazeU and Scandizo-   provided a further modification of Hazell's 

original MOT AD technique.    This newer formulation is based on the rela*- 

tionship of equation 7T8.    Instead of assuming maximization of expected Z, 

subject to a set of resource constraints and limits on the value of A, the 

new procedure assumes maximization of a utility function subject to a set 

of constraints.  The objective or utility function to be maximized in the 

modified formulation is expected Z (income) less some "cost" associated 

with bearing risk.    The "cost" is the standard deviation of Z weighted 

by a risk aversion coefficient,  Q.-     The mathematical specification is: 

n    _ 
Max U = l    C . X. - na 7-9 

j=l     3     ^ 

subject to 

n 
I     a..X.   {>=<}B. fori=l...m 7-10 
j=l   U >    -     -       1 

n _ 
Z     (C  . - C .) X. + Y    >0      forr=l...s 7-11 

*"] J      ]        r - i=i 

s 
■CL/A + E      Y   ^ 0 7-12 

r=l    r 

57 - Hazell, P.B.R. and R.L. Scandizzo.    "Competitive Demand Structures 
Under Risk in Agricultural Linear Programming Models."   American 
Journal of Agricultural Economics.    Volume 56.    No.  2: pp.  235-244. 

- Empirically, Q ranges in value from 0 to 2.5,    McCarl, Bruce A., 
Indonesia S-upply Projects for Food Crops, A Linear Programming 
Analysis of Dry Land Agriculture in Indonesia, working paper, February 
1980, 
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X. > 0 . for j=l., .n 7-5 
J - 

Y    > 0 for r=l.. ,s 7-6 
r — 

where: 

Q is the risk aversion coefficient. 

A is the factor that converts total absolute value of negative devi- 

ations to standard deviations. 

a2 = M2 (iisy2(s-l) 

a- M •TIS72(s-l) 

2T 
a •= —   /irs/2(s-l) 

3 

a= T(2/ITS72(S-1) 7s) 

a= TA 

where: 

M is mean absolute value of positive and negative deviations. 

T is total absolute value of negative deviations (  E Y  ) . 
r=l   r 

77 Review of Discrete Stochastic Programming - 

Discrete stochastic programming is a programming method that 

allows for the sequential implementation of actions and occurrence of 

7/ - Cocks, K,S. '■'■Discrete Stochastic Programming",   Management Science, 
Volume 15.    No.  1,    pp.  72-79.    Rae, A. N.  "Stochastic Programming, 
Utility and Sequential Decision Problems in Farm Management."   American 
Journal of Agricultural Economics.   "Volume 53.    No. 3,    pp.  448^460, 
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stochastic events.   Many farm production decisions are of this type. 

Early decisions are based on expected future events and the set of later 

actions that a producer may take.   Later actions depend on actions 

already implemented and the set of events that have occurred. 

In a discrete stochastic programming framework, sets of continuous 

actions and discrete events are specified in the order in which they occur. 

Depending on the form of the objective function and set of constraints, 

the problem is then specified as a linear, quadratic or integer program- 

ming problem.    Refer to Anderson et al., for an example and a more 

8/ 
detailed discussion.— 

Overview of the Discrete Stochastic-MOTAD Model 
Used to Analyze Gale Rice Production 

This model focuses on the annual weed control decisions involved in 

rice production in Cade.    It explicitly considers the risk involved in labor 

availability for hand weeding and the direct effects of weather on rice 

yields.   The objective function of this discrete stochastic—MOTAD model 

is the maximization of expected net revenue above variable costs minus 

the "cost" of risk which is expressed as a risk aversion coefficient times 

the standard deviation of the net revenue above variable costs.    Con- 

straints on the model include the acreage available for rice production, 

budget and credit limitations and available levels of family and hired labor. 

The model considers the subsistence requirement for rice consumption 

by setting a limit on the amount of rice that can be stored for consump- 

"tion and by valuing the rice allocated to consumption and sale at the 

8/ 
- Anderson,   J.R., J . L. Dillon and B. Hardaker, op. cit. 
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retail and farm gate prices respectively.    The interaction of the responses 

from herbicide application, fertiliz.er application and hand weeding is a 

further feature of this model. 

The model allows for consideration of alternative opportunity costs 

or reservation prices on family labor.   Alternative herbicide effectiveness 

levels are also considered to evaluate the potential for herbicide adoption 

by Gale farmers with various risk aversion levels, labor/land ratios and 

tenure, credit, and subsistence situations. 

While computational and data limitations precluded a total farm model 

that would consider the interactions with other income earning activities, 

it is possible to adjust the opportunity cost on family labor and the con- 

strains on credit and labor to derive the implications of the interactions 

with other activities not explicitly included in the model. 

Table 7-1 shows a "summary" version of the decision model. The 

reasons for presenting this reduced formulation are to show the overall 

model format and in particular, to show how the model accounts for: 

1. the decision maker's goals. 

2. stochastic constraint levels (B.). 

3. stochastic yield responses (a..). 

4. the sequential decision process. 

The complete model is specified later and additional details are 

provided then. 

The model can be conveniently separated into seven components. 



NOTATION FOR  TABLE 7-1: 

ACTIVITY NOTATION 

er 

AOZ Area planted that did not receive herbicide. 

AZ Area planted that did receive herbicide. 

NRij Net return from rice production in event sequence ij; 
that had the available weeding time and early weatni 
effects of year i and the late weather effects or 
year j. 

RCjj, RSjj    Rice allocated to consumption and sale respectively in 
"event sequence ij". 

FLj, ELj     Family and hired (employed) labor respectively used 
in year i. 

Nj Nitrogen use in year i. 

CRj Credit taken out in year i. 

AOZNHjkm Area in year i.that did not receive herbicide but did 
receive Nu kilograms of nitrogen per hectare 
and  Hm   hours of hand weeding. 

Nk = 0,30,60,..., Hm^SOJOO,... 

AZNHjkm    Area in year i that did receive herbicide and did 
receive % kilograms of nitrogen per hectare and Hm 
hours of   hana v/eeding. 

NR Average revenue over the possible ij event sequences.' 

R Average rice production retained by the farmer. 

RC Average amount of rice allocated to home consumption. 

RS Average amount of rice allocated to sale. 

Yjj Deviation in net revenue in event sequence ij from 
' average net revenue. 

a Standard deviation of net revenue. 

COEFFICIENT  NOTATION 

Pz Price per hectare of herbicide. 

PN Price per kilogram of nitrogen. 

r Interest rate on borrowed capital. 

WE Price per man hours of hired labor. 

Wp Price per man hours of family labor. 

Pc Value per kilogram of domestically consumed rice 
(retail price). 

Ps Price per kilogram of sold rice (farm gate price). 

a Yield response coefficient. 

H Labor requirement. 

a;; Adjustment factor that converts potential yield into, farmer's 
share of the yield obtained in "event sequence li". 

ajj= A75/(s AErAu)   for i= 1,2 

Ajj Adjustment factor that converts farmer's share of yield in 
event sequence li to that for sequence ij. 

Aij=Au/ALj      1=1,2    j= 1,2   i*j 

s Share of product retained by farmer. 

A75        Adjustment rate for 1975. 

AEJ, AU Early and late season adjustment rates respectively for year i. 
A Parameter that converts the sum of the negative deviations 

to standard deviation. 

Si Risk aversion coefficient. 

U Value of objective function to be maximized. 

u 
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TABLE 7-1:   SUMMARY VERSION OF THE DISCRETE-STOCHASTIC DECISION MODEL. 

AREAS SEASON   1                                                              1 SEASON 2                                                           1 nrv/iATinMC IM 
CONSTRAINTS PLANTED RETURNS AND PRODUCTION LABOR ARE^Mc!IBiiIVING AR^K^,NG 

RETURNS AND PRODUCTION LABOR AREAS NOT REC. 
HERBICIDES 

AREAS RECEIVING 
HERBICIDES 

AVERAGES NET REVENUE 

AOZ AZ NR, RC, RS,, "Rekskz FL, Eh N, CR, 
AOZNH1km AZNH^m 

NR 
22 

RC 
22 

RS 
22 

NR 
21 

RC 
2 

RS 
21 

FLZ EL2 N2 CR2 

AOZNHakm AZNH2km 

NR R RC RS 
Y" 

Y,2 Y22 Y2I 
a No              Nk No              Nk No           Nk 

Hr-Hm  Ha-Hm 

No           Nk 
Hr   'Hm    H0"Hm H| ■■•  Hm     H0-Hm Hf-Hm   Ho-KV,, 

1 1     1 ^ 1 HECTARE 

l-l -1 i    t ±0 

1-2 

1-3 

-1 10 

< FAMILY LABOR AVAILABLE 
-IN SEASON 1 -1  H      

l 1 

. .   . u     
"m    Mm 

1-4 1 <. HIRED LABOR AVAILABLE 
- IN SEASON 1 

1-5 -1     -1 
■•■••^.  

 Hm  = 0 

1-6 

1-7 

-1 

"Oil -an 

■■■%■■■ 
....N..... = 0 

= 0 o a o a 

1-8 -1-1         Al2 Al2 = 0 

1-9 Pz wE   PN   -1 = BUDGET CONSTRAINT 

1-10 1 ^AVAILABLE CREDIT 

1-11 Pz -1   Pc    Ps                       -WF-WE-PN-r = 0 

1-12 -Pz |                   -1    Pc   Ps   -WF-WE -PNT 
1 

= 0 

2-1 -1 £0 
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Objective Function 

The objective function (row 13 of Table 7-1) is maximization of 

expected net revenue above variable costs from rice production, less the 

"cost" of risk (S5a).    The model when run for one set of economic and tech- 

nical constraints but various specified levels of the risk aversion coeffi- 

9/ cient (ft) will provide solutions along the return-risk efficiency frentier.- 

Constraint Levels (Right-Hand-Side Values) 

The constraints include a set of economic and resource constraints 

(hectares available for rice production,  subsistence requirement,  budget 

and credit limitations) that are fixed over all years and a set of labor 

constraints that vary each year according to the weather conditions.    The 

amount of family labor available each year depends on the family size and 

number of working days.    The constraint on hired labor each season, 

depends on the number of working days and the maximum number of 

workers that can be hired at any one time.    Including the different labor 

constraints of each year in the model accounts for the stochastic right- 

hand-side or constraints levels. 

Planting and Herbicide Application Activities (AOZ and AZ) 

Planting and the decision on whether or not to apply herbicide is 

the first action in the sequential rice production process accounted for in 

.the model and shown in Figure 7-2. 

9/ 
- This will be an expected value-standard deviation (ES) efficiency frontier. 
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ACTION 1 

< PLANT AND 

DECIDE WHETHER 
OR NOT TO 
APPLY 
HERBICIDE 

EVENT  1 

AVAILABLE   HAND 
WEEDING LABOR 
AND EARLY SEASON 
DROUGHT STRESS, 
BECOME KNOWN 

ACTION 3   EVENT 2 

\ 

ACTION 2 

DO HAND 
WEEDING 

APPLY 
FERTILH 
IZER 

LATE 
SEASON 
WEATHER 
EFFECTS 
BECOME 
KNOWN 

CROP YIELD 
AND NET 
REVENUE 

Figure 7-2.    Sequential implementation of actions and occurrence of 
stochastic events in Cade rice production. 

The decision to plant and whether or not to apply herbicide must be 

made before any information (except for expectations based on previous 

seasons) about available hand weeding labor or direct weather effects on 

crop yield are known.    Because of this, the areas that do and do not 

receive herbicide (AZ and AOZ respectively) will be the same over all 

years in any one run of the model.    That is, they do not vary in response 

to the specific conditions of each year.    There may however, be differ- 

ences between farmers with different resource constraints and risk aver- 

sion coefficients.    Herbicide application is not part of the set of current 

cultural practices in Cale.   When the model is being run for traditional 

weed control technology, this activity (AZ) and the corresponding hand 

weeding and fertilizer application activities (AZNH.,    ) are excluded from 

the model. 
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Annual Production Activities (AOZNH^jjjand AZNH.,    ) 

Figure 7-2 also shows the sequence of actions and events that occur 

after the crop is planted and the decision whether or not to apply herb- 

icide has been made.    The  figure shows that hand weeding is done as the 

availibility of weeding time and the early season drought effect become 

known.    Fertilizer is applied after hand weeding is completed at the end 

of the vegetative stage of the crop but before the late season drought 

effect and damage due to typhoons become known. 

The programming model accounts for the sequential decision process 

of Figure 7-2, but with one modification.    Instead of allowing for the 

simultaneous occurrence of event 1 and action 2, it is assumed that the 

available hand weeding labor and early season drought stress effect 

become known at the beginning of the hand weeding period.    That is, 

event 1 occurs before action 2 is taken. 

The levels of fertilizer and hand weeding axe allowed to change in 

the model according to the known conditions of each crop season and 

expectations about those that could occur after the actions are imple- 

mented.   In year 1 for example, the decision on the levels of hand weed- 

ing and fertilizer to use are based on the labor available in year 1, the 

known early drought stress effect (Ag,) and the range of possible late 

season weather effects (AT , and AT 2).   In year 2, the decision is based 

on the labor available in year 2 and the early drought stress effect of 

that year (Ag-) and the same range of possible late season weather 

effects that could have occurred in year 1 (A. , and AT _). 

Sets of fertilizer-hand weeding activities on land that did and did 
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not receive herbicide (AZNH.,      and AOZNH.,      respectively) are included 

in each of the two crop years contained in the summary model of Table 7-1. 

These activities account for the interactive effects of herbicide, fertilizer 

and hand weeding on crop yield.    The nature of these activities will be 

discussed in greater detail later in this chapter.    The main focus at the 

moment, is on how stochastic yield responses are included in the model 

and how the sequential decision process within a year is accounted for. 

Each year in the summary model of Table 7-2 includes two events 

sequences, for a total of four event sequences in that model.    There are 

five years and hence twenty-five event sequences in the complete model. 

Row 1-7 of year 1 in Figure 7-1 determines the farmer's share of 

production after payments to the land owner and harvesters if the weather 

conditions of sequence 1-1 prevailed.    Weather or event sequence 1-1 is 

that where the early season drought stress and available weeding days 

are those of year 1 and the late season drought stress and typhoon effect 

are also those of year 1.    Equation 1-8 shows determination of the farmer's 

share of production if the weather conditions of sequence 1-2 occur (that 

is, early drought stress and availability of weeding labor for year 1 but 

the late season drought stress and typhoon damage of year 2).    Equations 

1-11 and 1-12 determine the respective net revenues for each of these pos- 

sible sequences of events in year 1. 

An equivalent set of equations (rows) determine production and net 

revenue in year 2 for the known    early season drought effect and avail- 

able hand weeding labor of year 2 and the set of two possible late season 

effects that could occur. 

Also within each season, there is a set of constraints and identities 
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that limits the production alternatives and facilitates estimation of the 

annual net revenues. 

- Rows 1-1 and 1-2 establish the limitations on land use in year 1. 

- Rows 1-3 and 1-4 specify the constraints on hand weeding labor. 

- Row 1-5 estimates the level of family and hired labor used in year 

1. 

- Row 1-6 determines the level of nitrogen applied in year 1. 

- Rows 1-9 and 1-10 are the budget and credit constraints respect- 

ively . 

An equivalent set of rows is specified for year 2. 

Calculation of Averages 

Equations 3 through 6 of Table 7-1 estimate average values of net 

revenue, annual rice production and amounts allocated to consumption and 

sale.    In the complete model, average costs and factor use levels are also 

calculated. 

Average Subsistence Requirement 

Equation 7 of Figure 7-1 specifies that the average amount of rice 

allocated to home consumption over the two years in this simplified model 

is equal to the annual subsistence requirement.— 

— Refer to the discussion later in this chapter on the alternative formu- 
lations of the model when average rice production is greater than or less 
than the family's subsistence requirement. 
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Estimation of Standard Deviation    of Net Revenue 

The standard deviation is determined by first estimating the abso- 

lute Vedues of the annual negative deviations in crop net revenue and by 

then adjusting the sum of these deviations by the parameter described 

earlier (A in equation 7-12). 

Detailed Specification of the Risk Programming Model 

In this section, the entire decision model is specified.   Definitions 

of the model activities are presented first.    The objective f-unction and 

complete set of constraint equations are then described.    The coefficient 

values and right hand side values for each economic and technological 

circumstance are presented and discussed in the next chapter. 

Model Activities 

The model activities are separated into three categories: 

1. Yearly activities. 

2. Summary activities. 

3. Deviation activities. 

Yearly Activities 

For each of the five years included in the model, there are sets of: 

1. production activities. 

2. factor use and credit level    activities. 

3. returns and rice disposal activities. 
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Yearly Production Activities 

Planting and Application of Herbicides.    The areas planted with and 

without herbicide are the same each year, because they must be deter- 

mined prior to knowing the weather conditions and hence labor availability, 

moisture stress and typhoon effects. 

AZ is the area planted that was also treated with herbicide. 

AOZ is the area planted that did not receive herbicide. 

Fertilizer Application and Hand Weeding.    These two activities are 

included as joint activities because of their interactive effect on crop 

yield.    They are also separated according to whether or not the area 

received herbicide.    This specification accounts for the three way inter- 

action between fertilizer, hand weeding and herbicide. 

AOZNH^, rn     is the area in year i that was not treated with herbicide that 

received levels N,   and H     per hectare of nitrogen and hand 

weeding respectively.    Year i includes event sequences ij for 

3=1,2,.. .5. 

AZNH., is the area in year i that was treated with herbicide and 

received levels N,   and H    per hectare of nitrogen and hand 
K. m r ° 

weeding respectively. 

k = 0,  1,  2.. .for levels of Nk equal to 0, 30, 60 ... N,, 

kilograms per hectare respectively up to the yield maximizing 

level (Nji) for each level of H. 

H     has values of 0, 50,  100,  ... H, hours per hectare, up 
m Va r 

to the yield maximizing level (H  ,) for each level of N. 
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Yearly Factor Use and Credit Levels 

FL. is the man hours of family labor used in year i. 

EL. is the man hours of hired (employed) labor used in year i. 

N. total kilograms of nitrogen applied in year i. 

NOZ. kilograms of nitrogen applied in year i to land that was not 

treated with herbicide 

NZ. kilograms of nitrogen applied in year i to land that was treated 

with herbicide 

CR. pesos of credit taken out in year i. 

Yearly Returns and Rice Disposal Activities 

NR.. pesos of net return (value)  from rice production in event 

sequence ij; where event sequence ij had the available weeding 

time and early weather effects of year i and the late weather 

effects of year j. 

RC kilograms of rice produced in event sequence ij that is allocated 

to family consumption and storage 

RS .. kilograms of rice produced in event sequence ij that is allocated 

to sale. 

Summary Activities 

These activities provide the average levels of rice production and 

disposal, factor use levels, costs and returns for the five years included 

in the model. 
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Net Revenue 

NR average net revenue (value) in pesos to the operator from rice 

production, over the twenty-five possible event sequences in 

the model. 

Costs 

K average variable cost .of rice production includes interest paid on 

borrowed credit, cost of herbicide and fertilizer, cost of hired 

labor and the opportunity cost or reservation price of family 

labor. 

KC average variable cash cost of rice production includes all the 

costs included in K, except the cost of family labor. 

Rice Production and Disposal 

R average total kilograms of rice production over the twenty-five 

possible event sequences in the model. 

RC average kilograms of rice production allocated to home consump- 

tion and storage over the twenty-five possible event sequences 

in the model. 

RS average kilograms of rice production allocated to sale over the 

twenty-five possible event sequences in the model. 

Labor 

El average total man hours of hired labor. 

FL average total man hours of family labor. 
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HW average man hours of hand weeding. 

HWOZ average man hours of hand weeding on land that did not 

receive herbicide. 

HWZ average man hours of hand weeding on land that did receive 

herbicide. 

FHW man hours of family labor used to do hand weeding. 

EHW man hours of hired labor used to do hand weeding. 

Fertilizer Use 

N average kilograms of nitrogen used. 

NOZ average kilograms of nitrogen applied to land that was not 

treated with herbicide. 

NZ average kilograms of nitrogen applied to land that was treated 

with herbicide. 

Credit 

CR average level   of credit taken out each year. 

Deviation Activities 

Y.. deviation of the crop net revenue of event sequence ij, from 

average net revenue; where Y.. is either negative or zero. 

Model Rows 

The rows or constraint equations in the model are grouped into; 
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1. Yearly constraint equations. 

2. Summary identities. 

3. Estimation of standard deviation. 

Yearly Constraint Equations 

Each year, the producer is subject to a set of economic and tech- 

nical constraints.   Except for the levels of family and hired labor avail- 

able each year, these are constant over the five years included in the 

model. 

Family Labor Constraint 

k1 m1 m' 
E Z AOZNH.,      (H     + 4) + Z        A0ZNH.„   (H   ) + 
,    ,         n ikm       m _, iOmv   m 
k=l m=0 m=l 

k' m1 m" 
Z Z      AZNH.,      (Hm + 4) + Z      AZNH..     (Hm) - EL, < FLf ,    ,         n            ikm      m , lUm      m            i —      i 
k=l m=0 m=l 

The toted amount of labor used to apply fertilizer and to do the hand weed- 

ing is less than or equal to the available family labor and hired labor in 

that period. 

H    is the man hours of hand weeding per hectare.   Where m = 0, 

1 ... m'.H   ,   is the yield maximizing level of hand weeding for a specified 

level of applied nitrogen.    Fertilizer application requires 4 man hours per 

hectare.    Therefore, the labor requirement for an area that receives 

fertilizer is  (H   +4)   times the area treated.    H     increases in 50 man m m 

hour units up to the yield maximizing level for each level of applied 

nitrogen. 
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FL* is the amount of family labor available for hand weeding in year 

i.   The total man hours of family labor available to do weeding depends on 

the family size or more directly, on the number of workers in the family. 

The man hours of family labor available to perform tasks in a production 

period of a specific year is eight—   times the number of working days in 

the period of that year, times the number of family members available for 

work in that period. 

Hired Labor Constraint. 

EL. < EL* 
i -      i 

The amount of labor hired in year i cannot exceed the amount of 

hired labor available to the farmer in that year.    An upper limit on the num- 

ber of manual workers that can be hired on each day is set.    The man 

hours of labor available for hire during the weeding period of year i is 

equal to eight times the number of working days in the period times the 

number of workers that can be hired each day. 

Area Constraints 

AZ + AOZ < 1 

The total area planted (both with and without herbicide) is less than or 

equal to one hectare.    In the case of traditional weed control technology, 

the AZ activity is excluded from the model. 

— 1 man day = 8 mam hours. 
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k1       m1 

S E     AOZNH.km - AOZ < 0  ...  except for k = 1 = 0 
k=0    m=0 

The area that received fertilizer and/or hand weeding but did not receive herb- 

icide, is less than or equal to the total area that did not receive herbicide. 

k'       m' 
E E      AZNH.,      - AZ  < 0  ...  except for k = m = 0 

k=0    m=0 ikm - 

Similarly, the area treated with herbicide that also received fertilizer and/or 

hand weeding is less than or equal to the total area that received herbicide. 

Budget Constraint 

P„AZ + W„EL. + PMN.  - CR. = B Z E     i        N   i i 

The total cash cost of all inputs is equal to the amount of cash 

the farmer has availabile.    The costs are: 

1. P7AZ is the cost of herbicide.    P7 is the cost per hectare and 

AZ is the hectares treated with herbicide. 

2. PMN. is the cost of fertilizer.    P.. is the cost per kilogram of 

nitrogen and N. is the kilograms of nitrogen applied in year i. 

3. WpEL. is the cost of hired labor.    W„ is the wage rate and EL. 

is the man hours of hired labor. 

The available cash consists of: 

1. B is the initial amount of cash available for rice production. 

2. CR. is the amount of credit taken out in year i. 

Credit Constraint 

CR.  < CR* 
i — 

The amount that the farmer can borrow in any one year is restricted 

by the credit limit of CR*. 
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Rice Production and Disposal 

Rice production for event sequence ij (R..) is equal to the adjusted 

127 
sum of the marginal production—   from each rice producing activity.    The 

sum of the marginal products is the production in 1975 (Rye) > the year 

for which the production relationship was determined (refer to Chapter V). 

To estimate production for event sequence ij, it is necessary to adjust 

yield up to the "potential" yield and then down to that for event 

sequence ij (refer to Chapter VI). 

A„. A, . R^ 

v-*£- 
R.. = ^M_ 

i]           A75 
[a      AOZ 

oz 

k'      m1 

k'    m' 
: +    Z      E       a.    AOZNH 

,     -           f.     Km 
k=0   m=0 

+ a    AZ + 
z Z        I 

k=0   m=0 
aJ      AZNH.,     ] Hem             ikm 

ikm 

for all values of k and m     except k = m = 0 

where: 

Ap. and A.. . are the early and late season weather adjustment rates 

in years i and j respectively.   A^. AT . = A...    Where A., is the 

composite weather adjustment rate for event sequence ij. 

A-c is the composite weather adjustment rate for 1975. 

12/ 
— This is not marginal product associated with an incremental increase in 
factor use but is the increase in total production due to the application of 
a specified package of inputs (levels of nitrogen and hand weeding applied 
to an area of land that was or was not treated with herbicide).. 
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a    AOZ is the kilograms of rice associated with lamd preparation and 

planting on land that does not receive herbicide, under the 

direct weather conditions of 1975.    a      is the return per hectare oz ^ 

associated with land preparation and planting for traditional 

technology (intercept term of equation 1 of Table 5-3). 

k'     m' 
Z       £ akm ^^^ikm is t*16 marginal product associated with 
k=0 m=0 

the levels of nitrogen and hand weeding applied in year i but 

under the direct weather effects of 1975.    a,      is the marginal 

product per hectare on land that receives N,   and H     levels of 

nitrogen and hand weeding respectively and does not receive 

herbicide.    A.      AOZNH..      is therefore the marginal product km ikm ° c 

from using N,   and H     levels of nitrogen and hand weeding ^     k m ° ° 

respectively- on the area AOZNH, .    .    The value of a,      is derived 

from the production function of Table 5-3. 

a AZ is the kilograms of rice associated with land preparation and z 

planting on land that does receive herbicide, under the direct 

weather conditions of 1975.    a   is the return per hectare (inter- 

cept term)  for a specified herbicide effectiveness level. 

kl      m' 
I        £        a"     AZNH.,      is the marginal product associated with the 

=0   m=0 

levels of nitrogen and hand weeding applied in year i but under 

the direct weather effects of 1975.    a'      is the margined product 

per hectare on herbicide treated land that receives N,   and H 
k. m 
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levels of nitrogen and hand weeding respectively,    al     is 

derived for each herbicide effectiveness level in an equivalent 

manner to a. km 

Not all the rice produced by the farmer (R..) is retained by him. 

The amount retained is a proportion (t h) of total production, which 

depends on the tenure status of the farmer and share of the crop paid to 

the harvesters.    Cale farmers pay rice harvesters one-fifth of the crop. 

Therefore, h is equal to 0.8.    The general arrangement on rented land is 

to pay the landlord one-third of the crop remaining after payment to the 

harvesters.    Therefore, on rented land, t is equal to 0.67.    On owned 

land t is equal to 1. 

The amount of rice available then, for allocation to consump- 

tion and sale is: 

t h R.. = RC. + RS.. 
i] i] i] 

Rather than include the equations that estimate total production and 

the allocation to consumption and sale in each of the twenty-five event 

sequences (fifty equations in total) a more computationally efficient 

approach that requires only twenty-five rows is used. 

-[A75y(t h Ag. ALi)] RCj. - [A757(t h AgjA^) ] RSj. + 839.80 AOZ + 

k'      m* k1     m' 
E        Z       a.    AOZNH.,     +a    AZ + E       E       a' 
i _n n     *-m ikm Z i _n n     i        AZNH.,        =  0 k=0   m=0 k=0 m=0   km ikm 

for i ■= 1,2,.. .5 
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The shares of production retained by the farmer in each of the 

five years (RC. + RS.. for i = 1,2.. .5) is calculated by adjusting the 

production that would have been obtciined in 1975 if the same levels of 

inputs had been used. 

The shares of production retained by the farmer in each of the 

other event sequences of year i (RC. + RS.. for j = 1, 2... 5, i ^ j) axe 

calculated by adjusting the production for event sequence ii. 

A A 
-RC. - RS.. +-r-^ RC. +   -r-^ RS.. = 0     for i= 1,2...5 

u     AL.       i]       AL.       i] 

Factor Use 

Nitrogen 

m' k' 
-NOZ. + E E .  .   „ „        N.   AOZNH..      = 0 

i        _A   i _i       k ikm m=0   k=l 

m1      k' 
-NZ. +    E      - E        N. AZNH.,      = 0 i n   ,    ,       k ikm 

m=0   k=l 

-N. + NOZ. + NZ. = 0 

where: 

NOZ. is the kilograms of nitrogen applied in year i to land that was 

—derived from: R.. = R*A„.AT . 
u Ei  Li 

R* = Ri.y(AEiALi) 

R.. = R* A-..AT . 
i] Ei  L] 

R.. = R.. ATr.AT./(Air.AT.) 
ij        u    Ei   Lj       Ei   Li 

R.. = R.. AT .yAT. 
ij        u    Lj     Li 
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not treated with herbicide.   It is equal to the sum of the 

amounts of nitorgen applied to each of the untreated areas. 

NZ. is the kilograms of nitrogen applied in year i to land that was 

treated with herbicide.   It is equal to the sum of the amounts of 

nitrogen applied to each of the herbicide treated areas. 

N. is the total kilograms of nitrogen applied in year i,    It is equal to 

the sum of the amounts applied to the areas that did and did 

not receive herbicide. 

Family and Hired Labor. 

k'      ml 

-FL. - EL. +    2AZ   + i        z        AOZNH.,     (H    + 4) + 
11 in ikm     m k=     m=0 

m' k'       m' 
Z        AOZNH.        (H   )   +   Z Z        AZNH.,      (H     + 4)  + 
m=i    - lom      m       k=i    m=0 lkm     m 

m' 
Z AZNH.      ■ (H   )   = 0 , 10m       m 
m=l 

The man hours of family and hired labor used to perform manual 

operations in year i is equal to the total amount of manual labor used. 

Herbicide     Herbicide use is constant over all years and is specified 

by the level of activity AZ. 

Net Revenue 

-NR..+P RC. + P RS..-P7AZ-WT:,EL.-W„FL.-P.TN.-r CR. = 0 
ijcij        sijZ E1F1N1 i 

The net revenue or net value of rice production ££ event sequence 

ij occurs is equal to the value of rice stored for consumption and the 

return from that sold, less the variable cost of production. 
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where: 

P   is the value per kilogram of rice stored for consumption.    It 

is the retail price of rice. 

P   is the price per kilogram of rice at the farm gate. 

P   is the cost per hectare of the herbicide. 

Wp, is the hourly wage rates on hired labor. 

W„ is the opportunity costs or reserve prices on family labor. 

PN is the price per kilogram of nitrogen, 

r is the annual interest rate on borrowed cash. 

Summary Rows or Identities 

The mean levels of production, factor use, costs and returns are 

estimated by a series of summary rows. 

Rice Production 

The average amount of rice received by the farmer over the twenty- 

five possible event sequences is: 

5      5 5       5 
-25 R + S       Z     RC + Z       Z      RS.. = 0 

i=l   i=l       1]     i=l   j=l        1] 

Rice Disposal 

The mean amount of rice sold over the twenty-five possible 

event sequences is: 

5       5 
-25 RS * Z       E      RS.. = 0 

i=l   j=l * 
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The mean amount of rice stored for consumption  over the 

twenty-five possible event sequences is: 

5       5 
-25 RC + E       I      RC. = 0 

i=l   j=l ^ 

Two specifications of the model are used to account for the allocation 

of the farmer's share of production to sales and consumption. 

For a specified farm-technology case, the model is run initially with- 

out any constraint on the amount of rice that can be allocated to con- 

14/ sumption and without any rice  selling activities (RS..) included.—     if 

the farmer's average share of production, as determined by the model, 

is less than the annual subsistence requirement (RC*) then this is the 

appropriate specification.    If his share is greater than RC* the model is 

respecified and run again. 

The respecified model includes rice selling activities (RS..) and 

constrains the rice consumption activities to: 

RC = RC* 

These two specifications account for the allocation of rice to con- 

sumption and sales under the two possible situations: 

1.    If the optimal solution is such that the farmer's average share of 

production is greater than the family subsistence requirement 

14/ — In a non-risk model it would not be necessary to remove the RS.. acti- 
vities .    The model would allocate the entire farmer's share of production 
to the higher priced consumption activities (RC) .    However, when risk 
considerations are included it is necessary to remove the RS.. activities 
because production will be allocated to these lower priced activities to 
reduce variability in net revenue before the subsistence reqviirement has 
been met. 
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then he must on average allocate exactly what he needs for 

home consumption to the rice consumption activities.    He may 

sell the balance. 

2.    If the optimal solution is such that the farmer's average share 

of production is less than the family's rice subsistence needs 

then the entire amount is stored for consumption; none is sold. 

Factor Use 

Nitrogen.    The average annual amount of nitrogen used is: 

-5 N +  Z      N. = 0 
i=l      1 

The average annual amount of nitrogen used on land not treated 

with herbicide is: 

5 
-5 NOZ + S     NOZ. = 0 

i=l 1 

The average annual cimount of nitrogen used on land treated with 

herbicide is: 

5 
-5 NZ +   I    NZ. = 0 

i=l       1 

Hired Labor.    The average amount of labor hired each year is: 

-5 EL + Z    EL. = 0 
i=l      1 
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Family Labor.    The average amount of family labor used each year 

-5 FL + E      FL. = 0 
i=l        1 

Hand Weeding Labor.    The average number of man hours spent weed- 

ing areas that were not treated with herbicide is: 

5      k»      m' 
-5 HWOZ + Z       Z        Z        AOZNH.,      H     = 0 

i=l   k=0   m=l 

The average number of man hours spent weeding areas that were 

treated with herbicide is: 

5      k"      m' 
-5 HWZ + Z       Z        Z        AZNH..      H     = 0 

1=1   k=0   m=l 

The average total man hours of weeding each year is: 

-HW + HWOZ + HWZ = 0 

The average man   hours of family labor used to do hand weeding each 

year is: 

-FHW + HW - EL = 0 

Implicit in this identity, is the assumption that all hired labor is used for 

weeding.    That is, fertilizer is applied only by family labor. 
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Credit 

Average credit borrowed each year is: 

5 
-5 CR + E   CR. = 0 

i=l       1 

Net Revenue 

The average net revenue to the operator from rice production, 

over the twenty-five event sequences is: 

5       5 
-25 NR + Z       Z       NR.. = 0 

i=l    i=l « 

Estimation of Standard Deviation in Net Revenue 

The standard deviation in net revenue over the twenty-five event 

sequences is estimated by first determining the absolute values of the 

annual negative deviations from average net revenue (NR)   and then 

adjusting the sum of these deviations. 

The absolute values of annual negative deviations from average 

net revenue are determined in the model by twenty-five equations  in 

the form: 

NR.. - NR + Y..  > 0    for i = 1,2  ...   5 and i = 1,   2  ...   5 

This equation and the non-negativity constraint on Y.. assure that 

if the deviation in net revenue is negative (NR  > NR..)  that Y.. will be an 

equivalent positive value.    If the deviation in net revenue is positive 

or zero (NR < NR..)  then Y.. will be equal to zero. 

The standard deviation of net revenue for the twenty-five event 
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sequences is derived using Fisher's relationship,  presented earlier in 

this chapter. 

a2c = M    irs/2(s-l) 

5       5 
=(-    S Z      Y..)2 irs/2(s-l) 

1=1 ]=1 J 

5       5 
= (f,    S       E        Y..)2    ir 25/48 

25    i=l    j=l       ^ 

2       y      5       5 

ff,K = ^c    ^25 S Z      Y.. 25      25        ^       i=1    .=1       i3 

5       5 
= 0.1023    E E      Y.. 

i=l    j=l       ^ 

The equation included in the model therefore: 

5        5 
-9.7721 cr,,. +    Z Z      Y.. = 0 

25        ._,     ._,       i] 
1=1    ]=1        J 

Limitations of the Model 

The purpose of this model is to explain current rice production 

decisions in Cale and to predict farmers' actions if new weed control 

methods in rice are introduced.    Other crops and income earning acti- 

vities are excluded from the model.    They are however,  accounted for 

implicitly by the opporttinity cost (reservation price)  specified for family 

labor.    This cost, is the income forgone by not employing the available 

family labor in activities not explicitly included in the model. 

As well as omitting economic activities not related to the production 
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of rice,  several components of the rice production system are not included. 

These are those components that are generally "fixed". 

1. The effect of mechanical operations  (pre- and post-plant 

cultivation)  are not explicitly included.    Their levels are 

generally uniform and empirical yield coefficients could not be 

ccilculated.    Their effect is implicit in the yield coefficients for 

planting (that is,  the intercept terms of Table 5-3). 

2. Fixed costs are not included.    The costs of labor for mech- 

anical operations and planting and the costs of transportation, 

seed,  depreciation,  labor to maintain equipment and draft 

animals,  and feed for draft animals are fixed costs.    If they 

involve a cash payment,  their cost can be regarded as having 

already been netted out of the available operating cash (B). 

The net revenue estimates derived in the analysis are net of 

variable costs only.    The variable costs include interest paid 

on borrowed credit,  cost of herbicide and fertilizer,  cost of 

hired labor and the opportunity cost or reservation price on 

family labor. 

Summary 

In this chapter 

1. The programming techniques to be used in the analysis were 

reviewed 

2. an overview of the model structure was presented and 

3. the model was specified in detail. 
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In the next chapter,  the various specifications  (risk aversion levels and 

resource and technological constraints)  of the model and the empirical 

coefficients for each specification are presented and discussed.    The 

empirical results are presented in Chapter IX.    The general conclusions, 

deficiencies and possible extensions of the analysis are outlined in the 

final chapter. 
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Yin.   EMPIRICAL SPECIFICATION OF THE RISK 
PROGRAMMING MODEL 

The general form of the model was described in the preceding chap- 

ter.    In this chapter, the constraint levels and coefficient values for 

alternative empirical specifications of the model are presented.   Before that 

is done however, the procedure used to select the years included in the 

model is described. 

The Sample Years 

A sample of five years was taken from the forty-seven years con- 

tained in the data set.    To better assure that the chosen sample was 

representative of the population, it was ordered and partitioned into five 

strata of equal size.    One year was then chosen randomly from each 

stratum. 

The ordering and stratification was based on the number of "work- 

ing days" during the six week weeding period of a rice crop planted in 

week twenty.    The variability in crop production amid return due to avail- 

able hand weeding time is the focus of this study and was hence chosen 

over the yield adjustment rates as the basis for stratification. 

The sample means and standard deviations for both the working 

days and adjustment rates are shown in Table 8-1.    The mean and 

steindard deviation of the number of working days in the sample are 18.40 

and 8.59 respectively.    These values correspond closely to the population 

mean and standard deviation values of 18.66 and 8.17 respectively.    The 

sample mean and standard deviation for the adjustment rates are 0,4050 



Table 8-1.    Sample values for a riee crop planted in week twenty. 

Number of 
hand weed- 
ing      days 

Adjustment Rates 

Drought Stress Typhoon 

T. 
i 

Composite 

Year d  .=A„. vi     Ei 
d . 
n 

d   . 
mi 

D. 
i 

AT. 
Li 

A. 
i 

1      1964 8 0,90 0.93 1.00 0,8370 0.8645 0.8040 0,7236 

2      1927 10 0.97 1.00 1.00 0.9700 0.1627 0.1627 0.1578 

3      1967 19 0.95 0.97 1.00 0.9215 0.6139 0.5955 0.5657 

4      1968 24 0.85 0.97 1.00 0.8245 0.5621 0.5452 0.4635 

5      1933 31 0.80 1.00 0.98 0.7840 0.1456 0.1427 0.1142 

Sample mean 18. 40 0.8940 0.'9740 0.9996 0.8674 0.4698 0.4500 0.4050 

Sample Standard 
Deviation               8. 59 0.0702 0.0058 0.0018 0.0761 0.3100 0.0577 0.2629 

o 
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and 0.2629 respectively.    These values also closely approximate the popula- 

tion values of 0,4213 and 0.2634. 

Alternative Model Specifications 

Seven farm types or cases,  three technological states and five risk 

aversion levels are specified.    A total of one hundred and five runs of the 

model are made. 

Specification of Farm Types 

Seven farm types are examined.    These include the modal case and 

six other cases.    The modal case includes the average or most typical 

circumstances with respect to Cale rice production.    The six variations 

on the modal case are considered to determine the differences in farmers' 

responses to each of the weed control technologies, when they have dif- 

ferent resource levels -and tenure arrangements and when they do and do 

not have alternative uses for their family labor. 

Table 8-2 shows the seven farm cases that are examined.    The modal 

case is specified in its entirety.    The variations from the modal case are 

shown for each of the other cases. 
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Table 8-2.   Modal and other farm cases. 

Tenure        No, of working 
Case       status family members       Credit constraint 

Cost of family 
labor 

Modal Tenant 4 Unconstrained zero 

1 Owner 

2 2 

3 6 

4 Constrained 

5 Prevailing wage 
rate 

6 Half the prevail- 
ing wage rate 

Tenure Status 

Two different tenure states are considered.    The modal case is that 

where the tenant-operator pays one-third of his rice crop to the land- 

owner.    The proportion of production retained by him is therefore: 

t h = 0.67 . 0.8 

= 0.53 

where: 

h is the proportion retained by the farmer after payment of 20 

percent of the crop to the harvesters, 

t is the proportion of that remaining after payment to the harvesters, 

that is retained by the tenant owner. 

For the owner operator (case 1) the farmer need only pay 20 pert^ 

cent of Ms crop to the harvesters L 
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t h - 1.0    ,    0,8 

- 0.8 

Available Family Labor (Number of 
Working Family Members) 

The modal case has six family members, of which four axe available 

to weed the rice crop.— 

Large and small family sizes with six and two members respectively 

available for work and nine and three members in total are also examined 

(cases   2 and 3) .     The man hours of family labor available 

to do weeding in each of the five years (FL?) included in the model is 

2/ 
equal to eight—   times the number of working family members (2,  4 or 6) 

multiplied by the number of hand weeding days available in that year of 

the model (refer to Table 8-1) . 

Available Hired Labor - 

Hired labor available for weeding is also stochastic (varies between 

years in the model) but is constant between   specifications of the model. 

3/ Available man hours of hired labor each year (EL*)   is equal to ten—   times 

- Derived from family sizes reported by Ledesma in Iloilo   province. 
Ledesma, Antonio I. "Peasant Subclasses Under Agrarian Reform:   A 
Village Study of Landless Workers and Rice Farmers", unpublished Ph.D. 
thesis. University of Wisconsin, in progress. 

2/ 
- 1 man day = 8 man liours» 

3/ - Personal interviews with Cale farmers. 
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the number of weeding days available in each of the years multiplied by 

eight. 

Wage Rates on Labor 

The 1979 wage rate on hired manual labor in Cale was P 15 per eight 

hour    day.    This is the wage applied to hired weeding labor in all specifi- 

cations of the model. 

Three opportunity costs or reservation prices on family labor are 

used in different runs of the model.    Family labor is assumed to have a 

zero cost in the modal case.    This reflects the general lack of alternative 

uses for the labor.    The model is also run (cases 5 and 6) with family 

weeding labor valued at the prevailing wage rate of-P-15 per day and at 

half that rate.    The opportunity cost of-P-15 represents the case where 

employment opportunities are readily available.    The cost of-P-7.50 per 

man day reflects a fifty percent probability of obtaining alternative 

employment. 

Subsistence Requirement and Rice Price 

Ledesma has estimated rice requirements of rural households in 

47 Iloilo province of the Philippines.—     From information provided in that 

study on family composition and rice consumption, estimates of the rice 

subsistence requirement for families with each of the assumed number 

of working members were derived.    They are shown in Table 8-3. 

47 - Ledesma, Antonio I.    "Peasant Subclasses under Agrarian Reform;   A 
Village Study of Landless Workers and Rice Farmers,lt op. cit. 
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Table 8T-3,    Estimated subsistence requirements of farm families by 
number of working members. 

Farm type 
or case 

Number of 
working 
members 

Implied 
family 
size 

Subsistence 
requirement 
(kg of palay) 

2 

Modal 

3 

2 

4 

6 

3 

6 

9 

1050 

2100 

3150 

The estimated storage levels for each family size are based on an 

average annual per capita   consumption of 350 kilograms of palay (derived 

from Ledesma's data).    The average family size of the families included in 

Ledesma's data set was 6.4.    The three family sizes shown in Table 8-3 

approximate average, small and large families. 

Under the current production technology, Cale farmers generally 

retain their entire crop for consumption on the farm.    However, if poten- 

tial gains in production are realized through the adoption of new weed 

management techniques, farmers may have a surplus to sell in the market. 

Two prices are included in the empirical model.    Rice for family 

consumption is valued at the retail price because this is the price farmers 

would have to pay for it if they purchased it.    Rice that is sold receives 

the farm gate price. 

Both prices are projected 1979 prices derived from price series 

5/ reported by the Philippine Bureau of Agricultural Economics.-     The farm 

gate price is reported as the price per 50 Mlograms of palay.   The 

5/ - Data Series on Rice Statistics Philippines.    Teresa Lt Anderson and 
A. C. Palacpac,   IRRI Department of Agricultural Economics, PCARR, 
Revised Dec.  1976. 
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equivalent price used in the analysis is   P 1.04 per kilogram of palay. 

Retail prices are reported by the Bureau as the price per ganta of rice. 

The equivalent projected price of palay is P 2.30 per kilogram.- 

The Price of Fertilizer 

The price of fertilizer is constant in all specifications of the model. 

The price of urea fertilizer in 1979 was-P-1.93 per kilogram.    This trans- 

77 lates into-P-4.20 per kilogram of nitrogen.- 

Price of Herbicide 

A constant herbicide price is assumed in all model specifications that 

allow for herbicide application. 

Field trials by IPPC agronomists in Cavite province indicate that 

Machete (Butachlor) may be the most effective herbicide for controlling 

8/ 
weeds in the upland rice crops of the Cavite-Batangas area.- 

The field trials were conducted using three different herbicide rates 

(1.33,  2.00 and 2.66 kilograms of active ingredient (a.i.)).    Statistically 

significant differences in weed kill and crop yield between the three rates 

were not observed.    The price of herbicide application (cost of materials 

.only) used in the risk programming model is derived from the cost of 

- 1 ganta =1.76 kilograms. 
~i kg of rice— 1,533 kg of palay, 

11 - Almost all farmers in Cale use urea fertilizer on their rice crop.   It is 
46 percent nitrogen by weight. 

8/ 
- Fisher, H,   Weed Control System Experiment,    1979 Wet Season, 
Silang, Cavite. 
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applying the lowest rate of 1,33 kilograms of a.i.    The 1979 price of 

Butach'lor was-P-106.59 per kilogram of active ingredient.    If 

applied at the rate of 1,33 kilograms of a.i. the cost per treatment (Py)  ! 

is-P-141.75 per ^hectare.    The value of ?„ used in the model is-P-150 per 

hectare. 

Budget and Credit Constraints 

Most farmers in Cale borrow the entire amount needed to purchase 

production inputs (refer to discussion in Chapter II).    They rarely have 

any cash of their own available for this purpose.    The modal farm case 

allows for unconstrained borrowing at 15 percent per annum.    The amount 

of the farmer's own cash is set at zero. 

Farm case 4 does constrain credit to a level that is   slightly less than 

that required to purchase the inputs used in the modal case when fi = 0. 

Specification of Weed Control Technologies 

Each of the six farm cases are examined under three different weed 

management technologies.    These are the traditional   technology and two 

that integrate a herbicide into the existing weed management regime. 

Herbicide effectiveness levels (value of p) of 0.4 and 0.2 are tested. 

Field trials by IPPC agronomists in Cavite province, indicate that 

Butachlor wi'U reduce weed density in rice to between 10 and 35 percent 
9/ 

of that in an untreated plot.—    These effectiveness levels were observed 

at 15 and 30 days after treatment. 

- ibid. 
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The herbicide effectiveness levels chosen for consideration in the 

model are based on these results.   The most effective herbicide treatment 

considered in the analysis reduces the weed level to 20 percent of that 

which would prevail if no weeding was done and if a herbicide was not 

applied.    This is the case of p = 0.2.    The least effective treatment is one 

that reduces the weed level to 40 percent.    That is,  p = 0.4.   Both of 

these rates allow for less success when applied by the farmer than was 

obtzdned in experimental trials.— 

Response Coefficients for Each Weed Control Technology 

The yield response coefficient for the planting activities (AOZ. and 

AZ)  for each of the three technologies is the intercept term of the corres- 

ponding equation of Table 5-3.    The response coefficients for the hand 

weeding-fertilizer activities are the marginal products above pleinting (and 

herbicide application if a herbicide is applied)  for each of the combinations 

of inputs. 

The values of the hand weeding-nitrogen production coefficients are 

derived from the respective production functions of Table 5-3.   The value 

of each production coefficient for traditional technology (a,    ) is derived 

from equation 1 of Table 5-3. 

a.      = 1.7145 H    - 0.0019 H2 * 19,8300 N,   - 0.1333 Nn
2 + 0,0105 H   N. 

Km m m k k m   k 

— DeDatta, S.K,, K, A, Gomez, R. W. Herdt and R. Barker, A Handbook 
on the Methodology for an Integrated Experiment-Survey on Rice Yield 
Constraints, International Rice^ Research Institute, Los Banos, Laguna, 
Philippines. 1978. 
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The value of the corresponding coefficients on land that has been treated 

with a herbicide (a5    ) are determined from equations 4 and 5 of Table 5-3. 

aj     = 0,6858 H    - 0.0019 H2 + 23.9092 N. - -0.1208 N.2 

Tcm m m k k 

+ 0.0042 H   N,   ... for p = 0.4 
m  ic 

aj     = 0.3429 H     - 0.0019 H2 + 24.4919 N.   - 0.1190 N2 

Km mm k k 

+ 0.0021 H   N.    ... for p = 0.2 
m   k. 

Tables 8-4, 8-5 and 8-6 show   the response coefficients for the 

production activities included in each specification of the model.    Those 

for p = 1.0 are included in all models.    Those for p = 0.4 and p = 0.2 are 

included only when each of these technologies are available. 

Tables 8-4, 8-5 and 8-6 also show the resource requirement for 

each hand weeding-nitrogen activity.    The labor required for hand weed- 

ing (H   ) increases by 50 man hour increments.   Nitrogen levels (N, ) 
III iC 

increase by 30 kilogram units, except for levels close to those that maxi- 

mize yield.    The labor required for fertilizer application is 4 man hours 

per hectare.   The labor needed for planting and land preparation is 

"fixed" and therefore is not explicitly accounted for in the model.    The 

labor used for herbicide application is 2 man hours per hectare.   It is 

accounted for in the model because the cost of this labor is a relevant 

consideration in the decision on whether or not to apply herbicide. 



Table 8-4.     Yield response coefficient for production activities when  p = 1.0 a/ 

Man Kilograms of applied nitrogen 
hours of 

hand weeding 0 30      60 70 80 90 100 110 

0 0.000 
81,080 
152.870 
215.370 
268.580 
312.500 
347.130 
372.470 
388.520 
395.280 
392.750 
380.930]. 
359.820 
329.420 
289.730 
240.750 
182.480 

474.927 709.914 
571.802 822.584 
659.387 925.964 
737.682 1020.054 
806.687 1104.854 
866.402 1180.364 
916.827 1246.584 
957.962 1303.514 
989.807 1351.154 
1012.362 1389.504 
1025.627 1418.564 

734.923 
852.858 
961.503 

1060.858 
1150.923 
1231.698 
1303.183 
1365.378 
1418.283 
1461.898 
1496.223 
1521.258 
1537.003 
1543.458 

733.272 704.961 
833.426 
952.601 

1062.486 
1163.081 
1254.386 

649.990 
783.720 
908.160 

1023.310 
1129.170 
1226.740 
1313.020 
1391.010 
1459.710 
1519.120 
1569.240 

568.359 
50 

100 
150 
200 
250 

856.472 
970.382 
1075.002 
1170.332 
1256.372 
1333.122 
1400.582 
1458.752 
1507.632 
1547.222 
1577.522 
1598.532 
1610.252 
1612.682 

707.354 
837.059 
957.474 

1068.599 
1170.434 

300 
350 
400 
450 
500 

1336.401 
1409.126 
1472.561 
1526.706 
1471.561 
1607.126 
1633.401 
1650.386 
1658.081 

1262.979 
1346.234 
1420.199 
1484.874 
1548.259 

550 1029.602 1438.334 1610.070 
1651.610 
1663.860 
1676.820 
1680.490 

1586.354 
600 
650 

1024.287 
1009.682 

1448.814 
1450.004 

1623.159 
1650.674 

700 985.787 1441.904 1540.623 |_ 
1528.498 
1507.083 

1668.899 
750 952.602 1424.514 

910.127 1397.834 
1605.822 
1589.672 

1656.486 [ 
1645.601 

1677.834 
800 1674.670 1677.479 

intercept term (planting coefft cient):  839.803 

a/ — Only those hand weeding-fertilizer activities contained in the marked area are included in the model. 
For rates of applied nitrogen of 70 kilograms and above,   only those activities  against the right hand 
side perimeter of the marked area were included in the model. 

o 
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Table  8-5.    Yield response coefficients for production activities when 
p = 0.4.  a/ 

Man 
hours  of 

hand weeding 

Kilograms of applied nitrogen 

30 60 90 100 

350 

110 

0 0 608.556 999.672 1173.348 1182.920 1168.332 

50 29.540 644.396 1041.812 1221.788 1233.460 1220.972 

100 49.580 670.736 1074.452 1260.728 1274.500 1264.112 

150 60.120 687.576 1097.592 1290.168 1306.040 1297.752 

200 61.160 694.916 1111.232 

1115.372 

1310.108 

1320.548 

1321.488 

1328.080 

1340.620 

1343.660 

1321.892 

250 52.700 

34.740 

692.756 

681.096 

1336.532 

300 1110.012 1341.672 

7.280    659.936    1095.152    1312.928      1337.200      1337.312 

intercept term  (planting-herbicide application coefficient): 1172;041 

a/ — Only those hand weeding-fertilizer activities contained in the marked 
area are included in the model. 
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Table 8-6.    Yield response coefficients for production activities when 
p = 0.2.  a/ 

Man 
hours of 

hand weeding 

Kilograms of applied nitrogen 

30 60 90 100 100 

0 0 627.690 1041.245 1240.665 1259.553 1254.648 

50 12.500 643.348 1060.061 1262.638 1282.578 1278.726 

100 15.711 649.716 1069.586 

1069.821 

1275.321 

1278.714 

1296.313 

1300.758 

1193.513 

150 9.631 646.794 1299.011 

200 -5.739 634.581 1060.766 1272.816  1295.914  1295.219 

intercept term  (planting-herbicide application coefficient):     1219.504, 

a/ - Only those hand weeding-fertilizer activities contained in the marked 
area are included in the model. 

Specification of the Risk Aversion Coefficient (ft) 

Each of the seven farm types, under each of the three specified teclv 

nologies is run with five risk aversion coefficients.    These are 0, 0.5,  1.0, 

1.5 and 2.0.    When Q ~ 0 the individual is risk neutral.   That is, the 

farmer's decisions are made without regard for the stochastic variability in 

crop yield or net revenue.   The model solution obtained in this case is the 

linear programming solution.    Higher values of fj imply greater levels of 

risk aversion.    The range of a values tested in this analysis is consistent 

with those of other studies, — ' Values of Q, greater than 2.0 are extremely 

restrictive, 

— McCarl, Bruce A., Indonesia Supply Prospects for Food Crops.   A 
Linear Programming Analysis of Dryland Agriculture in Indonesia, working 
paper, February, 1980. 
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Summary 

The form of the decision model was specified in Chapter VII,   In this 

chapter the various empirical specifications of the model were described. 

It now remedns to present and discuss the empirical results.    This is done 

in the next chapter.    The implications of the empirical findings and pos- 

sible extensions of the analysis are outlined in the last chapter. 
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IX.    RESULTS 

In this chapter, the empirical results for the modal and each of the 

six alternative farm cases under traditional and two integrated weed 

management techniques are presented. 

First, verification and validation of the empirical model and results 

are discussed.    The model solutions for each farm case under the present 

weed management techniques are then presented and compared.    Finally, 

the results for each of the introduced technologies are discussed. 

Validation and Verification   of the Empirical Model and Results 

Validation is the process of establishing the "truth" of a model and 

its results.    There is not a specified set of criteria for determining 

whether or not a model is "true".    The "truth" is measured more in terms 

of a consensus that: 

1. the structure (assumptions, hypotheses and underlying 

empirical relationships) of the model is consistent with 

accepted economic theory. 

2. the estimation procedures are consistent with current statist- 

ical theory. 

3. the empirical results are accurate. 

Verification is the process of checking the accuracy of the results; 

that is, the internal consistency of the results as well as their corres- 

pondence with known "read world" values.    Verification is a necessary 

but not sufficient condition for validation. 

As outlined in Chapter IV, this analysis was conducted in three 
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stages.    First, the production relationships under traditional and inte- 

grated weed control technology were estimated.    The second step was to 

estimate the stochastic effects of weather on available weeding time and 

moisture stress and typhoon damage.   Finally, the decision model was 

developed and information derived from the first two stages of the 

analysis, as well as other socio-economic data from Gale, were incorpor- 

ated. 

Validity of the Estimated Production Relationships 

The hypothesized set of production relationships presented in 

Chapter III were developed after extensive discussions with Gale farmers 

and professional agronomists and weed scientists.    Ordinary least squares 

regression technique was used to empirically estimate the hypothesized 

relationships.   The statistical tests performed on the estimated coeffici- 

ents, confirmed their accuracy from a statistical perspective (refer to 

Table 5-2 of Chapter V).    The accuracy of the relationships with respect 

to the correspondence between the levels of production and factor use 

determined from the estimated production function, to those that are 

known to occur in Gale was also tested.    The yield and profit maximizing 

levels of hand weeding and applied nitrogen and the resultant crop yields 

were consistent with observed levels.    These "optimal" weeding, nitrogen 

and yield levels were at the upper end of the range of observations. 

Consideration of the yield and profit maximizing levels of factor use only, 

however, does not account for the other issues (resource constraints, 

risk considerations, etc.) that may enter into a producer's decision and 

reduce factor use and crop yield. 
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Validity of the Stochastic Effects of Weather 

Rainfall data from the Ambulong weather station near Cale were 

used to estimate the available weeding times and the direct effects of 

drought stress and typhoons on crop yield. 

The hypothesized relationships were based on earlier work in the 

area (Paris'—   procedure to estimate moisture stress reduction rates) as 

well as discussions with Cale farmers, meteorologists, soil scientists 

and agronomists at IRRI and Oregon State University. 

The results from each of the estimation procedures (drought stress, 

typhoon damage and field time) developed at this stage of the analysis 

are summarized in Chapter VI.    The average amount of hand weeding 

time for a family with four working members, at 586 man hours, is con- 

sistent with observed weeding rates in the area (refer to planting date 

20 of Table 6-3).   The drought stress and typhoon adjustment rates 

(summarized in Tables 6-8 and 6-10) provide estimates of rice yield that 

are within the range of yields observed in Cale. 

The Discrete-Stochastic MOTAD Model 

The decision model is a detailed specification of the rice production 

process in Cale.   It accounts for the major economic, agronomic and 

climatic factors that enter into the rice production decisions in the area. 

Stochastic labor availability and yield responses due to variable weather 

conditions, curvilinear production relationships and the sequential nature 

- Paris, Tirso. op. cit. 
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of the decision process are each accounted for.    Seven farm cases (with 

various tenure arrangements, family sizes, credit availability and sub- 

sistence requirements) for farmers with different risk aversion levels are 

analyzed.    The model implicitly accounts for other income earning 

activities through assumed opportunity costs or reservation prices on 

family labor. 

The model structure was developed on the basis of interviews with 

21 
Cale farmers, an analysis of survey data—   collected over several years in 

3/ the area, a review of the simulation study conducted by Paris— , and the 
4/ 

agronomic work done by Garrity- , discussions with IRRI, UPLB and 

IPPC economists and agronomists and a review of currently available 

stochastic decision modeling techniques. 

The empirical results for each of the farm cases, as will be seen in 
5/ 

the discussion later in this chapter, are both internally consistent— , as 

well as consistent with the observed factor use levels and crop yields of 

the area.    Levels of hand weeding and rates of nitrogen application are 

within the ranges of observed levels.    The empirical results are also 

27 - "Cale Farm Record Keeping," data, Multiple Cropping Department, 
International Rice Research Institute. 

3/ - Paris, Tirso, op. cit. 

4/ - Garrity, Dennis, op. cit. 

5/Trends and differences in factor use levels and crop yields for the 
various farm cases, technologies and risk aversion levels were reliable 
and consistent with current economic theory and hypothesized effects. 
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consistent with the observed low eimounts of labor hired to do hand weed- 

ing. 

The estimated average crop yields under traditional weed control 

technology are between 1440 and 2581 kilograms.   These levels are con- 

sistent with those observed in farmers' fields.    The model results show 

that most feirmers sell very little, if any, of their rice.    This is consistent 

with observation in the area. 

Empirical Results 

Tables 9-1 to 9-7 show the results for each of the  seven specified 

farm cases when the traditional methods of weed control are available and 

when each of the hypothetical herbicides sire introduced into the weed 

management system. 

The risk aversion coefficient (ft) was consecutively    set at 0, 

0.5,  1.0,   1.5 and 2.0-in each farm case.    In all cases, when this coeffi- 

cient was set at 1.5 or above, the optimum level of rice production was 

zero.—     Consequently Tables 9-1 to 9-7 show solutions for only the 

three lower values of ft 

Empirical Results for Traditional Weed Control Technology 

The Modal Case 

The expected value and standard deviation of net revenue under 

-The value of the standard deviation relative to the expected value of net 
revenue is such that for ft values greater than 1.5, the objective func- 
tion would have negative values. 



Table 9-1.      Empirical results for the modal farm case under traditional and two integrated weed management technologies. 

Tenure             Tenant 
Family Sire:   6 

Cost of fani 
Subsistence 

ily labor: 

Requirement: 
Zero 
2100 

Credit Constraint: Unconstrained 

Technology state P   = 1. ,0 P   = 0.4 p   =0.2 

Risk aversion coefficient ( Q) 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 

Net revenue- 
Standard deviation of net revenue 

2701 
2127 

2651 
1998 

2589 
1928 

2758 
2230 

2702 
2090 

2589 
1928 

2784 
2246 

2732 
2126 

2589 
1928 

Area that did not receive herbicide 
Area that did receive herbicide 

1 
0 

1 
0 

1 
0 

0. 
0. 

47 
53 

0.79 
0.21 

1 
0 

0. 
0. 

50 
50 

0.70 
0.30 

1 
0 

Total rice production-^ 
Farmer's share of production^ 
Rice allocated to consumptiorr^ 
Rice allocated to salir-' 

2581 2425 2340 2706 2536 2340 2726 2579 2340 
1368 1285 1240 1434 1344 1240 1445 1367 1240 
1368 1285 1240 1434 1344 1240 1445 1367 1240 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Credit-^ 388 264 228 470 338 228 468 359 228 

Costs 446 304 262 540 389 262 538 413 262 

d/ 
Total applied nitrogen-'^ 
Rate of nitrogen application to area 

that did not receive herbicider^ 
Rate of nitrogen application to area 

that did receive herbicider^ 

92 63 54 93 73 54 

92 63 54 96 68 54 

> — — — »*> 90 93 

94 75 54 

98 68 54 

89 90 

•^1 



Table 9-1.  Continued. 

Total weeding labo; ̂  
£/ Family weeding labor" 

Hired weeding labor"^ 
Rate of weeding on area that did 

not receive lierbicidir^ 
Rate of weeding on ariia that did 

receive lierbicidtr 
; on ariiu 

e/ 
ir itit*— 

535 495 495 422 465 495 386 429 495 

535 495 495 422 465 495 386 429 495 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

535 495 495 650 539 495 674 575 495 

.. „ 220 187 „ 99 90 ^ _ 

Total labor^ 
Total family labor^ 

539 
539 

499 
499 

499 
499 

427 

427 

470 

470 

499 
499 

392 
392 

434 

434 

499 
499 

y 

£/ 

Measured in pesos:   $1 U.S. =-P7. 30. 

Kilograms of palay:   1 kilogram of rice = 1.533 kilograms of palay. 

Average pesos borrowed. 

Kilograms of nitrogen per hectare. 

Man hours per hectare. 

oo 
o 



Table 9-2.   Empirical results for farm Case 1 under traditional and two integrated weed management technologies. 

Tenure:          Owner 
Family Size:  6 

Cost of family labor: 
Subsistence requirement: 

Zero 
2100 

Credit Constraint: Unconstrained 

Technology state p   = 1.0 p    =0.4 p =0.2 

Risk aversion coefficient ( ft ) 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 

a/ 
Net revenue- 
Standard deviation of net revenue 

4318 
3266 

4303 

3211 
4139 
2995 

4370 
3266 

4367 
3265 

4139 
2995 

4381 
3272 

4380 
3266 

4139 
2995 

Area that did not receive herbicide 
Area that did receive herbicide 

1 
0 

1 
0 

1 
0 

0.72 
0.28 

0.73 
0.27 

1 
0 

0.63 
0.37 

0.63 
0.37 

1 
0 

Total rice production-^ 

Farmer's share of productioir^ 
Rice allocated to consumption-*' 
Rice allocated to sale- 

b/ 

2625 2581 2408 2625 2625 2408 2656 2628 2408 
2100 2065 1926 2100 2100 1926 2125 2102 1926 
2100 2065 1926 2100 2100 1926 2100 2100 1926 

0 0 0 0 0 0 25 2 0 

Credit^ 445 388 253 403 403 253 413 392 253 

Costs 512 446 290 464 463 290 475 451 290 

d/ 
Total applied nitrogen- 

Rate of nitrogen application to area 
that did not receive herbicide- 

Rate of nitrogen application to area 
that did receive herbicide-^ 

94 92 60 86 86 60 85 80 60 

94 92 60 85 85 60 82 75 60 

,mm ■■■> __ 91 88 „ 90 89 „ 

00 



Table 9-2.    Continued. 

e/ 
Total weeding labor" 

e/ Family weeding laborr 
Hired weeding labor- 
Rate of weeding on area that did 

not receive herbicide- 
Rate of weeding on area that did 

receive herbicide- 

562 535 495 485 486 
535 525 495 485 486 
27 0 0 0 0 

562 535 495 599 599 

.. 191 181 

495 
495 

0 

495 

419 407 495 
419 407 495 

0 0 0 

613 

91 

593 

90 

495 

Total labor- 

e/ 
Total family laboi— 

566 539 499 
539 539 499 

490 
490 

491 
491 

499 
499 

425 
425 

413 
413 

499 
499 

— Measured in pesos;  $1. U. S. =•*- 7.30. 

hi 
-J Kilograms of palay:   1 kilogram of rice = 1. 533 kilograms of palay. 

c/ — Average pesos borrowed. 

— Kilograms of nitrogen per hectare. 

e/ 
— Man hours per hectare. 

oo 
to 



Table 9-3.    Empirical results for farm Case 2 under traditional and two integrated weed management technologies. 

Tenure:          Tenant 

Family Size:  3 

Cost of family labor: 

Subsistence requirement: 

Zero 
1050 

Credit constraint ::  Unconstrained 

Technology state p   = 1.0 p  =0.4 p  = 0.2 

Risk aversion coefficient ( ft ) 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 

a/ 
Net revenuje"" 
Standard deviation of net revenue 

2259 
1667 

2259 
1665 

2246 
1648 

2281 
1691 

2279 
1686 

2262 
1663 

2300 
1698 

2295 
1694 

2280 
1675 

Area that did not receive herbicide 
Area that did receive herbicide 

1 
0 

1 
0 

1 
0 

0.57 
0.43 

0.69 
0.31 

0.86 
0.14 

0.52 
0.48 

0.60 
0.40 

0.76 
0.24 

b/ 
Total rice productioir" 

V 
Farmer's share of production- 

Rice allocated to cos jnsumptiort-' 
Rice allocated to sale- 

2226 2211 2087 2398 2358 2202 2443 2417 2281 
1180 1172 1106 1271 1250 1167 1295 1281 1209 
1050 1050 1050 1050 1050 1050 1050 1050 1050 
130 122 56 221 200 117 245 231 159 

c/ 
Credit- 253 246 198 317 299 238 325 313 262 

Costs 290 283 228 364 344 273 373 360 301 

d/ 
Total applied nitrogen- 

Rate of nitrogen application to ama 
that did not receive herbicide- 

Rate of nitrogen application to. area 
that did receive herbicid 

■^ 

60 59 47 60 60 51 60 60 54 

60 59 47 60 59 50 60 60 69 

,_ —— «•«• 60 61 62 60 60 61 

00 



Table 9-3.   Continued 

e/ 
Total weeding labor- 

e/ 
Family weeding labor"" 

e/ 
Hired weeding labor- 
Rate of weeding on area that did 

not receive herbicide- 
Rate of weeding on area that did 

receive herbicide- 

290 290 290 
290 290 290 

0 0 0 

290 290 290 

e/ 
Total labor" 

e/ 
Total family labor- 

294 294 294 
294 294 294 

«/ Measured in pesos:  $1 U. S. =-P-7.30 

b/ — Kilograms of palay:   1 kilogram of rice = 1. 533 kilograms of palay. 

— Average pesos borrowed. 

d/ 
— Kilograms of nitrogen per hectare. 

e/ 
"" Man hours per hectare. 

288 290 291 

288 290 291 
0 0 0 

274 282 290 

274 282 290 
0 0 0 

431 383 331 477 444 376 

99 85 40 55 40 20 

293 295 295 279 287 295 
293 295 295 279 287 295 

00 



Table 9-4.   Empirical results for farm Case 3 under traditional and two integrated weed management technologies. 

Tenure:         Tenant 
Family size:  9 

Cost of family labor: 
Subsistence requirement: 

Zero 
3150 

Credit constraint:  Unconstrained 

Technology state p = 1.0 p    =0.4 p =0.2 

Risk aversion coefficient ( f2) 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 

a/ 
Net revenue- 
Standard deviation of net revenue 

2804 
2206 

2752 
2083 

2725 
2039 

2809 
2232 

2752 
2083 

2725 
2039 

2822 
2249 

2752 
2083 

2725 
2039 

Area that did not receive herbicide 
Area that did receive herbicide 

1 
0 

1 
0 

1 
0 

0. 
0. 

82 
18 

1 
0 

1 
0 

0.76 
0.24 

1 
0 

1 
0 

b/ 
Total rice production- 

b/ 
Farmer's share of production- 
Rice allocated to consumptio: 
Rice allocated to sale- 

b/ 
a- 

2675 2528 2474 2708 2528 2474 2728 2528 2474 
1418 1340 1311 1435 1340 1311 1446 1340 1311 
1418 1340 1311 1435 1340 1311 1446 1340 1311 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Credit2- 399 286 253 427 286 253 439 286 253 

Costs 459 329 290 492 329 290 505 329 290 

d/ 
Total applied nitrogen- 
Rate of nitrogen application to area 

that did not receive herbicide- 
Rate of nitrogen application to area 

that did receive herbicide" 

95 68 60 96 68 60 96 68 60 

95 68 60 97 68 60 98 68 60 

89 90 

GO 



Table 9-4.   Continued. 

e/ 
Total weeding labor- 

e/ 
Family weeding laborT' 
Hired weeding labor^ 
Rate of weeding on area that did 

•     ,     L-  -J 
e' not receive herbicide- 

Rate of weeding on area that did 
receive herbicide- 

622 582 562 574 582 562 536 582 562 
622 582 562 574 582 562 536 582 562 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

622 582 562 650 582 562 674 582 562 

„ „ „ 227 _. „ 100 „ „ 

e/ 
Total labor- 

e/ 
Total family labor- 

626 586 566 
626 586       •        566 

579 
579 

586 
586 

566 
566 

541 
541 

586 
586 

566 
566 

a/ 
— Measured in pesos:  $1 U. S. ="P"7. 30. 

b/ 
"" Kilograms of palay:   1 kilogram of rice = 1.533 kilograms of palay. 

"" Average pesos borrowed. 

d/ — Kilograms of nitrogen per hectare. 

e/ 
— Man hours per hectare. 

CO 



Table 9-5.   Empirical results for farm Case 4 under traditional and two integrated weed management technologies. 

Tenure:          Tenant 
Family size:  6 

Cost of family labor: 
Subsistence requirement: 

Zero 
2100 

Credit constraint: -P- 400 

Technology state p = 1.0 P = 0.4 P   =0.2 

Risk aversion coefficient ( ft ) 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 

a/ 
Net revenue- 

Standard deviation of net revenue 
2695 
2116 

2651 
1998 

2589 
1928 

2725 
2154 

2689 
2066 

2589 
1928 

2749 
2170 

2724 
2112 

2589 
1928 

Area that did not receive herbicide 
Area that did receive herbicide 

1 
0 

1 
0 

1 
0 

0. 
0. 

65 
35 

0.84 
0.16 

1 
0 

0. 
0. 

62 
38 

0.70 
0.30 

1 
0 

h/ 
Total rice production-' 

b/ 
b/ 

Farmer's share of productiorr"' 
Rice allocated to consumption-' 
Rice allocated to sale-^ 

2568 2425 2440 2613 2508 2440 2632 2562 2440 
1361 1285 1240 1385 1329 1240 1395 1358 1240 
1361 1285 1240 1385 1329 1240 1395 1358 1240 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

c/ 
Credit- 377 264 228 400 318 228 400 348 228 

Costs 434 304 262 460 366 262 460 400 262 

d/ 
Total applied nitrogen- 90 63 54 

Rate of nitrogen application to area 
that did not receive herbicide- 90 63 54 

Rate of nitrogen application to area 
that did receive herbicide- 

83 

78 

91 

70 

65 

93 

54 

54 

82 72 54 

77 64 54 

90 90 

00 



Table 9-5.   Continued. 

e/ 
Total weeding labor- 
Family weeding laboir^ 
Hired weeding labor- 
Rate of weeding on area that did 

i     L-  •J e' not receive herbicide— 
Rate of weeding on area that did 

receive herbicide- 

530 495 495 448 472 495 406 423 495 

530 495 495 448 472 495 406 423 495 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

530 495 495 585 526 495 599 566 495 

■>M 
„ ._ 194 190 „ 93 90 „ 

e/ 
Total labor" 

e/ 
Total family labor- 

534 
534 

499 
499 

499 
499 

452 
452 

476 
476 

499 
499 

411 
411 

428 
428 

499 
499 

a/ 
— Measured in pesos:  $1 U. S. = -P 7.30. 

•,— Kilograms of palay:   1 kilogram of rice = 1. 533 kilograms of palay. 

— Average pesos borrowed. 

d/ 
— Kilograms of nitrogen per hectare. 

e/ 
— Man hours per hectare. 

GO 
00 



Table 9-6.    Empirical results for farm Case 5 under traditional and two integrated weed management technologies. 

Tenure: Tenant 

Family size:  6 

Cost of family labor:       -P-15 per man day of 8 hours 

Subsistence requirement:  2100 

Credit constraint:  Unconstrained 

Technology state P = 1.0 P  = 0.4 P   = 0.2 

Risk aversion coefficient ( Q ) 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 

Net revenue^ 
Standard deviation of net revenue 

1938 
1856 

1832 
1504 

1603 
1187 

2513 
2119 

2485 
2060 

2426 

1962 
2666 
2222 

2666 
2221 

2544 
2041 

Area that did not receive herbicide 
Area that did receive herbicide 

1 
0 

1 
0 

1 
0 

0 

1 

0 
1 

0 
1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

W 
Total rice production- 
Farmer's share of productioir^ , . 

0/ 
Rice allocated to consumption- 
Rice allocated to sale- 

2253 
1194 
1194 

0 

1825 
967 
967 

0 

1440 
763 
763 

0 

2570 
1362 
1362 

0 

2500 
1325 
1325 

0 

2379 
1261 
1261 

0 

2696 
1429 
1429 

0 

2696 
1429 
1429 

0 

2475 
1312 
1312 

0 

Creditr' 303 253 126 529 478 403 529 529 402 

Costs 
Cash costs 

808 
348 

392 
290 

145 
145 

608 
608 

550 
550 

463 
463 

608 
608 

608 
608 

463 
463 

d/ 
Total applied nitrogen- 72 60 30 
Rate of nitrogen application to area 

that did not receive herbicide- 72 60 30 
Rate of nitrogen application to area 

that did receive herbicide- 

90 

90 

78 

78 

60 

60 

90 

90 

90 

90 

60 

60 

oo 



Table 9-6.   Continued. 

e/ 
Total weeding labor- 

e/ 
Family weeding labor" 

e/ 
Hired weeding labor- 

Rate of weeding on area that did 
not receive herbicide- 

Rate of weeding on area that did 
receive herbicide- 

240 SO 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 
240 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

240 50 

Total labor- 
Total family labor-^ 

244 
244 

54 
54 

4 
4 

a/ 
Measured in pesos:  $1 U. S. =-# 7. 30. 

b/ — Kilograms of palay:   1 kilogram of rice = 1.533 kilograms of palay. 

— Average pesos borrowed. 

d/ 
~ Kilograms of nitrogen per hectare. 

e/ 
-" Man hours per hectare. 

o 



Table 9-7.    Empirical results for farm Case 6 under traditional and two integrated weed management technologies. 

Tenure:          Tenant 
Family size:  6 

Cost of family labor: 
Subsistence requirement 

-e-7.50 
:  2100 

per man day of 8 hours Credit constraint:  Unconstrained 

Technology state P = 1.0 P = 0.4 p   =0.2 

Risk aversion coefficient ( ft ) 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 

a/ 
Net revenue- 
Standard deviation of net revenue 

2262 
2079 

2218 
1898 

1645 
1225 

2542 
2198 

2491 
2060 

2432 
1962 

2673 
2223 

2672 
2222 

2550 
2041 

Area that did not receive herbicide 
Area that did receive herbicide 

1 
0 

1 
0 

1 
0 

0 
1 

0 
1 

0 
1 

0 
1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

b/ 
Total rice production— 

b/ 
Farmer's share of production- 
Rice allocated to coi 
Rice allocated to s 

:onsum 
b/ 

ption- 

2523 2302 1487 2666 2500 2379 2698 2696 2475 
1337 1220 788 1413 1325 1261 1430 1429 1312 
1337 1220 788 1413 1325 1261 1430 1429 1312 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Credit^ 365 253 126 529 478 403 529 529 402 

Costs 
Cash costs 

813 
420 

588 
290 

167 
145 

608 
608 

550 
550 

463 
463 

608 
608 

608 
608 

463 
463 

d/ 
Total applied nitrogen- 87 60 30 
Rate of nitrogen application to area 

that did not receive herbicide- 87 60 30 
Rate of nitrogen application to area 

that did receive herbicide- 

90 

90 

78 

78 

60 

60 

90 

90 

90 

90 

60 

60 

sD 



Table 9-7.   Continued* 

e/ 
Total weeding labor-   , 

e/ 
Family weeding labor- 

e/ 
Hired weeding labor- 

Rate of weeding on area that did 
not receive herbicide- 

Rate of weeding on area that did 

414 314 20 100 0 0 0 0 0 
414 314 20 100 0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

receive herbicide- — — — 100 0 0 0 0 0 

e/ 
Total labor- 
Total family laboir' 

418 
418 

418 
418 

204 
204 

106 
106 

6 
6 

6 
6 

7 
7 

6 
6 

6 
6 

a/ 
— Measured in pesos:  $1 U.S. =91.30. 

b/ 
~ Kilograms of palay:   1 kilogram of rice = 1. 533 kilograms of palay. 

c/ 
—^ Average pesos borrowed. 

d/ 
"" Kilograms of nitrogen per hectare. 

e/ 
—^ Man hours per hectare. 
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traditional technology do not change substantially over the range of risk 

aversion levels shown in Table 9-1.    Expected net revenue decreases by 

-P-112 as Q increases from 0 to 1.    The standard deviation decreases from 

2127 to 1928. 

Average rice production ranges from 2581 kilograms for the risk 

neutral farmer (ft = 0.0) to 2340 kilograms for an individual with a risk 

aversion coefficient of 1.0.    This is a difference of only 241 kilograms. 

The share of production retained by the farmer after giving one-fifth to 

the harvesters and one-third of the remainder to his landlord is 1368 

kilograms for the risk neutral individual and 1285 and 1240 kilograms 

respectively, for individuals with risk aversion coefficients of 0.5 and 

1.0. 

Under the set of conditions specified for the modal farm case, it is not 

optimal for the tenant farmer to produce enough rice so the share of 

production that he retains is sufficient to meet his family's subsistence 

requirement.    He prefers to buy the balance of his family's rice require- 

ment in the market with cash earned from the sale of other crops or from 

off-farm employment. 

These modal case farmers, do however employ large amounts of 

family labor in hand weeding (approximately 500 man hours for each of 
7/ 

the specified risk aversion levels).—     They do not hire any labor to 

assist with the weeding operation. 

The level of applied nitrogen is the main difference between 

7/ - The average man hours of family labor available during the weeding 
period for a family of six members and four working members was 589 
man hours. 
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farmers with different risk aversion levels.    The average level of applied 

nitrogen is high (92 kilograms per hectare) for the risk neutral farmer 

but decreases to almost half that level (54 kilograms per hectare) for an 

individual with a risk aversion coefficient of 1.0 (equal weighting of 

expected value and standard deviation of net revenue in the objective 

function).    Since the farmers with the set of economic and resource con- 

straints of the modal case do not hire labor, the entire amount of credit 

that they borrow for rice production is used to purchase fertilizer. 

Case 1—The Owner Operator 

The owner operator with neutral risk preference (Q =■ 0) does pro- 

duce sufficient rice to meet his family's rice requirement.    The produc- 

tion of an individual with a risk aversion coefficient of 0.5 is such that 

the average amount of rice retciined by the family is almost sufficient for 

their needs.    Individuals with risk aversion coefficients of 1.0 fall short 

of meeting their annual subsistence requirement by 174 kilograms.    A 

more risk averse individual, whether he be an owner or tenant operator, 

accepts a lower average level of rice production amd expected net revenue 

8/ 
but his return in poor years is not as low.—    He also has the "advantage" 

of reduced average costs (from-B-512 for a risk neutral owner to P 290 

for one with ft = 1.0).    The cash he saves can be used to purchase rice 

in the market; this activity has little or no risk associated with it. 

Owner-operators use higher levels of fertilizer and weeding labor 

8/ - The expected net revenue minus one standard deviation of the risk 
neutral owner operator is-P-1052.    For an individual with a risk 
aversion coefficient of 1.0, it is-P-1144. 
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than do tenant-operators with the same risk aversion levels.    Owners have 

higher marginal value products to these factors under traditional tech- 

97 nology.-    It would, therefore, be expected that risk neutral owner 

operators would use higher input levels than risk neutral tenant farmers. 

Owners also have higher standard deviations in net revenue.   When risk 

is considered (farmers with Q = 0.5, 1.0), it is possible that adjustments 

in production to account for this would reduce the owner operators level 

of production to less than that of the equivalent tenant operator.    This 

effect, however, does not prevail for owner operators of the type spec- 

ified in Case 1 when only traditional weed control methods are available. 

The risk neutral owner operator supplements his weeding labor 

by hiring an average 27 man hours of labor.    He is the only individual 

among all farm cases tested in this analysis who hired any weeding labor. 

Cases 2 and 3—Small and Large Family Size 

Tables 9-3 and 9-4 show the empirical results for small and large 

families or for low and high labor to land ratios.    The modal case of 

Table 9-1 showed the results for the average family size. 

As would be expected, the smaller families use less weeding labor. 

However, they also use less fertilizer.    There are two reasons for this. 

The first   is a consequence of the complementary relationship between 

hand weeding and nitrogen as determined and discussed in Chapter V. 

.The second is due to the differential pricing between rice retained for 

9/ - The relative magnitudes of the marginal value products of tenant and 
owner operators are different under introduced technology.    Refer to 
Figure 9-8 and the later discussion in this chapter. 
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consumption and that allocated to sale.    This effect explains the much 

larger differences between the levels of fertilizer used by small and med- 

ium families (Case 2 of Table 9-3 and modal case of Table 9-1) than 

exists between medium and large families (Tables 9-1 and 9-4 respect- 

ively) .   Figure 9-1 shows the effect of different subsistence require- 

ments and product prices on fertilizer use in isolation of the effect of the 

complementary relationship between hand weeding and fertilizer (that is, 

with a specified level of hand weeding). 

The line a b c d of Figure 9-1 is the marginal value product of 

nitrogen (MVP.,) for rice retained for home consumption (that is rice 

valued at the retail price   of -P-2.30 per kilogram) .    The line e f g h is the 

MVP., for rice that is sold (that is valued at the farm gate price of 

-P-1.04 per kilogram).    The relevant MVP., for the small family is a b f h. 

It is a c g h for the medium sized family.    Nj, and N.. are the optimum— 

levels of nitrogen use- for risk neutral farmers with small and medium 

sized families,respectively.    If all rice was valued at the same price and 

the conditions of Figure 9-1 prevailed (that is, same level of hand weed- 

ing and neutral risk preference) then both families would use the same 

level of nitrogen (N    if the rice was valued at the retail price). 

Case 4—Effect of Credit Constraint 

After examining the solution for the modal case, an annual credit 

limitation of -P-400 was established.    The empirical results when this 

i^MVP    =P 
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PESOS 

PRICE OF 
NITROGEN (PN) 

' NITROGEN 

Nitrogen level to produce 
1050 kilograms of rice 

Nitrogen level to produce 
2100 kilograms of rice 

Figure 9-1.    Determination of optimum level of nitrogen use for small 
and medium farm families with neutral risk preference. 
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constraint is    included are shown in Table 9-5.    The credit limit was 

imposed to examine the effect of a cash constraint on the allocation of 

funds between the purchase of fertilizer and herbicide when the latter was 

available. 

The limit was set at slightly less than the level that the model 

indicated would be freely borrowed by risk neutral modal farmers under 

traditional technology.    The differences therefore, between the solutions 

under traditional technology for the modal case and Case 4 are only slight. 

Significant differences exist when herbicides are introduced into the weed 

management system.    A discussion of these, however, will be presented 

in the next section. 

Cases 5 and 6—Opportunity Cost on Family Labor 

Tables 9-6 and 9-7 show the solutions when opportunity costs on 

family labor of-P-15 and-P-7.50 per man day respectively are assumed. 

As expected, the average levels of family labor used for weeding 

are less when that labor has a cost.    The lower levels of weed control 

result in reduced marginal value products to applied nitrogen-—   and 

hence the levels of fertilizer applied are lower. 

Empirical Results When a Herbicide is Available 

The impacts of introducing hypothetical herbicides with 

— Hand weeding and nitrogen are complementary inputs.    The interaction 
term between these factors in the production function (Table 5-3) is 
positive. 
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effectiveness levels (p) of 0.4 and 0.2 into each of the seven farm cases 

are examined in this section. 

The Modal Case 

Figure 9-2 shows the estimated expected value-standard deviation 

frontiers (ES frontiers) for the modal farm case when traditional and 

each of the herbicide treatments are available.    The ES frontiers for all 

12/ farm cases, except Cases 5 and 6— , have the same general form.    The 

ES frontiers for alternative Case 6 are shown in Figure 9-12. 

The trends in factor use, as the level of risk aversion (fi) 

increases, are shown in Figures 9-3 through 9-5 for a herbicide with an 

effectiveness level of 0.2.    As the value of J2 increases, the proportion 

13/ of the hectare treated with herbicide decreases.    The rates—   of nitrogen 

application and hand weeding also decrease as the value of Q increases. 

These trends are consistent with the relationships between factor use 

levels and crop yield discussed in Chapter V.    That is, higher rates of 

factor use result in higher expected yield but the crop is also more 

responsive to favorable and adverse weather conditions and hence has 

greater yield variability.    Refer to Figure 3-13 in Chapter III. 

Figure 9-6 shows the relationship between herbicide effectiveness 

12/ — In farm Cases 5 and 6, where family labor is assumed to have an oppor- 
tunity cost, both herbicides (p = 0.2 and 0.4) are applied to the entire 
hectare at all Q levels.    The ES frontier for traditional technology lies 
entirely within the frontier for a herbicide with p = 0.4, which lies within 
that for a herbicide with p = 0.2. 

13/ — These are rates per hectare rather than the absolute amounts applied 
to the areas that did and did not receive herbicide. 
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Figure 9-4. Areas treated with a herbicide (p = 0.2) by the modal 
farmer. 
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level and the area treated with the two different herbicides.    Both 

herbicides are assumed to have the same cost of P 150 per hectare. 

When family labor has a zero wage rate, a herbicide is used to 

relieve the effect of the family labor constraint on weed control.   Because 

the area treated with herbicide is determined before the availability of 

weeding labor becomes known, the ex ante optimum area in some years 

will be greater than the ex post area.    In those years, weeding labor 

requirements will be reduced to levels lower than that which would have 

been used if the herbicide application decision could have been made on 

the basis of the known level of available weeding labor in each specific 

year.    The "over treatment" in   some years will result in "substitution" 

of the herbicide for weeding labor.    The effect can be seen in Table 9-1. 

The total amount of weeding labor decreases with increased herbicide 

effectiveness (decreased p) . 

The relationship between p and area treated, shown in Figure 9-6, 

exists for all farm cases.   In the two farm cases (5 and 6) where family 

labor is assumed to have an opportunity cost the entire hectare is treated 

14/ with either herbicide at all n levels.—       In    these    cases    the 

substitution    of    the    chemical    for    weeding      labor   is    not    due 

only    to    the    "over    treatment"     effect    associated    with    the 

herbicide application decision being made before the available weeding 

labor is known, but is due also to a deliberate substitution of factors 

14/ — The modal farmer with zero risk aversion is the only individual with 
^ero opportunity cost on family labor that shows a slightly larger area 
treated with the less effective herbicide than with the more effective. 
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that would have occurred even if the decision on herbicide application 

could have been made ex post. 

For the modal case and the other farm cases where credit was not 

limiting, the introduction of a herbicide generally resulted in increased 

rates of nitrogen application due in part to the complementarity between 

a herbicide and nitrogen. 

Equation 3-6 from Chapter III shows this complementarity 

Y = (a - bp2d2) + 2 bpdkH + (f-2bp2dm) N - bk2H2 

+ (± g - bp2m2)N2 + 2bkmHN  ...     3-6 

The smziller the value of p the greater the marginal productivity of 

nitrogen for a fixed level of H. 

|^-  = f - 2 bp2dm + 2 (± g - bp2m2) N + 2 bkmH 

Case 1—The Effect of Tenure 

Table 9-2 shows the empirical results for an owner operator 

(Case 1).    The expected values and standard deviations of net revenue 

are greater for owner operators than for the tenant operators at all risk 

aversion levels and under each technology state. 

As for a tenant farmer, the rates of factor use (herbicide, ferti- 

lizer and hand weeding), decrease under each technology as the level 

of risk aversion (Q) increases.    Figure 9-7 shows the trend in area 

treated with herbicide for the more effective herbicide (p = 0.2) for 

the two tenure states.    The tenant operator with neutral risk preferences 
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(n = 0.0) applies the herbicide to a greater portion of his land than does 

an owner-operator with neutral risk preference. However, as the level of 

risk aversion increases, the tenant operator reduces the area to which he 

applies herbicide more than does an owner operator.    Simileir relationships 

to that shown in Figure 9-7 also exist for herbicide use and rates of 

fertilizer application for each herbicide effectiveness level.    Tenant 

farmers have higher rates of factor use than do owner operators when 

neutral risk preferences are the case.    When risk is considered (Q = 0.5, 

1.0) , tenant farmers use lower input levels. 

Figure 9-8 shows determination of the revenue maximizing rates of 

nitrogen application for risk neutral tenant and owner operators when 

15/ they each have subsistence requirements of 2100 kilograms.—     The 

marginal value product of nitrogen for the owner operator (MVP^-.) is 

abed.   The segment a b reflects the higher value placed on rice 

retained for home consumption.    After the family's requirements have been 

met,  any additional production is sold at the lower farm gate price 

(segment c d of MVP.,-.).    The tenant operators marginal value product 

(MVP-j-Jis shown by e f g d in Figure 9-8.    The segment e f is the 

relevant segment for rice production up to the level that provides a por- 

tion to the tenant that is sufficient to meet his family's subsistence require- 

ment.    Beyond this level, g d is the relevant segment.—     For the price of 

15/ — This is a simplified case that does not separate the land area into that 
treated and not treated with herbicide. 

— Refer to Figure 3-16 and the related discussion in Chapter III for an 
explanation of the marginal value product curves of tenant and owner 
operators. 
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Figure 9-8.    Determination of optimum level of nitrogen use for tenant 
and owner operator with neutral risk preference. 
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nitrogen (P^) shown in Figure 9-8, the revenue maximizing levels of 

production for the owner and tenant operator are N- and N™ respectively. 

The level of nitrogen applied by the owner is less than that applied by 

the tenant. 

When risk is considered (n = 0.5,  1.0), the owner operator uses 

higher input levels (kilograms of fertilizer and area treated with herb- 

icide) than the tenant farmer.    The ratio of standard deviation to the 

expected value of crop net revenue is greater for a tenant operator than 

it is for an owner.       To maximize his utility (value of the objective func- 

tion) , the tenant is forced to reduce input levels more than the owner 

operator. 

Cases 2 and 3—Small and Large Family Size 

Tables 9-1, 9-3 and 9-4 show the empirical results for   medium, 

small    and    large families respectively.    As expected, when family labor 

has a zero cost, the amount of hand weeding increases as family size 

increases under each of the three technologies.    Because of the comple- 

mentarity between hand weeding and fertilizer, the amount of applied 

nitrogen also increases with family size.    Figures 9-9 and 9-10 show these 

relationships for each technology, when the risk aversion coefficient is 

zero.    Similar relationships exist for the other risk aversion levels. 

Herbicide use (area treated with herbicide) shows a general down- 

ward trend as family size increases.    This is the case when Q = 0.5,  1.0. 

However, when risk neutral preferences prevail, the small family applies 

herbicide to a slightly smaller area than   does the medium size family  (0.48 

hectares compared to 0.50 when    p = 0.2).    This is due to the effect of 
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differential pricing on rice for subsistence and sale.    The smaller 

farmer meets his subsistence requirement without the use of chemical 

weed control and therefore does not have as much incentive to adopt a 

herbicide as a farmer who has not satisfied this need. 

Figure 9-11 shows the areas treated with a herbicide (p = 0.2) by- 

farmers with different family size and risk aversion coefficients. 

Case 4—The Effect of a Credit Constraint 

Table 9-5 shows the results for a farmer with am annual credit 

limitation of -P-400.   Those farmers faced with a credit restriction, treat 

smaller areas with herbicide and apply lower rates of nitrogen.    The 

rates of hand weeding used by these farmers when they incorporate a 

herbicide into their weed management system are slightly higher than 

those used by farmers who have unrestricted cash (that is, who use more 

herbicide to control their weeds) . 

Cases 5 and 6—The Effect of a Cost on Family Labor 

Tables 9-6 and 9-7 show the solutions when family labor has oppor- 

tunity costs of-P-15.00 and-P-7.50 per man day respectively. 

When these opportunity costs are assumed, either herbicide (p = 0.4 

and 0.2) is applied to the entire hectare.    Figure 9-12 shows the ES 

frontiers for Case 6 under each technology state. 
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Summary 

The empirical results for each farm case under traditional technology 

were as expected.— 

1. The levels of factors (nitrogen and hand weeding) used in 

production decreased as risk aversion (fi) increased.    Rates 

of nitrogen application ranged from 95 kilograms per hectare 

for the risk neutral tenant operator with 9 family members (case 

3) to 30 kilograms per hectare for farmers with an opportunity 

cost on family labor and a risk aversion level of 1.0 (Cases 

5 and 6).    Rates of hand weeding ranged from 622 man hours 

per hectare for the risk neutral farmer with a large family 

(Case 3) to zero for the risk averse (ft = 1.0) individual with 

an opportunity cost of-P-15 per man day on family labor. 

2. Most farmers did not produce sufficient rice to satisfy their 

family's subsistence requirements.    Only the smallest farm 

family (Case 2) and the owner operator with neutral risk pre- 

ferences (Case 1) produced enough rice that their share of 

production was  sufficient to meet their family's  needs.     Other 

farmers needed to  purchase the balance of their rice requirement 

in the market. 

3. Labor was generally not hired to do hand weeding.    Only the 

risk neutral owner operator (Case 1) hired any weeding labor 

(27 man hours per hectare). 

17/ — They were consistent with the observed practices reported in Chapter 
II and the conceptual relationships hypothesized in Chapter III. 
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The empirical results when herbicide treatments were included in 

the model include: 

1. The application of a herbicide provided either reduced risk 

(standard deviation of net return) for the same expected return 

or increased expected return for the same level of risk.    Refer 

to the ES frontiers of Figures 9-2 and 9-12.    The solutions 

however, of farmers that did apply herbicide have higher 

expected values and standard deviations of net revenue than 

those when they use only traditional weed control methods. 

2. Herbicide application resulted in reduced rates of hand weed- 

ing, which in Cases 5 and 6 resulted in reduced production 

costs.    Higher levels of fertilizer application generally accomp- 

anied the application of a herbicide.    This effect, however, was 

influenced by the level of production relative to subsistence 

needs and the availability of hand weeding labor. 

3. The more effective herbicide (p = 0.2) was applied to larger 

areas than was the less effective one (p. = 0.4). 

4. The more risk averse farmers (higher Q value) applied herbi- 

cide to smaller areas of their farm and in some cases did not 

apply any. 

5. A credit restriction resulted in reduced areas treated with 

herbicide and generally lower rates of nitrogen application. 

6. Smaller, risk averse (ft = 0.5,  1.0)  farm families applied 

herbicide to greater areas than did farmers with larger families 

but the same level of risk aversion.    The risk neutral (ft = 0.0) 
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farmer with small family size however, applied herbicide to a 

smaller area than did the equivalent feirmer with a larger family 

(Figure 9-11). 

7.    The area treated with herbicide by a tenant farmer relative to 

that treated   by an owner depends on the level of risk aversion 

of each.   The risk neutral tenant applied herbicide to a larger 

area than the owner.    The risk averse tenant (Q = 0.5) 

however applied herbicide to a smaller area than did the equi- 

valent owner operator (Figure 9-7) . 
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X.   IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE EXTENSIONS 
OF THE ANALYSIS 

In this chapter, some implications and possible extensions of the 

einalysis are presented.   The implications of the finding for Cale rice farm- 

ers, for future weed management research (both economic and agronomic) 

as well as for designing appropriate extension efforts in upland rice 

producing areas are presented first. 

Possible extensions and uses of the analytical framework developed 

in the study, are then outlined. 

Implications 

The empirical analysis indicates that herbicide application has the 

potential of improving the economic well being of almost all rice farmers in 

Cede, without displacing a significant number of workers who depend on 

this employment.    Although the analysis showed that those farmers who 

use hired weeding labor, replaced it with herbicide treatment, the 

number of farmers that use hired labor and the amounts they use are 

small.— 

As well as the potential economic gains to some farmers reported in 

the preceeding chapter, there is also the benefit of reducing the need to 

do the generally unpleasant task of hand weeding. 

From the results of Chapter IX, those farmers who are more 

likely to adopt an introduced herbicide are those who— 

- Indicated by IRRI survey data in Cede and the empirical results for 
the various farm cases. 
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1. are less risk averse. 

2. do not meet their family's rice subsistence requirements under 

traditional weed control technology. 

3. do have alternative uses for their family labor during the hand 

weeding period (have an opportunity cost or reservation price 

on family labor). 

4. have the cash (either borrowed or owned) to purchase the 

needed chemical.    This, however, does not appear to be a 

serious limitation,    most farmers can borrow the-JMOO to-P-500 

needed to purchase the desired amounts of fertilizer and 

herbicide either from the local bank or from relatives and 

friends.— 

There are several factors that will inhibit the adoption of herbicides, 

even by those Cale farmers that the study results indicate    would be in 

improved economic positions.    Farmers in the area presently have strong 

3/ biases against the use of herbicides.—    These are based on: 

1. the effect of herbicides on human health. 

2. their lack of effectiveness in controlling weeds. 

3. their effect on other crops. 

4. a lack of information on how and when to apply them. 

5. the need to obtain the necessary equipment (back pack 

sprayer) to apply them. 

2/ - Refer to Chapter II. 

3/ - Source:    personal communication with Cale farmers. 
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Research by IPPC agronomists in Cavite indicates that Butachlor 

4/ is an effective herbicide for controlling weeds in rice.-    It had rates of 

weed kill of 80 to 90 percent.    These rates are equivalent to p values of 
5/ 

0.2 and 0.1 respectively.—    It is known to be safe in com and most 

leguminous crops.   It is also one of the herbicides that is least toxic to 

humans and other mammals. 

An extension program in the area would need to educate farmers 

on the potential benefits of such a herbicide and on the appropriate rate, 

time and method of application.    Correct application would be crucial 

towards obtaining the highest effectiveness levels, with the minimum risk 

to human health and drift to other crops. 

The cost of a back pack sprayer was not included in the analytical 

model.    Adequate ones are available for between-P-300 to-P600.   This cost 

to an individual could be reduced if severed farmers purchased and 

shared one set of equipment.    The farmer groups that already exist for 

borrowing purposes is one possible organization that could link with the 

bank to borrow the cash to purchase a sprayer. 

An  important implication of the results to further agronomic 

research is that, although a more effective herbicide provides greater 

weed control, a high level of effectiveness is not necessary before 

farmers will benefit from using a herbicide. 

4/ - Fisher, H. op. cit. 

5/ — The measures of herbicide effectiveness (p) tested in the model were 
0.2 and 0.4. 
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Extensions and Possible Uses of the Analytical Framework 

The analytical framework developed in this study, brings together 

several modelling aspects to analyze existing and alternative weed manage- 

ment methods in a peasant production system.   These aspects are: 

1. Consideration of stochastic constraint or right hand side values 

(available family and hired weeding labor) knd stochastic 

response coefficients. 

2. Curvilinear production relationships are accounted for by series 

of production activities with specified packages of inputs 

(fertilizer, hand weeding, herbicide) . 

3. The sequential decision process is included in the model by 

using the discrete stochastic programming technique. 

Several extensions of the analysis to that already conducted in 

Gale are: 

1.    Examination of more farm cases.   In particular, each farm case 

when various opportunity costs (or reservation prices)on 

family labor could be analyzed.   A zero opportunity cost on 

family labor was assumed for the modal case and most other 

farm cases examined in this analysis.   This is a reasonable 

assumption, given that farmers have little opportunity to work 

on other farms during the weeding period (few farmers'hire 

weeding labor) and there are few alternative uses for their 

labor on their own farm.   They do not hand weed their early 

corn crop (if they have one) and the areas planted to other 

crops in the early wet season is small.    A non-zero reservation 
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price however, on family labor is likely to be considered by 

most farmers to account for the energy (cost of additional food) 

needed to do hand weeding as well as to account for the indi- 

vidual's trade off between leisure and work. 

2. Expand the model to include some or all of the following 

considerations: 

a. alternative or multiple rice planting dates. 

b. interactions with early and/or late season corn crops. 

c. interactions with other crops. 

d. interactions with non-farm (either on or off the farm 

activities. 

e. more detailed specification of the consumptive aspects of 

the household. 

By expanding the model structure to specifically include these 

components* a more complete decision unit would be developed. 

This expanded model could then be used to explicitly account for 

the allocation of cash, labor, land, fertilizer and herbicide 

between alternative productive and consumptive activities. 

3. Several factors, not accounted for in the analysis, that may 

cause stochastic variability in crop net revenue could be 

included.    They are: 

a. the stochastic variability in crop yield due to the uncertain 

effects of insects, diseases and other pests. 

b. stochastic variability in the effectiveness level of a 

herbicide (that is stochastic p values).' 

c. stochastic product and factor prices. 
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Beyond these extensions of the analysis in Cale, several further 

applications are possible: 

1. The general form of the model is amendable to modification of 

the coefficient values and constraint levels and could be used 

to analyze crop production systems in other areas; both within 

the Philippines and in other countries. 

2. The International Plant Protection Center now has results from 

agronomic and socio-economic research into alternative weed 

management systems in Brazil, Costa Rica, El Salvador and 

the Philippines.    The conceptual framework and empirical 

findings developed in this study for single farm cases, along 

with the broader regional analyses conducted by IPPC in 

Latin America could provide a useful basis for establishing 

some general principles of weed management technology. 
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